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To many people, mathematics may look like series of true statements, with
the corresponding irrefutable proofs, ordered in a perfectly logical manner.
Perhaps one would expect that the process of writing a mathematical thesis
reflects this image. My experiences were quite different. To me it was a time
of guesses and doubts, of conjectures, for which proofs and refutations were
proposed to shoot holes in them. A period of trying different approaches,
and re-evaluations in order to give some coherence to the process. A process
involving emotions ranging from victorious joy to levels that I do not wish
to recall right now. Looking back, I conclude that acquiring mathematical
knowledge is not very different from the rest of life. So it will come to no
surprise that like in real life, for completing this thesis I owe a great deal to
the support of many other people. I owe so much to so many people that it
is impossible to tell to whom I owe most.
When I started working at Maastricht University, it was Yves Crama who
introduced me to a mix of manufacturing problems and polyhedral theory.
He succeeded in getting me interested, and together with the enthusiastic
and optimistic support of Koos Vrieze, and the enthusiastic and critical
support of Antoon Kolen, he created a research environment that has been
very beneficial to me.
Furthermore, I wish to thank Egon Balas for our work on the Chapters
2 and 5, for introducing me to many aspects of polyhedral theory, and for
triggering the development of my view on mathematics.
I also want to express my gratitude to the members of the assessment
committee: Hans Peeters, Egon Balas, Stan van Hoesel, Stef Tijs, and Laurence Wolsey. Even I have to admit that in many cases you can not tell from
reading my proofs that I always aim for elegance.
Many thanks are also due to my colleagues at the Department of Mathematics and the Department of Quantitative Economics of Maastricht University. In particular to my room-mates: Frits Spieksma, Jeroen Kuipers,
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Pirn Martens, and Jeroen Rutten. They have shown me many useful things.
For example, how to derive interesting results in chaos, and in order; or the
advantages of doing research with a more direct relevance for society. And
they have shown me what talent is about.
I am aware that there has been much more to writing this thesis than
mathematics. As a consequence, many more people have been involved in
this thesis than I mention here. Likewise, I will show that there are many
more ways to show gratitude.
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Introduction
When I started the quest for a PhD-thesis at the University of Limburg in
June 1990,1 joined a group of researchers focusing on combinatorial aspects
of problems arising in flexible manufacturing systems. Their efforts culminated in a series of publications, and eventually theses ([Spioksma, 1992],
[Oerlemans, 1992]), on different topics concerning scheduling and set-up
problems in the highly automated environment of flexible manufacturing
systems. In general, for production systems like these, it is extremely difficult to schedule the processing of every part in the right time on the right
machine with the right tools. Therefore, it could be advantageous to split up
the production process into smaller and relatively independent subprocesses,
just to make the toob'ng, loading, and scheduling problems more tractable.
So, I started studying the possibilities of forming production cells. The
choice of applying polyhedral techniques was based on the observation that
these techniques are efficient for other partitioning problems. Furthermore,
they were in line with ongoing research within our group.
However, the central topic of this study is not cell formation, but the
relations between polyhedra. The reason is that the formation of cells is not
just one grouping problem, but it entails a wide variety of slightly different
problems. For example, sometimes we have to take into account additional
constraints; limits on the number of groups, the number of machines in one
group, the number of parts in one group; pairs of machines that have to be
in the same group; the possibility to buy additional machines; or alternative
ways to process a part. It is easy to extend this list. Clearly, the value
of deriving theoretical results for a specific problem is dependent on the
possibility to transform those results into useful information about variants
1
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of the original problem. As a consequence the emphasis of the study shifted
from the formation of production cells towards relating polyhedra.
To K<-t acquainted with the basic ideas of applying polyhedral theory to
combinatorial problems, we discuss a simple example in the next section.
The most important concepts will be introduced formally in Section 1.2. In
the final section of this introduction a brief outline of this thesis is presented.

1.1

Example: The Vending Machine Payment

In this section we discuss a small instance of a combinatorial problem, that
in real life not many people would be inclined to tackle with polyhedral
techniques. It is presented here just for the sake of illustrating the basic
concepts of polyhedral theory applied to combinatorial problems.
Example 1.1.1 /n Me rfwnpcons o / a n nmerican university a vending mac/urif /jnwtr/fM /ood.s, rmir>n</ m/iir/i are Swiss #o//s. Suppose we twm< <o
purc/i«.se o pacfc o/ #o//s. 77ns purc/jase s/iou/d cost us 40 cents (if does not,
6ut //ia< is a dij^ereni discussion^.
7?* OH»" ?/>«//<-/ H>f /law 3 </tJar<ers, 5 dimes, and 10 cents. /I /i/</e red /ig/i<
tudica/cs a /«rA; o/ c/ta;ioe. vVo< u;i//i?io /o tip /or t/u's 6ad se/-i;ice, we decide
<o pay exact. 7s //IJS possi6/e? / / s o , we wou/d pre/er to use as/ety coins as
po.sst'6/e. //ow marit/ o/ eac/i type o/ coins sftou/d we usef
This example is an instance of the abstract problem of paying exactly a
certain amount of money given a set of coins and banknotes, such that the
total number of coins and notes that are used to pay is minimal. In our case a
solution of the instance consists of three numbers. Let us denote the number
of quarters as a;,uorter«, the number of dimes as a;dime*, and the number of
cents as Xcmtj- In a feasible solution, x,uarteri can only have the values 0,
1, 2, or 3. Similarly, *,,,•,„„ € {0,1,2,3,4,5}, and ar«m* € { 0 , 1 , . . . , 10}.
These integer constraints express that we can only use the coins we have.
To be feasible, a solution also has to satisfy the following linear constraint.
Let us call it the payment equality. It expresses that we are paying exactly
40 cents:
+ lOldimM + *cents = 40.

An optimal solution is one of the feasible solutions with the best objective
value. In our case the objective is to minimize the number of coins used.
That is:
minimize Z,,,ar<eT-j + Xrfimes + arcents-
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To determine an optimal solution we need to evaluate all solutions, preferably
in the way requiring the least effort. Checking all possible 264 combinations
of values for our three variables is an option, but it is not likely to be the
most efficient one. A more promising method is to split up the instance into
subinstances that we can analyze more easily. For example, we could split up
our instance into four subinstances, one for each possible value of x,,,,,,rter»Obviously, the subinstances for which t he value of the used quarters exceeds
40 cents do not have a feasible solution and can be discarded. Implicitly, we
discard half of all possible combinations of values for the three variables.
Evaluating a subinstance is slightly more work than evaluating a solution,
but it is worth the effort. We can cut back on the number of subinstances
to be evaluated by improving the evaluations. Up to now the evaluation
was a simple check of feasibility: if the remaining coins should add up to
a negative amount, we discard the subinstance. We could do more, like
deriving an upper bound on the optimal value of the instance and a lower
bound on the optimal value of the subinstance. If for a subinstance the lower
bound exceeds the upper bound, we can discard the subinstance. Usually,
trivial bounds, like zero and the number of coins available, are not of much
help. To derive useful bounds we have to make an extra effort.
As for the upper bounds, any feasible solution implies a nontrivial upper bound for all subinstances. So we could design a simple algorithm that
provides us in reasonable time with a reasonable chance with a feasible solution that is fairly good (though maybe not optimal). Such an algorithm
is called a heuristic. Deriving a nontrivial lower bound is harder, since not
every infeasible solution implies a lower bound. What we can do is try to
solve a relaxation of the instance. We should relax or even omit some of the
constraints in such a way that we get an instance of a problem that can be
solved more easily.
In our case I would suggest to relax the integer constraints on x,uar<er»>
£rftmea> and Xcenta* by replacing them with upper and lower bounds on these
variables. Let Pcoms denote the set of solutions satisfying the payment equality and the upper and lower bounds on the variables:
,

0 <

...... = 4 0

aw.

< 10

The task of optimizing our objective function over this set is called the /mear
re/axatzon of the original instance. It is linear, because all the constraints as
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well as the objective are linear expressions in the variables. In our case, the
linear relaxation can be formulated as follows:
> >•. .•
minimize
Z,uar<erj +
Subject tO (l,uarterj,

+

The set Pcoin* '^ a po/y<ope. Optimizing a linear function over a polytope
implies that there is always at least one corner point of the polytope that
is an optimal solution. There exists a wide variety of computer packages
designed to select an optimal corner point efficiently.

• 'cent*

10
(1.2,0,10)'

Figure 1.1: A geometrical representation of the polytope
The set Pcom» ^ represented geometrically in Figure 1.1. Since Pcoms
is a polytope, and the objective function is linear in the variables, we only
need to chock the corner points of f^,,, to find an optimal solution. In this
case inspection is sufficient to find an optimal solution: the corner point for
which z,,,ar<erj = 1.6 and id.mes = Zcen<a = 0. The corresponding objective
value, the sum of the variables, is 1.6. This solution is optimal for the linear
relaxation, but it is not a feasible solution of the original instance since it is
not integral. Still, it gives us some nontrivial information: if there exists a
feasible solution, then it involves at least two coins.

Section J.J
Evaluating an instance by solving the linear relaxation is slightly more
work than before, but maybe it is worth it. We could cut back on the number
of instances to be evaluated by improving the linear relaxations. This is wore
polyhedral theory comes in. From now on we are not going to bother about
smart strategies to split up instances, or about clever heuristics, but instead
we are going to focus on deriving lower bounds for an instance applying
polyhedral theory.
Often it is easier to solve a problem defined in two dimensions than one
defined in three. Notice that if we know two of our numbers x,uarirr*, *dimej,
and £cen«j» we can easily compute what the third number should be. Let
us get rid of the cents by rewriting the payment equality to Xcen«j = 40 25x,uaner, - lOid.me* and by replacing ! „ „ , , with 10-253-,,,,,,.,,,,.,in the other expressions. Now if we solve the following instance:
minimize 4 0 - 2 4 i (juar(
subject to
e{o , . . . , 3 }
c« 6 {o,. -.,5}
25a:, uor<e
lOZd.mea €E { 3 0 , . . .,40}
we implicitly solve the original instance, since, given the optimal solution
of the simplified instance, it is easy to construct the optimal solution of the
original instance.
Now let us study the linear relaxation of the simplified instance. We
denote the set of feasible solutions of this linear relaxation of our instance
- Clearly, Qcoma is a polytope (see Figure 1.2):
as
* * * •

0

<

0
30

<

^guarters V

<5
40

In fact, Qcoms ^ a projechon of Z^oms on the plane where icenfa = 0. And
it is a very special projection, since for each corner point in Qpom«j» there is
exactly one corner point in Pcoinsi and the other way round. Among other
things, necessary and sufficient conditions for this property are discussed in
the next chapter of this thesis. Obviously, projective relations can be useful
to abstract information about one polytope from the other.
The linear relaxation of the simplified instance can be formulated as follows:
minimize

40 -

Subject to

(jguq

, ^e/imea)
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(0,3)

(1.2,0)
Figure 1.2: A geometrical representation of the polytope
Clearly, the objective function is linear in the variables. So, we only need
to check the corner points of (Jcoma to find an optimal solution: the corner
point for which g a r t e r s = 1.6 and xj,>ne« = 0. The corresponding objective
value is 1 .(>.
How can we improve this result? Looking at Figure 1.2 it is obvious
that we could chop off pieces of Qcoms without excluding a feasible integer
solution. For example, we can reason that it is allowed to add the constraint
£<j<mr<cra < 1 to the constraints that define Qcoins- All feasible integer solutions satisfy this inequality, but the solution that is optimal in Qcoins does
not. Geographically, adding the inequality can be interpreted as cutting off
a piece of Qcoins- Therefore, this inequality is called a cuf/ing p/ane. But
it is not the only cutting plane we could think of. We could also add the
constraint a?d,rn<.j > 1 to the constraints that define Qcoins- Which cutting
plane is better is hard to say. We discuss the strength of cutting planes in
Chapter 4 of this thesis.
Let Qcoin* be the set of solutions in Qeoma that satisfy both cutting planes
discussed in the paragraph above; see Figure 1.3 for a geometrical representation. Optimizing over Qcoms* we find as an optimal solution z,uar«ers = 1,
Zrfimes = 1-5 and the objective value is 2.5. This implies that we have to use
at least three coins: adding the cutting planes improved our lower bound!
But how do we go from here? How to come up with new cutting planes?
Do we just have to wait for inspiration to formulate new cutting planes?

Section J.J

(0,3) <

(0.8,1)
•• a; ijuarterj

Figure 1.3: The poly tope
No, not necessarily. For instance, sometimes we can derive a cutting plane
by improving an inequality we already know. Consider for example the
inequality 25a;,uar«erj + 10a;d,>nej> > 30, or equivalently: 2i.r,uar(er« + a:<i,me» >
3. The variable a:<,uar(ers is either 0 or 1. If starters = 0> than the inequality
implies Zdimes > 3. If on the other hand a^reer* = 1, than the inequality
implies a^mes > | . Can we change the inequality such that it stays valid for
all integer solutions and implies z ^ e s > 1 if a^uarfers = 1? Sure, by lowering
the coefficient of z,uar(ers in the inequality from 2^ to 2: 2:r,jua,.£ers + £dimes >
3. Similarly, we can improve the inequality 25i,uar«ers + lOijime* < 40, or
equivalently: 2|a?,ua,.te™ + Zd»mes < 4. We can lift 2^ to 3 to get: 3a;,uarter» +
^dimei < 4. This kind of improvement techniques are called h/h'ng procedures
and we discuss them in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
Actually, together with s o r t e r s > 0, the two improved inequalities describe the convex hull //coins of the integer solutions of the simplified instance, as is illustrated in Figure 1.4. All corner points of //coin* are integer
solutions. So, optimizing any linear function over //coms yields an integer
solution, which is therefore also an optimal solution of the simplified instance
and implies an optimal solution for the original instance. No further analysis is needed. Only one instance has to be evaluated to solve the original
instance.
There are different possibilities to describe flcojn,. Preferably, we would
like to use as few constraints as possible. Clearly, for //comj the minimum
number of inequalities to describe //coins is three, one for each of the three

Chapter J

(0,3)'

(1,1)

Figure 1.4: The convex hull of the integer solutions, //coinsline pieces forming the boundary of //coins- These line-pieces are called
facets. Facets have our special attention, since for each facet we need to
have an inequality in the minimal description of //co,,™.
Deriving inequalities that define facets for / / „ , „ , is not very interesting unless we can generalize the inequalities for the problem of paying exactly a
certain amount of money, given a set of coins and banknotes. For the cell
formation problem such a generalization is possible. In Chapter 6 a general
model for the cell formation problem is formulated and discussed. Valid
and facet defining inequalities for the polytope that is the convex hull of all
solutions to the model are studied in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.

1.2

Definitions and Terminology

In the remaining chapters of this study the reader is assumed to be familiar
with the basic concepts of polyhedral theory. In this section, only the most
important concepts are defined. For a thorough discussion see for example
[Rockafellar, 1970], [Schrijver, 1986], and [Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988].
Definition 1.1 /I polyhedron is t/«e set o/ points f/iat satis/y a// tAe inequalities o/ a /inite set o/ /inear inequalities.

Sect/on 1.2

9

Definition 1.2 ,4 po/y/iedron P C 1R" is bounded i/</iere ert's<s a
number M € iR s«c/i Ma* P C {i € J»"| - M < i,- < M /or a// i 6
{!...„}}.
Definition 1.3 /I polytope i\s « botmded po/y/jcrfron.
Definition 1.4 /I po/y/je</ron 15 0/dimension /;, denoted a* dim(P) = p,
t/ and on/y i/ </ie maximum num6rr 0/ flj(7i»c/y tridrprndcn/ ;>otf»<s in P is
p+1.
As a consequence, an empty polyhedron is of dimension - 1 . .

,,»,,,. ,f|

Definition 1.5/1 constrain* i« ea//ed valid /or a se< 5 «/ a// /minto m 5*
satis/y f/ie consfmin/.

Definition 1.6/1 face o/a po/y/ifr/ron P is a suftsf/ F o/P /or u7ttc/i </iere
is a /inear inegua/i<y, t'a/iVi/or /', s«r/i //i«< a point sa/ts/j/in£r //«a/ inr(/ua/«7y
a< eg«a/i<y is in P 1/ and on/y t/ il is in F.
For every linear inequality that is valid for a polyhedron P, there is a set
F of all points in P that satisfy the inequality at equality. This set /' is a
face of P and the inequality is said to de/me F. So, an inequality defines a
face of P if and only if the inequality is valid for P.
The polyhedron P itself is a face of P, defined by inequalities equivalent
to 0 < 0. The empty set is a face of all polyhedra. To see this, notice
that the inequality 0 < 1 is valid for all polyhedra, while there is no point
satisfying this inequality at equality.
Definition 1.7/1 /ace 0 / P is ca//ed a proper /««; 0/P ?y z7 is nonempty
and no< iden/ica/ to P.
If a face of P is not proper, it is called improper. If F is a proper face of
P, then 0 < dim(F) < dim(P) — 1. A polyhedron P has no proper faces if
and only if P is a subspace.
Definition 1.8/1 nonempty /ace 0/ /owesi dimension is ca//cd an extreme
face.
In optimizing a linear objective function over a polyhedron P, the existence of an optimal solution implies the existence of an extreme face such
that all points in the face are optimal.
An extreme face is not necessarily a proper face. If a polyhedron consists
of a subspace, then the polyhedron has only one extreme face, namely the
polyhedron itself.

10
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Definition 1.9 .4 / a « o/ dimension 0 *s ca//ed an extreme point, or
er/tiii>a/eri//t/« corner point.
An extreme point is always an extreme face. If P is a poly tope, than its
extreme faces are always points. Optimizing a linear objective function over
a polytope P , there exists an extreme point that is optimal.
Definition 1.10 ,1 /«rr o/ dimrn.ffon dnn(P) — 1 JS ca//ed a facet.
Definition 1.11 /I facial description o/ « /Wy/ierfron is a se/ o/ ua/id
ine</u«/i<if;.s .suc/i </»a< /or et>ery ua/id inefua/t/y, </«ere is a /inear com6ina<«m
o///tr mrY/Mo/i/iY* in </>r se< </M< is cY/ua/ <o //ie ine^ua/ifj/ wp <o mu/<ip/ica<ion
6j/ a rjo/mc</ahuc sca/ar.
For each face containing P, two linear inequalities defining that face are
needed in the facial description of P. For each facet of /', a linear inequality defining that face is needed in the facial description of P . In a facial
description, for every face F all inequalities defining F can be generated by
taking a nonnegative weighted sum of the inequalities in the facial description. In literature, a description of a polyhedron P by linear inequalities is
often intuitively understood to be a set of valid inequalities such that every
point not belonging to P violates at least one inequality. In many cases that
boils down to a facial description. But not always. The difference is crucial
for some of the theorems in Chapter 3. For example, there is a difference
in case P is of dimension zero. Then, the empty set is its only facet, and
an inequality defining the empty set is needed for a facial description of P!
More general, if P is a subspace, an inequality defining the empty set is
necessary for a facial description of the subspace. Furthermore, in case P is
the empty set, all inequalities define P as a face of P itself. To be able to
generate all inequalities, at least n + 2 inequalities are needed.
Studying the description of a polyhedron P C 2R" implies studying the
set of all inequalities valid for P . This set can be represented in a (ra + 1)dimensional space. There is one variable for every coefficient in the inequality, and a variable for the right hand side. This way. the set of inequalities
valid for P is a polyhedron. A special property of this polyhedron is that it
is closed under multiplication with a nonnegative scalar.
Definition 1.12 .1 cone is a se< u»/iic/j is c/osed tmder nonnepaJiue sca/ar
mu//tp/tra/ton.

Section 1.2
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Convex cones are often easier to analyse than arbitrary polyhedra. For
example, the polar of a closed nonempty convex cone can be defined as
, . ,,
follows.
Definition 1.13 TVie polar A'" o/ a c/osfd convex cone A* C 1R" »'s Me
, ,
c/osea" convex cone de/ined as:
V

A* : = { ( a ,

aJer|^^,i,«i<0 V(i,

*„) € A'}. "'

Let A" be a closed nonempty convex cone, and A"" the polar of A'. Thou,
A" is the polar of A'°. Some characteristics of a polar pair of closed nonempty
convex cones A' and A'° are "polar". The following two examples are important. To start with, the extreme face of A'" has dimension n - dim(A').
Secondly, consider a face F" of A'" of one dimension higher than the extreme
face of A". The dimension of F° equals ?t — dim( A) + 1. An element on F"
corresponds to an inequality defining a face F of A' of one dimension lower
than A" itself. The dimension of F equals dim(A') — 1. This implies that F
is a facet of A".
We denote the polyhedron representing all inequalities valid for a polyhedron P as FI°(P), and we will refer to it as the polar cone of P .
Definition 1.14 77ie polar cone o / a po/j/Aedron P is Me se< denoted as
II°(P), de/inedas:

Now, consider the polar of the polar cone of a polyhedron P C
/

0

The relation with P is straightforward. The polyhedron P is the intersection
of this cone with the subspace defined by xo = 1> projected on the subspace
defined by xo = 0. We denote the polar of the polar cone of a polyhedron P
as n ( P ) , and we will refer to it as the induced cone of P.
Definition 1.15 77*e induced cone FI(P) o/ a po/j//ieaYon P is f/ie po/ar
o/ i/«e po/ar cone o/ P .
There is a one-to-one relationship between the facets of P and the facets
of the induced cone of P . Thus, by polarity, an element on a face of the polar

12
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cone II"(/') of f whose dimension is one dimension higher than the extreme
face of n ° ( P ) , corresponds to an inequality, valid for P and defining a facet
of /*. This concept is used and extended in Chapter 3.
The concept of an induced cone is also of importance in Chapter 4.
Intersecting the induced cone at different values of io, and then projecting
them on the subspace defined by xo = 0, yields a series of polyhedra P(xo)
in 2R". If these polyhedra contain the origin, than this series of polyhedra
is nested. That gives us a tool to analyze the quality of a relaxation of a
polyhedron, by enclosing the relaxation between P ( l ) and /*(<>). The closer
a can be to 1, the tighter the relaxation of P.

1.3

Outline

In the next chapter we focus on the relation between the dimension of a polyhedron and the dimension of its projection. We derive sufficient conditions
for a one-to-one relation between facets of a polvtope and the facets of its
projection. Chapter 3 deals with sequential lifting procedures by establishing
the relations between the description of a polyhedron and the description of
a face of that polyhedron. In Chapter 4 a measure for the strength of classes
of inequalities with respect to a linear relaxation is suggested: the best ratio
between the optimal value of the linear relaxation with and without a class
of inequalities. In the same chapter, we also discuss the relative value of
such a concept.
Chapter 5 is on the cycle polytope of a directed graph. Lifting procedures
and projection enables us to construct facet defining inequalities for the cycle
polytope of a directed graph from each of the facet defining inequalities of
the well known asymmetric traveling salesman polytope of the same graph.
It is also demonstrated that not all classes of facet defining inequalities of
the cycle polvtope of a directed graph can be derived this way, even for small
graphs. Lifting procedures are added to guarantee a complete description
for graphs on 4 and 5 nodes.
Then, in Chapter 6 formulations for the cell formation problem are compared, and a new integer programming model is proposed. In the chapter
thereafter, the polyhedral properties of this formulation are investigated. In
the final chapter a specific property of the cell formation polytope is studied: the possibility to patch inequalities defining facets together to a new
inequality defining a different facet.
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Chapter 2

On the Dimension of
Projected Polyhedra

This chapter is joint work with Egon Balas.
An article based on this chapter has been submitted for publication.
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Chapter 2

In this chapter, we address several basic questions that arise in the use of
projection in combinatorial optimization. Central to these is the connection
between the dimension of a polyhedron Q and the dimension of its projection
on a subspace. We give the exact relationship between the two dimensions.
As a byproduct we characterize the relationship between the equality subsystem of a polyhedron and that of its projection. We also derive a necessary
and sufficient condition for a face (in particular, a facet) of a polyhedron Q
to project into a face (a facet) of the projection of Q, and give a necessary
and sufficient condition for the existence of a one to one correspondence
between the faces of Q and those of its projection. More generally, we characterize the dimensional relationship between the projection of Q and that
of an arbitrary proper face of Q.
^

2.1

•

• • • • , : , o *

Introduction

Projection has emerged during the last 15 years as one of the most important
items in the toolkit, of polyhedral combinatorics. In using this tool, one often
faces questions concerning the dimension of projected polyhedra. What is
the connection between the dimension of the original polyhedron and that
of its projections? What about the projections of facets and other faces? It
is known that the projection of a polyhedron may have fewer or more facets
than the poly lied ion itself. But when do facets of the polyhedron project
into facets of the projection?
It is this type of questions that have motivated this paper. Our main
result in Section 2.2 gives the exact relationship between the dimension of a
general polyhedron and that of its projection on a specified subspace. From
this, we establish (Section 2.3) the fact that the affine hull of the projection
of a polyhedron Q is the projection of the affine hull of Q, and we derive
a necessary and sufficient condition for a facet of Q to project into a facet
of the projection of Q. More generally, given an arbitrary proper face F
of a polyhedron Q, we give a relationship between the dimension of the
projection of Q on a subspace, and the dimension of the projection of F on
the same subspace. Finally, we show that the operations of projection and
monotonization of polyhedra are commutative.
Consider the polyhedron
Q := {(«,x) € 2R" x 2R' : 4 u + # x < 6},
where /I, if and b have m rows. The projection of Q onto the subspace

Sect/on 2.2
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defined by u = 0, called the x-space, is defined as
#.-.,

/^

/

•

,!
•

P r o j , ( Q ) := {J? G J l ' : 3 u G « " with ( « , * ) € Q } .

•

a

••,„•.

It is well known that
•'

Pro^(C?) = {*€ J ? « : ( r f l ) z < » 6 , V t> € W } , *

where W , called the projection cone, is
!

W := {» € H™ : i»i4 = 0, » > 0}.

,
**•'

From the definition, if Q = 0, then Projj.(Q) = 0 (and vice versa). So for
the rest of this chapter we assume Q / 0. For background material on projection see [Schrijver, 1986, Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988, Pulleyblank, 1989,
Balas and Fischetti, 1993].

2.2

The Main Result

Let us partition the rows of (^4,5,6) into (/4~,i?~,6~) and (yl —, Zi —,6 —),
where /l~u + i?~a; = 6~ is the egua/z<!/ su6st/siemof Q, i.e. the set of inequalities satisfied at equality by every (u,x) € Q. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that the equality system is of full row rank (otherwise the redundant rows can be removed), and let r := rflnfc(A~, 2?~) = ran/;(/i~, 5 ~ , t~),
where the last equality follows from Q ^ 0.
It is well known that dz'm(Q) = p + 9 — r, and that Q is full-dimensional,
i.e. rfim(Q) = p -I- g, if and only if the equality subsystem is vacuous. We
first address this situation.
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.2.1 //dim(Q) = p + 9, Men <Zzm(Pro.7*(<2)) = g.
Proof: The dimension of Proji(Q) is 9 - f, where f is the rank of the
equality subsystem of Proj(Q). We claim that f = 0. To prove this, we
point out that none of the inequalities defining Q is satisfied at equality
by every (w,x) G Q. Now suppose there exists § 6 H ' \ {0} such that the
inequality (i;5)x < ubof the system defining / V o j ^ Q ) is satisfied at equality
by every a; E i''~ojx(Q). Then

Chapter 2
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for every (u,i) € Q, since uA = 0. But this implies that every row i of
/!« + / i i < 6 such that t), > 0 is satisfied at equality by every (u,x) e Q , a
contradiction. This proves that r = 0.
^
, •
D
Now, we turn to the general situation, when Q is not necessarily full
dimensional. We recall that the matrix (A-,5~) is of rank r, and define
r* := ranfc(/l~). Let Ao be a nonsingular r* x r" submatrix of A~. Then,
without loss of generality, Q can be written as

wliere

and Mo lias r* components corresponding to the columns of
Let us examine the values that r* can take. Clearly, r* is nonnegative and
cannot exceed the number p of columns of A~. Next, notice that rarcfc(i?i) +
r* = r, and ranA:(£?i) < </. Thus we have
moa;{0, r - </} < r* < 7nin{p, r}.
If r* = p, then >li, /I3, /If and «i are vacuous. If r* = r, then A2, ^ 3 ,
/ii and 61 are vacuous. If r* = 0, then /lo, /li, #0 ^nd ^o> *s well as ^2, V4Q
and «o ^re vacuous. In all other cases, all matrices in the above formulation
are nonvacuous. Further, if r* = r - 9, then £1 is square, nonsingular.
Next, we project Q onto the subspace of («i,x), by using the equation
«o =

AQI&O

- / l o ^ i « i - ^0 *^o*

to eliminate tio- The entries of the matrix (0,/l3- /l2-4o*/li) obtained from
(Aj, A3) through this transformation are all 0. To see this, notice that since
ranfc(/l~) = r* = ra»k(/4o)> the rows of (/t2,/l3) are linear combinations
of those of (/lo,Ai). So, there is a ((r - r*) x r*)-matrix /? such that
/£(/lo,/li) = (-42,/l3). Since /^/io = .42 and Ao is nonsingular, we have
/? = A2/I0', implying AAj = ^2/^0 Mi = A3. Consequently
Aui +

£,z
fix

=
<

Section 2.2
where 5 , :

and 6 := 6^ - . 4 | V V
L e m m a 2.2.1 dtm(Q0 = dtm(Q).

We will denote Q' :=

i ., , ^,«>: ;M»Mii i J>w>; i,H *t-

Proof: The dimension of a polyhedron can not be less than the dimension
of a projection of that polyhedron. So, to prove the lemma we take a set of
2 := d i m ( Q ) + 1 affinely independent points (uQ,«f,x*) € (?. it = l , . . . , z ,
and we show that the corresponding set of points (Uj,a:*) € (^' is also affinely
independent. Let these latter points be y* := (uf, x*), A; = 1 , . . . , 2. Showing
that they are affinely independent amounts to showing that the points (",),
fc = 1 , . . . , r are linearly independent. Now suppose they are not; then there
exist values A*, A; = l , . . . , z , not all zero, such that £ £ _ , ^fc(^i) = ^- We
claim that this implies 2Zfc=i ^Jfc^o = 0, which in turn means that the 5 points
(«o,«i,x*) G Q are also affinely dependent, a contradiction.
To prove the claim, we notice that
,
,,

Jt=l

Hence the p + g — r + 1 points y* 6 Q', A; = 1 , . . . , 2, are affinely independent.

•
Since Q' is the projection of Q on the subspace of (ui, x), it follows from
the definitions that
Now, the dimension of Q' is the same as that of Q, but the equality subsystem
i?ix = 6j of Q' has rank r — r*. Notice that Q' can be written as
Q' = Q" n {(«i,x) € JR"-""* X U ' : # i z = 61},
where
Q" = {(ui.ar) G ffi"""' X JK* : i « i + 5 x < 6}
is a full dimensional polyhedron, namely one of dimension p + 9 - r*.
Next, we want to project Q' onto the x-space.

18
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Lemma 2.2.2 /Vo;,(Q') = /-Voj^Q") n {x e 2R« : fljx = &i}.

H ••«»**

Proof: By definition, x € ProjrfQ') if and only if there exists some ui 6
iRP-""' such that (ui,x) € Q'; i.e. such that (i) («i,x) 6 Q" and (ii) Z?iX =
D
fri. But (i) and (ii) imply that x € Proj(<2") n {x € 1R' : # i * = &i}.
.

We are now ready to prove our central result.

,-

. a-

H

kx,»!*I

Theorem 2.2.1
- p + r".
Proof: Sinn* t ho projections of Q and Q' are the same, from Lemma 2.2.2
we have
/>roj,.(g) = /Vojr(Q") D {x G ffi' : 5 i x = 6i}.
Further, from this inequality,

The dimension of {.r € iR' : fiix = 6j} is 9 - r - f r* = d i m ( Q ) - p + r*. This
proves that
rfi(Pj(Q))
< d ( Q ) - p + r".
To complete the proof, we need to show that the inequality also holds in the
other direction. This is equivalent to showing that
dtm(Q') < dtm(Proj,(0')) + /> - ^ ,
!

:

. 1 '

since the projection of Q' is the same as that of Q, and from Lemma 2.2.1,
</»»»( Q') = rfim(Q).
Consider a matrix (Z},£) whose rows are vectors (ui,x) G Q' that form a
maximal independent set. Here D and £ correspond to the components ui
and x, respectively. Then
rftm(Q') = ran*r(Z?,£:) < ranit(D) + ranfc(£).
Since the rank of /J cannot exceed the number of its columns (which is p - r * )
and the rank of A' cannot exceed d»i7i(Pro/j.(Q')), we have
dtm(Q') < rfim(Proj,(Q')) + p - r*,
which is the needed inequality.

D

Section 2.3
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Consequences
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;

, .,>

One byproduct of the proof by Theorem 2.2.1 is the result that the solution
set of the equality subsystem of /'rojj.(Q) is the projection onto the x-space
of the solution set of the equality subsystem of (?. Indeed, it is not hard to
see that the solution set of the equality subsystem of an arbitrary polyhedron
P C .ffi" is the same as the affine hull of P , denoted a / / ( P ) , and defined
as the set of all x € 5?" of the form x = 5l!=i *'^i for some x, G P and
A j E K , i = 1 , . . . , I G 2 + such that £ ' = i ^i = 1- (M" '"•' equality system
is vacuous, i.e. P is full dimensional, then the affine hull of / ' is the whole
space: a / / ( P ) = 2R"). With this in mind, the result enunciated above can
be stated as
Corollary 2.3.1 a//(Pro/,(Q)) =
Proof: Using the notation introduced in Section 2.2, we have

and
The projection cone needed to project a / / ( Q ) onto the x-space has rays
(<, u;), where i and u; have the same number of components as 6Q and 6],
respectively, satisfying <(i4o,^4i) = 0, and w unconstrained.
Since /lo is of full row rank, all the rays of the projection cone are of the
form (0, w), which means that Frojix(a//(Q)) is defined by all possible linear
combinations of the equation of 5 i z = 6j, i.e. is the same as a / / ( P r o j r ( Q ) ) .
D
At the beginning of Section 2.2 we discussed the range of r* : max{0, r ?} < r* < min{p, r}. In combination with Theorem 2.2.1, this yields the
range of dim(Projj-(Q)):
max{0,dim(Q) - p} < rfim(Froji(Q) < min{9,drm(Q)}.
We will not discuss all the extreme cases again, except for the one which leads
to the next result, which states that the projection operation is dimension
preserving if and only if J4~ is of full column rank.

•I
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Corollary 2.3.2 rfimffVoj^Q)) = rfim(Q) i/and on/y i/r* = p.
Proof: Follows directly from Theorem 2.2.1.

<•..£

'

tf

Next we turn our attention to the dimension of projected faces of Q.
Since a face of Q is itself a polyhedron, we should be able to deduce the
dimension of its projection from Theorem 2.2.1.
.-,;
Let au + /?x < /?o be a valid inequality for Q, and suppose

is a nonempty facet of Q. Let Q ~ u + (g)~z = (^)~ be the equality
subsystem of F, and let rp := ran/; f (^)~, (g)")- Notice that r/r - r = 1,
since r/m»(F) = rii'm(Q) - 1. Further, denote r£- := ranit ((") = ). Thus r£
is projx'rly defined; the choice of a may not be not unique, but regardless of
the choice of a, provided that F is a facet, r£ is unambiguous. Then r £ - r*
can be interpreted as the difference between the number of dimensions "lost"
in projecting <2 (which is /J - r*) and in projecting F (which is p - r£).
Corollary 2.3.3 </im(Proj*(F)) = dtm(Pro;*(Q)) - 1 + (rj. - r ' ) .
Proof: From Theorem 2.2.1,
= dim(F)-p+r>
= dim(Q) - 1 - p + r>
and
Hence
= dtm(Proj,(Q)) - 1 + (rj- - r*).

Corollary 2.3.3 says that the dimension of Proji(F) is at least equal to
the dimension of a facet of Projj(Q); this seems to, but does not in fact,
imply t hat Pro_/j.( F) is a facet or an improper face of Pro_/j(Q). The reason
for this is that the projection of a face of Q is not always a face of the
projection of Q. As an example, think of a pyramid projected onto its base:
the vertex of the pyramid, which is one of its faces, does not become a face
of the projection, when projected onto the base of the pyramid.

Section 2.3
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Proposition 2.3.1 77»e pro;er<ion Projj.(F) o/a /ace f o/Q is a /are o/
^ojx(Q) «/and on/y t/Q /ias a /ace f^ de/ined 6y a» inroua/t/;/ o/ t/»e /orm
/3x < /3o (u>i<n a = O;, SUC/J </»a< /Vojx(/» = Projx(^). Wnen </iis is </»e
case, F C F j .
Proof: Necessity. Suppose Projr(F) is a face of Proj,(Q). Then there
exists an inequality /?x < $) such that /*rojj.(F) = {x € Pro/',r(Q) : /jx =
/?o}- But /ij < /?o also defines a face f^ of Q, namely f)j = {(«, x) € £? :
/?x = /Jo}- Clearly, /Yoj^Fj) = Proj^(/'), since the expressions on both
sides of the equality are equal to Projj.(Q) D {x : /?x = /fo}.
Sufficiency. Suppose /•# is the face of Q defined by /jx < /3o, such that
) = Proj,(F). Since/Jx < /io is valid for /Voj,(Q) and /Vo/,(/->) =
n {/3x = /io}, clearly Proji(F^) is a face of /Voj,((^); honce so is
/Voj^(F).
Furthermore, we claim that F C F/j. For if not, let (u,x) 6 F \ /'^; then
(u,x) € F implies J € Proj^F) and hence /?x = /fo* whereas (u, x) ^ F/j
implies /3x < /?o, a contradiction.
O
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.3.1 wo have
Corollary 2.3.4 77jere is a one to one correspondence 6e<u>een Me /aces o/
Q and </ie /aces o/Projj.(Q) z/and on/j/ t/ewrt//ace o/Q can 6e de/ined 6j/
an inegua/i/j/ o/ </ie /orm /3a; < /?o fw^/i a = 0^.
Now consider again the important case when F is a facet of Q. Then we
have
Corollary 2.3.5 Lei F k a /acet o/ Q.
z/and on/y z/r^ = r*.

T/ien Proj^F) «* a /ace< o/

Proof:
From Corollary 2.3.3 Proj^(F) has the right dimension for being a facet
of Proj^(<3) if and only if r£- = r". It then suffices to show that /Voj.,.(F)
is a face of Proji(Q) if r^ = r*.
Since F is a facet of Q, it has a defining inequality, say au + /Jx < /?o. If
r£ = r*, then there exists a vector A such that a = AJ4~; hence the above
inequality is equivalent to (/3 - A/?~)i < /?o - ^/3~i which can be written as
0'x < /3Q. It then follows from Proposition 2.3.1 that Projx(F) is a face of

•
An immediate consequence of Corollary 2.3.5 is
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Corollary 2.3.6 // /•' i.« a /«ce< o/Q «n</ r" = p, Men Projj-(F) is a /acet
Proof: If the matrix v4= is of full column rank, then so is the matrix (^)~,
and thus r* = rj.-.
D
An interesting example where this situation arises is that of the cycle
polytope of a directed graph. Let Q be the Prize Collecting Traveling Salesman (POTS) polytope defined on a digraph G with loops, ie. the convex
hull of points (x, ?/), whore x is the incidence vector of a directed cycle on
some node sot .S', and j/ is the incidence vector of the set of loops indexed
by TV \ 5. Then /Voj,(Q) is the cycle polytope of G, i.e. the convex hull of
incidence vectors x of directed cycles of 6'.
'•
Now let /•" be any facet of the PCTS polytope Q. It is shown in Chapter
5 that /Vojj( /•'), the projection of /•' onto the x-space, is a facet of the cycle
polytope defined on 6'. The proof is based on the fact that the matrix /1~
in the polyhedral description of Q consists of the unit columns associated
with the components of y, hence is of full column rank and so Corollary 2.3.6
applies.
On the other hand, if F is a facet of Q but Proj,.(F) is not a facet of
^''•ojr(Q), i.e. r^ ^ r", then the only possibility is that A:* := r£- - r* = 1.
Since this implies that Projx(^) is of the same dimension as Projr(Q), it
follows that either Pro_;V(f) = ^rojjfQ), or else Projj-(^) is a subset, but
not a face, of Q.
Corollary 2.3.6 can be generalized to faces other than facets. Indeed, we
have the following.
Proposition 2.3.2 // /•' t's a /ace o/ Q o/ dimension d and r* = p, </ien
'* o /nce o/ /'rojj.(Q) o/ dimension d.

Chapter 3

Sequential Lifting
Procedures

An article based on this chapter has been submitted for publication.
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In integer programming we often find some benefit in having disposal of
strong valid inequalities for the convex hull of the set of all feasible solutions.
To determine such inequalities, so-called lifting procedures can be applied.
The main idea of these procedures is to use the description of a face P' of P,
defined by fixing some variables, to derive a partial description of the original
polytope P. In this chapter sequential lifting is extended in such a way that
lifting an inequality defining a facet of P' guarantees to yield an inequality
defining a facet of the original polytope P. Furthermore, it is shown that, by
generalizing this procedure in an appropriate way, all inequalities defining
nontrivial facets of P can be obtained by lifting. For convenience, in this
paper we restrict ourselves to zero-one programming, but the results can be
extrapolated.
f-s-

3.1

Introduction and Terminology

Consider the zero-one program mai{c^:r | i € S C IB"} (where iB" denotes
the set of n-dimensional binary vectors). Define P to be the convex hull of
5, where by convention the convex hull of the empty set is the empty set.
Unlike integer programming in general, each feasible solution a: € 5 is an
extreme point of P.
Theoretically, given the set 5, a facial description of P can be determined by examining the polar cone FI°(P) of P, representing the coefficients
(a,no) € /??"*' for which the inequality n^jr < ao is valid for P (see Section
1.2 for a brief explanation). The polar cone of P is described as follows:
H°(P)

= { («,«o)€ i R " + ' | « ^ - « o < 0

VzGS}

(3.1)

If P is of full dimension and bounded, and (a^,ao) 7^ 0, then a^i < ao
defines a facet of P if and only if (a^, ao) is on an extreme ray of FI°(P). This
is a well-known result, see for example [Rockafellar, 1970], [Schrijver, 1986],
and [Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988]. However, determining the extreme rays
of ll"(P) is computationally complex. At the moment, programs designed
for computing a minimal facial description of the convex hull of a set of
points (see e.g. [Fukuda. 1991]) can only handle relatively small sets 5 of
feasible points.
Sequential lifting procedures are based on the idea to organize the quest
for equalities of P and facet-defining inequalities of P by making use of the
(partial) description of the faces of P induced by the trivial inequalities:
Xj > 0, and .r^ < 1 for any j € {1
n}. To achieve this, we assume

Section 3.1
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first that j = n and we partition the set A' into two subsets, say 5" and
5 ' , as follows: 5® = {x 6 5 : *„ = 0}, and 5> = {i € 5 : *„ = 1}.
P° and P ' are defined as the convex hull of 5" and 5 ' respectively. This
implies that P° and P ' are (possibly improper) faces of / \ Let p", p \
and p denote the dimensions of P", P ' , and P respectively. This implies
- 1 < p°,p' < p < p° + p' + 1. The difference of the dimensions of a
polyhedron P and a face f of P is important for this chapter.
Definition 3.1 77ie dimension gap o/a po/y/i«/rxm P and a /ace /•' <>/ P
is Me dj^erence 6e<u>een </»e dir/jf nstou.s o/ P o»w/ F.
Obviously, the dimension gap between P and P° can range from 0 to p' + 1.
Definition 3.2 /In me^ua/ily o/ //if /orm:
a ^ + /?in

< ao

/3€iR

(3.2)

is ca//ed a lifting /rom P° /o P o/ </ic i«cqr«a/i<j/ a^i < ao «/ </«e
f5.2^ is ra/id/or P.
In case 5 ' is empty, the validity of the inequality (3.2) is independent of the
value of /?. Otherwise, it is easy to see that (3.2) is a valid inequality for 7*
if and only if the coefficient /? satisfies:
/? < a o - m a i f a ^ | x € 5'}

(3.3)

The closer /? is to its upper bound, the stronger the lifting. However, optimizing the maximization problem in the upper bound can be very hard.
Therefore, in some cases we have to settle for approximations (see e.g.
[Gu et al, 1995]).
Assume that the inequality a^z < ao defines a face of P" of dimension p°,
so P° ^ {-U • • -,P°}- Then, inequality (3.2) defines a face of P of dimension
at least p£. When (3.3) is satisfied with equality, the dimension of the
face of P defined by (3.2) is at least p° + 1 (the union of a maximal affinely
independent set of solutions in 5° satisfying (3.2) with equality, with at least
one solution in 5* satisfying (3.2) with equality is still affinely independent).
Sometimes, when (3.2) defines a facet of P°, it also defines a facet of P, as
is formulated more precisely in the next proposition.
Proposition 3.1.1 [Wolsey,1975] Assume a^z < ao de^nes a /ace< o/P°
and </ie dimension gap 6e£u?een P and P° is 1. Tnen, a^x + ^Xn < ao de/ines
a /ace< o/ P i/ and on/y t//? = ao - mojjo^i | x € .5'*}.
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*"" All valid inequalities of P ' can be lifted in a similar way. Let P ' be a
nonempty intersection of P with a set of hyperplanes defined by the trivial
inequalities 0 < x , < 1; in other words: P ' is a lower dimensional face of
P defined on a subset of the variables. Now, we can derive a strong valid
inequality for P by lifting a strong valid inequality for the lower dimensional
face P' of P one variable at a time. We can consider different orderings of the
variables to be lifted, so from one valid inequality for P ' we can derive a family of valid inequalities for P. However, even lifting all facet defining inequalities in all possible orderings of the variables to be lifted, not all inequalities
valid for P can be derived (see e.g. [Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988]).
The sequential lifting procedure can be generalized in several ways. In
[Wolsey, 197(i] a result is presented, showing how a valid inequality for the
convex hull of a set of integer points (not necessarily zero-one) can be derived
from a valid inequality in a subset of the variables. In [Zemel,1978] a parallel,
or simultaneous, lifting procedure is proposed. For this procedure, the coefficients of a subset of the variables are determined simultaneously, and if the
number of variables equals the dimension gap, an inequality defining a facet
of the lower dimensional polytope is lifted to an inequality defining a facet
of the higher dimensional polytope. Traditional lifting with a dimension gap
of 1 can be interpreted as a special case of this procedure. In general, it is
not. possible to partition a lifting sequence of variables into reasonable small
subsequences of a cardinality that corresponds to the respective dimension
gaps. [Balas and Zemel, 1984] showed that with this procedure every nontrivial facet of the polytope corresponding to a multidimensional knapsack
problem can be obtained.
However, for all sequential lifting procedures discussed so far, the lifting
of an inequality defining a facet of P° is not guaranteed to define a facet
of /' unless the dimension gap of P and P° happens to equal 1. So, if an
inequality defines a facet F" of P°, then a procedure is required to transform
the corresponding lifting to an inequality defining the same facet F° of P°
but also defining a facet of P. [Boyd and Pulleyblank,1991] presented an
iterative procedure transforming an inequality which is valid for a polyhedron
P and facet defining for a non-empty face Q of P, into an inequality that
is equivalent to the original inequality with respect to Q, and that is facet
defining for P.
Our purpose here is to propose a sequential lifting procedure such that
the lifting of an inequality defining a facet of P° always defines a facet of P .
First, in the next section, we will compare the traditional lifting, simultaneous lifting, and the lifting suggested in this paper, by means of an example.
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Then, in Section 3.3 we will investigate the relation between the dimension
gap, and the equality systems of P** and P . It turns out that facet defining
inequalities of P can be generated by combining a specific set of equalities,
satisfied by all elements in S*\ but not by all elements in ,S\ In Section 3.4
we discuss the possibilities to use this specific set of equalities in order to
formulate a sequential lifting procedure such that the lifting of an inequality
defining a facet of P° always defines a facet of P. In Section 3.5 the results
of the former two sections are combined to generalize the procedure in such
a way that all inequalities defining nontrivial facets of P can be obtained by
lifting the facial description of P*\ Procedures similar to those presented in
Sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, can generate facet defining inequalities of / \ lifting
inequalities of P*. In that, case, the analysis is analogue'. In Seel inn .'{.(> we
present an approach called strict sequential lifting. Basically, an inequality
for P " is lifted to P via intermediate poly topes P° = P<>, P i , . . . , P,,_,,o = P
such that P,_i is a facet of P,, and therefore the dimension gap between
P, and P,_i is one for all i € { 1 , . . . , p - p°}. In Section 3.7 we discuss an
example on the cell formation polytope, and in the final section we briefly
discuss the results presented in this chapter.

3.2

Comparison of the Procedures

In this section, an example is discussed, illustrating the nature and the
limitations of the different procedures, as mentioned in the former section.
Consider the set 5 of feasible solutions consisting of (0,0,0), (1, 1,0),
(1,0,1), and (0,1,1). Then, the polar cone (see Section 1.2) of the convex
hull P of 5 is described as follows:
< ao
0

This cone has four extreme rays: (1,1,1,2), (1,-1,—1,0), ( — 1,1,— 1,0), and
( — 1 , - 1 , 1 , 0 ) , from which we abstract the following minimal description of
P (in general the number of inequalities describing P and II"(P) are not the
same):

z +y +
x, y,z 6

a: - y -a; - y +

2
0
0
0
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A geometrical representation of P is given in Figure 3.1 below.
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Figure 3.1: The polytope P, the convex hull of 5
Let .9":= S n { z , j / , 2 € J0|z = 0}, and 5"°:= 5 ° n { x , j / , 2 € ^ | y = 0}.
Let P", and P°^ be the respective convex hulls. It is trivial to derive a
minimal description of P™\ and to verify that this polytope has only one
facet, namely the empty set, which is defined by the inequality 0 < 1 (and
many other inequalities). A lifting from P°° to P° of this inequality, as
defined in Definition 3.2, is a valid inequality of the form /3y < 1. Given
that the inequality is valid for P", the upper bound for /? is 1. Since the
dimension gap between P° and P°° is 1, the inequality j/ < 1 defines a facet
of P". Notice that P°° is the face of P° defined by the inequality y > 0,
and since the dimension gap is 1, we find that the inequality y > 0 defines a
facet of P° too.
A lifting of the inequality y < 1 from P° to P is a valid inequality of the
form y + 72 < 1. The maximum value 7 can obtain, is 1 - maa;{t/|(ar, j/,2) €
5 : 5 = 1} = 0. Since the dimension gap between P and P° is 2, the
inequality y < 1 defines a face of P of dimension 1 or 2. Notice that we also
find that the inequality c > 0 defines a face of P of dimension precisely 1.
Could we improve our results by choosing another ordering of lifting the
variables? No, since 5 is symmetric in the variables 1, y, and 2. We can swap
any pair of variables, but the description of .9 would not change. Actually,
we have the following equations:

5

=

r €

x= y
if s = 0
x = 1 - y if s = 1
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x= z

if y = 0

{

.

y=2
if x = 0 1
y = 1 - z if x = 1 J "
In this example, applying lifting of facet defining inequalities, starting from
any of the faces defined by trivial inequalities, yields nothing but trivial
inequalities, though none of these inequalities defines a facet of P.
Now. let us try to improve these results, by applying simultaneous
lifting as proposed by Zemel. Two convex hulls whose dimension gap equals
the number of variables to be lifted, are P° and P™\ but for this lifting, the
method boils down to ordinary lifting, since the dimension gap is 1. The only
other possibility is to lift from a single point to P. Since for this example
P is of full dimension, and for the solution (0,0,0) the convex hull of that
single solution has dimension 0, the dimension gap between these polytopes
is n. So, the inequality 0 < 1 can be lifted to a facet defining inequality
of P by lifting all variables simultaneously. The simultaneous lifting of the
inequality 0 < 1 with respect to all variables, is a valid inequality for P of
the form:

The inequality above is valid for P if and only if the coefficients satisfy the
following inequalities, one for each solution of 5 different from (0,0,0):

& + /?„ < 1

for (a: , y , * )
for (a: , y , * )
for (a; , y , * )

= f i , l, 0)
= ( l , o, 1)
= (0, 1, 1)

Zemel showed that each extreme point of the polyhedron, defined by the
three inequalities above, corresponds to a simultaneous lifting with the property that it defines a facet for P. Here, the inequalities induce only one
extreme point: ( i , i , | ) . The lifting corresponding to this extreme point
indeed defines a facet of P:
z + y+ z < 2
Now, we will give a rough sketch of how the procedure suggested in this
chapter performs on this example. As long as the dimension gap equals
1, the method is identical to lifting based on Definition 3.2. As described
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earlier, this is going to yield the inequalities y < 1 and y > 0 defining facets
of P°. For the next lifting step the dimension gap between P° and P is 2
and here the methods diverge.
Besides z = 0, there are many other equalities that hold for P° but not
for P. We need a maximal linearly independent set of equalities with this
property. All the other equalities with this property are linear combinations
of the equalities in the set. Such a set could be 2 = 0 and x - y = 0. The
cardinality of such a maximal set equals the dimension gap.
The extended lifting of the inequality y < 1 with respect to variable
2, is a valid inequality for P of the form:

The inequality above is valid for P if and only if the coefficients a and /?
satisfy the following inequalities, one for each solution in 5 \ 5^:
for
for

(x,y,z)
(x,y,z)

=
=

(0,1,1)
(1,0,1)

In Section 3.1 it will be shown that each extreme point of the polyhedron
that is defined by the two inequalities above, corresponds to an extended
lifting defining a facet of P. In this case, the inequalities induce only one
extreme point: (^.^). The extended lifting corresponding to this extreme
point can be formulated as:
a: + 0 + * < 2
which indeed is facet defining for P.
In a similar way, the extended lifting of the inequality y > 0 with respect
to variable c, is a valid inequality for P of the form:
- y + e*2 + / i ( x - y ) < 0

a,/*€0?

The inequality above is valid for P if and only if the coefficients a and /3
satisfy the following inequalities, one for each solution in 5 \ 5°:
f-1+a-jtf
I
a + 0

<
<

0
0

for
for

(*,y,z)
(a\y,s)

=
=

(0,1,1)
(1.0,1)

Again, the inequalities induce only one extreme point: (|,—5). The extended lifting corresponding to this extreme point can be formulated as:

- * - » + «< 0
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which indeed defines a facet of P.
As in the case of traditional lifting, there is also a byproduct relating
to the equalities. Assume we are looking for valid inequalities for /' of the
following form:

•
•

QZ + /?(z - y) < 0

a,/?€J2

•••.
-

.

.

•

'

••••..

.

-

.

.

(

»

'

Such an inequality defines a face of P containing / * . The inequality is valid
for P if and only if the coefficients « and /j satisfy the following inequalities,
one for each solution in 5 \ 5°:
for (x,y,2)
for ( i , y , r )

= (0,1,1) •
= (1,0,1)

In Section 3.3 it will be shown that each extreme ray of the cone defined by
the two inequalities above, corresponds to an extended lifting that is facet
defining for P. The inequalities induce only two extreme rays: ( - 1 , 1 ) , and
( — 1, —1). The extended liftings corresponding to these extreme rays can be
formulated as:

which define facets of P .
In this example, the procedure of extended lifting does not only yield
facet defining inequalities of P , but even gives us a minimal description of
the polytope P . In general, to derive a minimal description takes an extra
effort, as will be explained in Section 3.5.

3.3

The Dimension Gap and Equality Lifting

In this section we study the relation between the dimension gap of P and
P° as defined in section 3.1, and the equalities that hold for P° but not for
P. Our interest in these kind of inequalities is motivated by the following
observation:
Observation 3.3.1 Lei Q 6e a /ace o/ P suc/i </ta* Q / P . TTien, </iere is
a< /eas/ one /acei F o / P suc/i i/ia< Q C F .
This observation implies that there is at least one inequality 6^x < 6o which
defines a facet of P and which is satisfied at equality by all x € 5". We will
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see a procedure to abstract the inequalities defining these facets of P , from
equalities holding for P°.
>
We first study relations between the dimensions of P and P°. Let Z-Q :=
{(c'^,co) 6 HR"*' | e ' x = «o V i 6 Q}. So AQ represents all equalities satisfied by Q. Then, Z-g is a linear space of dimension n - 9. Let {(e' , e{,),i =
1,.. .,</} form a basis of LQ and let (E,e) be the (n — 9) x (n + l)-matrix
whoso i-th row equals (e' ,e{)). The set of basic vectors will be called an
w/tui/i<j/ set of Q, and (£J,e) an eqrua/t'ly rnatnar of Q.
Let (/'•>', e) be an equality matrix of P*\ and let ( £ ~ , e ~ ) be an equality
matrix of P. It can occur that for every row (e' , e{,) of ( £ , e ) there is an
x € 5 ' such that e' a; ^ e{,, though there might exist linear combinations
A*^(£\e) of the rows of ( £ , e ) inducing equalities that are satisfied by all
a; € .9. We need to pay attention to this phenomenon, which is illustrated
in the following example.
E x a m p l e 3.3.1 Con.su/rr t/ir instance rfi.scusserf in Me /ormer section.
i4n egua/j/i/ sr< 0/ P"" consists 0/ t/te rows ( 1 , 0 , - 1 , 0 ) , (0,1,0,0), and
( 0 , 1 , - 1 , 0 ) , forre.s7xmr/m<7 to respectire/j/ t/*e e<7ua/?<ies a; — 2 = 0, y = 0,
ant/ j / — 2 = 0. A^one 0/ t/iese eoua/ities /to/t/s /or P°. 7n /act, our c/joice
/or t/je eoua/itj/ set f6a.sic uectorcS^) was an tin/uc/ry orie. i3e/o«», we wi// snow
t/iot it is posst'6/e to c/ioo.se t/je egwa/ity set /or P™ in suc/i a way t/iat t/ie
iitimfccr 0/ ftnsie sectors t/jat f/o ;tot correspond to egua/ities /or P° eiact/y
ef/t»«/s p" — p™. A'otice ^/ta/ /or tnis examp/e p" — p°° = 1.
/n oenera/, it is not trii'ia/ to determine an eoua/ity set o / P ° , not even
w/irn an roua/ity srt o / P " " is giuen. Consider tne set o//inear comftinations
0/ //JC afrore tawa/ity set 0/ P°° t/jat W d / o r P ° :
=
=

{A 6
{A € W='|A, + A2 - A3 = 0}

set A is a sttfrspoce. /lny minima/ set 0/ e/ements spanning </»is sufrspace, correspondvS to an eoua/ity set o / P ° . For examp/e, t/ie set 0/ e/ements
{(1,0, l),(0,1,1)} conr.s/xjnd to t/ir roua/ities (x — 2) + (2 — y) = J — y = 0,
and y + (s - y) = c = 0, inducing an eotia/ity set 0/ P°.
Consider the linear spaces Ap and Lpo as defined above. Obviously,
Z#p C />po. Hence, there exists a basis {(e' ,ej)),i = 1,.. .,n — p°} of Z/po
such that the vectors of {(e' , e{,), i = 1 , . . . . n - p} form a basis of Z/>. The
space defined by the difference set {(e' ,ej,), i = n - p + 1,.. .,n - p°} is
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called the (/imfrision gop .spare between P and P". A basis (equality set) for
• T*

•

this space will be denoted as {(d' ,</{,),i = 1,.. .,p — p"}. Let (/),(/) bo the
corresponding equality matrix. We will call ( £ , d ) the fqwa/ify .ty^frrn of the
dimension gap between P and P°.
Henceforth, we make the following assumptions: the equality set of P
is a subset of the equality set of P", (D,f/) is an equality system of the
dimension gap of P and P°, and the dimension gap is at least one, that
is P ' is nonempty. Since p > p°, we also assume in the remainder of this
chapter that the first row in (/?,rf) represents a-,, = 0: rfi x = 3",, = 0 = rfj.
Now, let us reconsider Observation 3.3.1. That suggested the existence
of at least one inequality 6^x < 6o valid for P, and defining a facet /•(, of P
containing P°. The latter property of 6^x < 6o implies that there is a unique
( M ) € JR(P-P°)+("-P) such that 6?" = ^ 0 + A^E=, and 6o = />'"'/ + A?V=.
From the validity of 6^x < &o it follows that /> satisfies A' D J < ^'f/ for all
x in P . So, as a first step to abstracting (&',io) from (/J,</) and (/•,'-,c~),
we define a /t/Jing cone A~ /or </ie equa/i<y *ys<em fD,rf^ as follows:
A= := {^i € #*-*° | *^Z?x < «^rf,

V i e 5^}.

For this cone we can prove the following proposition:
Proposition 3.3.1 / / S * is nonempty, </ie cone A~ /ias precfse/i/ one expomi, i.e. </ze zero uecior, and a< /eas/ one extreme ray.
Proof: Since A~ is a cone, the zero vector is the only extreme point, if
there is any. Suppose the zero vector is not an extreme point of A~. Then,
there is a nonzero # € A~ such that also —^ £ A~. But that implies
^•^(ZJ,d)x = <5^d for all x e 5*, contradicting the definition of (/),d).
To prove that A~ has an extreme ray, it is sufficient to show that A~ has at
least dimension one, since we have already concluded that A~ has a face of
dimension zero. So, it suffices to exhibit a nonzero element 6 € A~: <5j = — 1,
D
and <5, = 0 for all i G { 2 , . . . , p - p°}.
Definition 3.3 yln meoua/z7y o/ £/ie /orm
^£>z

<

«^d

« € ^"""°

(3.4)

is an e x t e n d e d lifting from P° t o P of t h e corresponding equality
s y s t e m (/?,</), z/ i< is a fa/id inegua/iiy/or P .
Clearly, inequality 3.4 is valid for P if and only if the vector £ is in A~. The
next proposition generalizes this observation.
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P r o p o s i t i o n 3.3.2 77ie meoua/j/y 6^x < 6Q »» wa/'d /or P and de/ines a
/ace / j o/ P conJamino P° «/ and on/y i/ </iere existe a funiouej (£, A),
G A= \ {0} ana* A € 2R"~P, SUC/I </«a« 6^ = tf^Z? + A^E=, and

Proof:
=» ) Since P° C F<,, and the rows of (Z?,d) and (F, = ,e=) form an equality
set of P°, there exists a unique (6, A), with £ € 2R''~''° and A G JR""?, such
that 6* = tf^D + A^£=, and 6Q = **"<* + A*e=. Suppose £ g A=. Then,
there is at least one i* G 5 ' such that i^Dx* > ^ d . But that implies
i ^ D x ' + A^F=x* > 6^d + A*V=, which is equivalent to 6^x* > 6o- This
contradicts the assumption that fc'^z < 6o is valid for P.
<= ) Given is: ^ D x < ^^d for all x e 5», ^ £ > x = tf^d for all x € 5", and
A^#~x = A^e~ for all x € 5. Combining these three expressions, it follows
that *^Dx + A'^f;=x < ^ d + A^r=, for all x G 5, implying the validity of
^ < 6y for P. Combining the latter two of the given expressions, we get
+ A^£=x = <^'d + A^e= for all x G 5°, implying 6^"x = &o for all
x G P ° , therefore P° C F&.
D
So, with A~ we characterize all inequalities valid for P and defining a
face of P containing P°. But which of these inequalities are facet defining?
In the simple case where p — p° = 1, the lifting set boils down to A~ = {£ G
^R I ^ ^ Q}- The only ray of this cone corresponds to the inequality ! „ > 0,
which defines a facet of P , since p° = p - 1. This result can be generalized
as follows.
Proposition 3.3.3 77ie ine^t/a/iiy 6^x < 6o is ra/td /or P and de/ines a
/«rr< F(, o/ P rofj/amingf P° i/and on/y t/</iere exi'sfs a ^unt'^ue^ (^, A),
/i on an ex/reme fay o / A = \ { 0 } and A G ffi"~P, suc/i
and 6o

Proof:
^ ) Using the results of Proposition 3.3.2, we only have to show that 6 is on
an extreme ray of A~. Assume there is a nonempty index set / , such that
6 = 5Zi€/^«' where <!i, / 0 for all i G /• We show that for every J G / there
is a scalar a such that />, = a<!>.
Let 6f = ^ Z J , and 6'o = £,?"d for all i G / . Then, from Proposition 3.3.2 it
follows that 6,^x < 6'o is valid for P and defines a face F, of P containing
P", for all i G /. Since 6^x < 6o is implied by the set of valid inequalities
6,^x < 6'o for * G / , Ft, is a subset of each of the faces F; of P . Because F&
is a facet of P and 6, / Q, F, is a facet of P too, and Fj = F, for each i G / .
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Choose any t € / . The row (6^.60) together with the rows of (E=,e~), form
an equality set of F<,. So, there is a unique (n,/j) 6 2 W ' + ' " ~ P \ such that
(6,^ ,6'o) = Q(6^ ,60) + /*(£=,e=). Plugging in the expressions for (&<' ,6'o)
and (fc*\6o) in (£>.d) and ( £ = , e = ) we get:

By the linear independence of the rows of (D,d) and (£=,e°°), we have
(«,- - o<) = fi.
<=) Using the results of Proposition 3.3.2, we only have to show that F& is
a facet P. Assume there is a nonempty index set /, such that for each 1 e /
there is a facet F, of P , and such that fl,e/ ^i = ^6- Wo will show that for
each i € / , /^ = /&.
Assume that for each i € / the inequality c.^i < c<>' defines the facet F, of
P. So, (6^,60) = 51,g/ u'i(<"i*\o)') for some nonnegative weights u>,. Also, by
Proposition 3.3.2, for each i € / there is a unique (7,,/t,) such that 7, € A™,
/i, € JR"-', c ^ = 7 ^ D + ^ £ = , and Cio = 7 ^ d + /i.-^e". Combining this,
we get:

Because the rows of (D,d) and (J?=,e~) are linearly independent, we conclude: <5 = £),-£/ Wi7i- Since £ is an extreme ray, all the 7,'s are on the same
ray. So, for every i G / , there is a positive scalar a such that atf = 7,. Then,
D
every x 6 F,- satisfies: a^^Z?z = a^-^d. This implies Ft = F,.
This result implies that we can abstract facet defining inequalities from
the equality system of a dimension gap, by generating extreme rays of A~.
To get better acquainted with this approach, let us consider an example.
E x a m p l e 3.3.2 Le< 72 := {a; G iR'* | 3xi + 2xj + 2x.-} + 2x4 < 6}, and
de/me </ie se£ 5 0//easi6/e so/ufc'ons as /o//ouw: 5 := iB^ H 72. G'iuen a
/mear o6jech've /unciton, we can optimize ouer 5' 61/ M«inj LF <ec/jnzoues <o
oph'mize </ie same /unch'on ouer </ie convex Au// P o/.S'. 7/otwerer, u;e a"on7
/tare a c/osed/orm description 0/ P yet. /Ippnm'matmg P u;i't/i [0,1]* D /2
cou/d resu/t in a /ractiona/ so/ution, /tifce y = ( | , 0 , 1 , 1 ) .
ylpparent/y, tne approximation cou/d 6e improved, even 1/ we restrict ourse/ves to tne intersections 0/ P wit/j 6ot/i t/ie su6spaces denned 6y X3 = 1 and
X4 = 1 respective/y. Let P^ := {x € P | X4 = 1}, and P " := {x G P ' | X3 =
1}. 7f is easy to deduce a minima//acia/ description 0/ P " ;
P " = {x € ^

I xi = 0,0 < X2 < 1,X3 = 1,X4 = 1}.

£6
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on/y «m5<rwm/ //»a< »'« not saZis/ied 6y our /rach'ona/ «o/u<ton y =
1, 1) i.f //ir fi/t/a/i/y cons/rain/ xj = 0. 5o, /e/ us /ry <o yenera/e an
^ a / ^ y c/c/intnjr a /act/ 0/ P ' //iaZ is rio/afec/ 6y y, /i/<tna an f<7ua/:<y
sys/em 0/ P " /o /arc/ de/ining ineaua/t/tes 0/ P ' .
77je eoua/i/y sys/em u»e use is induced 6y /Ae eaua/i/tes: Xi = 0 and 13 = 1.
Consider Me /i/Zinj se< 0/ */us e^ua/t/y sys/em:
A"

=

/ias /u>o cx/reme rays, u;/iic/i we can represent 6y ( — 1,0) and (1,1) re7'/jf .sr ray.s corrrs/wnd /o //if ineoua/i/ies Xi > 0 and Xi + X3 < 1.
j4pjMirenf/y, //if .sr ifur/ua/i/ic* dr/i'ne /ace/s 0/ P ' . 77ie /a//er ineaua/i/y is
uio/a/rd 6y our /rartiona/ so/u/ion. /Ipp/yino /nadi/iona/ /i//ino u»e 06/ain a
t>io/a/fd i>jff/iio/i/(/ df/inirijf a /ace/ 0/ P : Xj + X3 + x< < 2.

Figure 3.2: Liftings from the equality system

3.4

Extended Lifting

In t his section we describe a generalization of the sequential lifting procedure,
from now on denoted as the cx/ended /i//ina procedure. With this procedure
it is always possible to generate an inequality defining a facet of P from an
inequality defining a facet of P*\ The existence of a procedure with such a
feature is indicated by the next proposition.
Proposition 3.4.1 Le/ Q 6e a /ace o/P, and /e/ / g 6e a /ace/ o/Q. 77ien,
Z/»enf i'je oZ /eas* one /ace/ Fp 0/ P suc/i Z/iaZ Fp n Q = Fg.
Proof: Notice that (J is nonempty, since there exists a facet of Q. If Q = P
then t ho proposition is trivial, so assume Q ^ P. Let (D,d) denote an
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equality system for the dimension gap between P and Q. Tho number of rows
is at least one. because Q is a proper face of P. Since Q is a face of P. adding
Z?x = d to a minimal facial description of P yields a facial (though in general
not minimal) description of (?. The description is complete, so at least one
of its inequalities defines Fg, say the inequality 6^x < 6Q. This is true, even
if fg is empty. To see the latter, if Fg is empty, Q is a point, and there is
at least one facet of P not containing that point. The inequality i ' j - <. 6Q
also defines a facet / > of P. Therefore, Fg = / > D {x : Z)x = d} = F/> n Q.
An important implication of this proposition is that given an inequality
a^x < ao defining a facet F,, of P°, there is an inequality 6^J < 60 defining
both a facet Ft of P and the facet Fa of P°. How to go from the coefficients
(a^,ao) to the coefficients (6^,60) is the topic of this section.
To identify all interesting equivalents of the inequality a^x < ao we need
to know the equality system (D,d) of the dimension gap between /' and /'".
Then, we are able to define for each inequality a^x < ao
A(a*\ ao) := {£ € 2 ? ^ ° | a^x + ^ D x < ao + <^rf

for all x € A''}.

The lifting polyhedron can be interpreted as the projection of a truncation
of the cone A+:
A+ := {(a, (5) 6 JR'+<*-''°> | oo^i + ^^£>x < aao + ^ d , a > 0 VJ; 6 .9'}.
Intersecting A+ with the subspace induced by the equation a = 1, and
projecting out the a yields A(a^,ao). Since the dimension of the truncated
cone and its projection are the same, it follows from the analysis of Chapter
2 that there is a one to one relation between the faces of the truncated cone
and its projection. Now, it is easy to see that the next proposition holds:
Proposition 3.4.2 /Issume //JO/ a^x 7^ ao /or some x 6 .5'", OHO* P' Z.'S
nonem/^y. 77ien, </ie /z/ta'ng po/t/Zjedron A(a^,ao) is nonempty ana" /jas ai
/eas< one extreme pomi.
Proof: First we exhibit an element tf e A(a^,ao) to show that A(a^,ao) is
nonempty: <$i = ao-max{a^x | x e .5''},and^, = 0 for all i e {2,...,p-p"}
(recall that the first row of (D, d) represents !„ = 0; this solution corresponds
to traditional lifting).
It can be shown that the cone A+ has precisely one extreme point, i.e.
the zero vector, and at least one extreme ray, with a reasoning analogue to
the proof of Proposition 3.3.1. Since the intersection of the cone A+ with
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the subspace induced by the equation a = 1 has been shown nonempty,
this intersection has at least one extreme point. And so does A(a^,ao), as
follows from the projective relation.
D
Definition 3.4 /tn ine^ua/r'/i/o/</ie/orm
a*"* + ^ D i

<

ao + ^ d ,

* £ ZR*~"°

(3.5)

is f«//rd an extended lifting /rom / * /o P o/ //ie meoua/i<t/ a ^ i < ao i/
</jf tnf^ua/t'tj/ (5.5^ «s rn/i'd /or F .
Clearly, (3.5) is a valid inequality for F if and only if the vector tf is in
A(a^,rto). Moreover, if a ' l < ao defines a facet FQ of F°, then it follows
from Proposition 3.4.1 that there is an inequality 6^z < &o defining Fg of
P" as well as a facet F of F. Because 6^i < 6o defines Fo, there is a strictly
positive scalar a, a vector /> € A(a^,ao), and a vector A € /R"~*\ such that
(//'',&o) = rt(<r*\flo) + tf(#,d) + A^(E=,e=). This implies that there is an
extended lifting of a ' x < ao defining the facet F of F .
Since an inequality defining a facet F cannot be a linear combination of
inoqna.lit.ios that are valid but do not define F , the only vectors tf £ A(a^,ao)
that wo have to consider for this particular extended lifting are the extreme
points of A(«^ ,oo).
Proposition 3.4.3 /lssume f/ic tneqwa/ity a ^ i < ao is t'a/id /or F° ana*
de/jfif.s « /«rt7 F,, o / F " . 77ien, //ie/o//owing /io/ds:
T/ir i»rf/Hn/j7j/ 6' .r < 6o »'.« t'a/iV//or F and de^ncs a/ace/ F;, o / F ron/ainmj
/'„ 6u/ /JO/ P" j / a » d on/t/ i/ */iere eit's/s a tmigue (a,^, A), tw'M a a
an eifreme pomt o / A ( a ^ , a o ) , and A
/ = , and 6o =

Proof:
Since the inequality a^j- < ao is valid for P° and defines a facet FQ of F°,
(a^,ao) together with the rows of (D,d) form an equality system for the
dimension gap between F, and F. Applying Proposition 3.3.3 we have: the
inequality 6'J* < 6o >s valid for F and defines a facet Ft of F containing Fa
if and only if there exists a unique (a,$, A), (a,^>) on an extreme nonzero
ray of A+, and A € « " - * , such that 6^ = a a ^ + ^ D + A ^ £ = , and 6o =
+ ^ ^ d + A ' P ~ . It also follows from Proposition 3.3.3 that the inequality
< 6o is valid for F and defines a facet Fj, of F containing F° if and
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only if there exists a unique (#, A), £ on an extreme nonzero ray of A " , and
A € / R " - P , such that 6*" = /»*"£> + A*"E=, and 6o = />^d + A*Y=. Comparing
these results, by the uniqueness of the coefficients we have to conclude that
o / 0 if and only if fj, does not contain P°.
O
All facet defining inequalities of P ' can be lifted in a similar way. So, we
can derive a facet defining inequality of P by lifting a facet defining inequality
of P ' one variable at a time. To get better acquainted with the extended lifting procedure, let us revisit the instance of the knapsack problem discussed
in Example 3.3.2.
E x a m p l e 3.4.1 IVe nave /o optimise a /irifar ofr/Vcii'tv /unrlion ot>er 5 :=
JB"* D # , u>/>erc # := {x € 1R* | 3ii + 2i2 + 2*3 + 2x< < 6}. /Ignin, /r<
P* : = { i 6 P | X4 = 1}, and P " := {x G P ' | *3 = 1}. 77»r mmiriifl//aria/
description o/ P " is:
P " = {X G iR'' | 2-i = 0,0 < X2 < 1,*3 = 1,14 = ! } •
in/orma<ion 6y /i/<m</ //ie /acei de/ininry m
negua/i<ies o / f ' . .4s 6e/ore, </ie e^ua/i<!/ *j/skm we
use, is induced 6?/ 2/ie e^ua/ih'es i j = 0 and X3 = 1. Firsf, consider </ie
inegua/i<r/ X2 < 1. We represent a /j/<ing po/y/iedron 0/ </iis ine^ua/iij/ as
/o//oiys:

+ *i*i + * 2 ( * 3 - l ) < 1 \
e S s . * . X3 = 0,X4= 1 J

TViis /i/<ing po/j//iedron /ias on/j/ one extreme poini: £ = (1,0). 77tis imp/ies
//»a< /ne expended /j/Zing Xj + X2 < 1 defines a /ace< 0/ P ' . /In a^ne/j/
independent se< 0/ so/uiions in P ' n 5 saJis/j/ino //iis ine^ua/i^j/ a< eaua/i<y
is: (0,1,1,1), (0,1,0,1), and (1,0,0,1). T/ie /a«er <u>o correspond /o /ne
ineoua/ih'es ^2 > 0 and ^2 > <^i - 1 0/ </?e /i/fin^ po/t//iedron. T/ie /ir.s< one is
in P ^ . TVoZice </ia< </ie ineoua/iij/ xi + X2 < 1 cannot 6e derived tj/ app/j/tn^
fradiiiona/ seouenh'a/ /z/<ino, since </ja< tuou/d nave j/ie/ded X2 < 1, u;/iic«
on/y de/ines a /ace 0/ P*.
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X, + X2 = 1

Figure 3.3: Lifting from the facet F of P " defined by X2 <
5econrf/y, consider f/ie inroua/ity X2 < 0- T^e /i//tng po/ynedron o/ t/jt's
mc<7ua/t<j/ is represented as /o//ou>s:
A(a^,an)

=

A(0,-l,0,0;0)

= {«€
77ns /i//nig po/?//icrf;on /ias a/so one extreme point: (5 = (0,0). 7'/iis imp/ies
Mat t/ie extendcri /i//t'n</ -X2 < 0 dey?nes a /acet o/ P ' . T/iis may seem /ess
spectacu/nr //tan /J//JH(/ </IP of/irr nic^iia/tVy, since t/ie rest///ino ineoua/ity
is t/»e sa?/«- /o?- traditional /i/tin*/. /iut traditiona/ /z/ting wou/d not /»aue
jftiaranteed t/iat f/ic ine^ua/ity is /acet de^nin^.
77»e extended /i/Zi/if/ o/ t/ie /acet de/ining inequa/ities o / P ' is e^uira/ent to
traditionn/ /i/tini7, since Me e</H«/i/;i/ set contains on/y one eo?m/ity, eo«iua/ent
to X4 = 1. 77ie trader can wn/y <«si/y t/i«t t/ie /o//ou>in<7 ineoua/ities resu/t:
X2 > 0, and X] + X2 + X4 < 2, de/ining /acets 0/ P . Since f/ie uaria6/es X2,
X3, and 14 are simi/ar to a certain extent, u>e deduce fftaf t/je ine^ua/ities
X3 > 0, x,| > 0, xi + X2 + X3 < 2, and xi + X3 + X4 < 2, a/so de/ine /acets 0/

P.

3.5

Complete lifting

In this section an algorithm is suggested generating a set of inequalities
representing all facets of P, from a minimal facial description of P°. This
algorithm is a generalization of the algorithms suggested in the two former
sections. The next observation indicates that such a procedure might be
possible.
Observation 3.5.1 Let F 6e a /acet 0/ P. 77»en F contains a /ace 0/ P°.
Let F" 6r t/ir/«<T 0//»" t/iat is t/ie intersection o/F and P°. / / F ° is empty,
Men F is dt/ined 6y t/u trivia/ ifjeq«a/ity /„ < 1.
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The latter part of this observation is typical for tho convex hull of binary
vectors. Observation 3.5.1 is of a slightly different nature than Observation
3.3.1 and Proposition 3.4.1. Observation 3.3.1 claims that there are facets
of P corresponding to the equality system of f\ Proposition 3.4.1 indicates
that for each facet of /*' there is at least one facet of P. Observation
3.5.1 however does not claim that there is a facet of P for each face of
P°, but points the other way around: there is some face of /*> for each facet
of P. Nevertheless, the construction of the procedure is analogue to the
construction of the procedures presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.1.
As in the former sections, our lirst step is to characterize the set of
inequalities, valid for P. Let (/I,a) be a m x (n + 1) dimensional matrix,
such that every inequality that is valid for P° is implied by /ix < a and the
equality set of P°. We say that the matrix (.4,a) with the equality set forms
a/ririfl/ rfescnp/jon of P°. Furthermore, we assume that »j is minimal. This
implies that every row of (/I, a) corresponds to an inequality defining a facet
of P*\ Now, we can define a comp/ete /t/(trig cone o/ </ic po/y<opc P":

The complete lifting cone of the polytope P " is a cone, for which we can
prove the following proposition:
Proposition 3.5.1 77ie cone A° /ias precise/y one extreme /jotni, i.e. //ze
^ero uec<or, and a< /easi one extreme ray.
Proof: Since A° is a cone, the zero vector is the only extreme point, if there
is any. Suppose the zero vector 0 is not an extreme point of A°. Then, there
is a nonzero (a,<*>) G A° such that also (-£*,-<•>) e A°. Since o 6 J7?", we
know Q = 0. But that implies (5^Dx = <S^d for all x € 5 ' , contradicting the
definition of (D,d). To prove that A° has an extreme ray, it is sufficient to
show that A° has at least dimension one, since we have already concluded
that A° has a face of dimension zero. So, it suffices to exhibit a nonzero
element (a,<5) £ A": a = 0, 6, = - 1 , and «5, = 0 for all i G {2,.. .,p - / / ' } .
D
Definition 3.5 /In megua/27j/ o/ //ie /orm

is ca//ef/ « complete lifting from P° to P of t h e minimal facial description of P° i/ //ie zne^fua/z'ty C-?..5^ z* t-a/zt/ /or P .
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Clearly, inequality (3.5) is valid for P if and only if (a,£) € A°. Furthermore,
if an inequality 6^z < 6Q defines a facet of P, then there is an (a, 6) G A° such
that (6^,6o) = (a*"/l + ^ 0 + A ^ F ^ o / a + £^d +A*"e=). This observation
can be strengthened, as reflected in the next proposition.
Proposition 3.5.2 77»e jnegua/iJy ft^z < 6o »* t>a'»d /or P anrf de/ines a
/ace* /•'(, «/ P i/ «nr/ on/j/ i/ Merc czi«to a (a, 6, A) u;i//i (a, 6) on an
ray o/ A" and

A G JK"~P, SUC/J */ia/ 6^ = a^/1

+ ^ £

+ A^£=,

and

Proof:
=> ) The inequality 6^x < 6o is valid for P , defines a facet F& of P , and a
face F " of /'". Then there is a (p-//*) x ( n + l)-dimensional matrix (A', a'),
whose rows are a linearly independent subset of the rows of (A, a), such that
/Tz = a' for all x 6 F°. Together with the rows of (#,«*), the rows of (/T, a')
form an e(|iiality system of the dimension gap between P and F*. It follows
from Proposition 3.3.3 that there exists a unique (a',£, A) with (a', 6) on an
extreme ray of the lifting cone of the equality system of the dimension gap
botwoon /» and F", and A € 2R"~P, such that 6^ = a'* 4 ' + <^£ + A^£=,
and 6o = o ' V + ^ ' d + A'^e=.
Construct a such that a, = 0 if row i of (>l,a) is not a row of (/!', a'), and a,
equals the value of corresponding element in a' otherwise. Clearly, (a,$) is
in A°, A is in JR""", 6'" = a'^/1 + ^ / ? + A^£=, and 6o = a^a + ^ d + A*e=.
For each set of vectors in A" summing up to (a,^), the elements of the
vectors corresponing to the rows in (/4,a) that are not in ( 4 ' , a') must have
value zero. This, combined with the fact that (a',6) is on an extreme ray
of the lifting cone of the equality system of the dimension gap between P
and /'", implies that (a,tf) is on an extreme ray of A°, which completes this
part of the proof.
•<= ) Assume (a,£, A) with (a,£) is on an extreme ray of A° and A e iR"~P,
such that 6^ = a^/1 + ^ D + A^F^, and &o = c J a + ^ d + A^e=. Then
fc''j- < 6Q is valid for P and defines a face F(, of P. Because (a,#) is nonzero,
F(, does not contain P. Since (a,<">) is on an extreme ray of A°, F& is not in
the interesection of two different facets of P. Therefore, F& is a facet of P .
O
A consequence of this proposition is that we can find all inequalities
defining a facet of P by checking all extreme rays of A°. Some rays may
refer to the same facet, since a face of P^ can be the intersection of various
different sets of facets of P°. However, the extreme rays of A° all correspond
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to some facet of P .
^.u.,v&i. ttty^ ••>•=«*'>
Again, as an illustration, we revisit Example 3.3.2, presented in Sort ion
3.3.
,-•

Example 3.5.1 H< /i/t tAe po/ytope P " comp/rMy.
P " is:
A"

.

U

it

Q( ^ 0, QfJ ^ 0

n G

=

Ji

TV ft/h'ng cone o/

— QjX2 + 02(^2 — 1) + ^lXj + ^2(*3 "" 1 ) ^ 0

/> G

tf V c C 1 f

Q €

a, > 0

* G

Q2 > 0

—Of

1

+ *2 > 0
«2 + ^2 > 0
r*2 + ^2 > ^l

5o, //ifre are ./ire tneaua/iiifs c/iarar/rnrino A " . /In rj-frrmf ray ,ia/i.s/i>«
at /eas/ //tree /tnear/y »nf/rpen</rn( inraua/ttie« at raua/ity. 7/ia/ i.s, t/trrr rirr
at most ten dij^erent pox«i6i7t{ie«. H^e c/iccibcd t/iem «//, and </if rrsu/t ran
6e sammari:e(i as /o//ou;s:
"1

0
0
1

0
1

index

in<

<$1

<*>2

0 -1
1
0
0
0

0

Xi >

1 Xj +

X3 <
^2 >

"2

1
1

1

0

0
0 Xj +
-1

X2 <
>

0
1
0
1
0

(a)
(*)
(c)

(d)
(e)

T/ie meoua/j'h'es fa^/ ana* f6j correspond io extreme rays o/ </ie /i/tzn*/ rone o/
t/ie eaua/?<y system o / P ° . 77ie meoua/ities ('cj and (^dj are rxtcndrd /i/h'nj/s
o/t/ie i'ne^ua/itzes 0 < X2 < 1. /neoua/ity fe^ ?s a trnna/ zncoua/i/y, t/if /t/tzno
o/ f/ie empty /ace. W^e cou/d a/so Ziare c/ieefced u;et/ier t/it's de/ines a /acet 6y
c/iecitinji f/ie dimension o/ P°^. 7n itse//, t/ie resu/tina meaua/ities may not
6e !?ery spectacu/ar ?'n f/ifs case, //owerer, t/ie comp/ete /i/h'nr; r/?/«rantees
t/iat toyet/ier, t/iese meaua/ities/orm a /acia/ description o/ / ' ' .
Fina//y, since ire /tare a /acia/ description o/ P ' , we /i/t P ' comp/ete/y.
— 02X2 — O3X3 + ^(^4 — 1)
+ X2 - 1) + 05(2:1 + X 3 - 1) < 0
V A' G 5 s.t. X4 = 0

— <
i
Q G

iR

>

—Q4 — 05

$

>

— 0 3 — Q4

<5

>

""O]

^

>

6
i

>
>

—Q2 — 05

a.5 — a ] — 0 3
Q4 — <>i — 02
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extreme ray«:

cone
"2

0
1
0

f o
>

0

: o
0

1
0

1
1
1
1
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
0

megua/ity

"4

0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

1
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
1
1
1
i
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
1
1

1
0
0
1
0
1
1

1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
-1
-1
1

X4 < 1

xi > 0
X2
X3
£j -f- #2 T ^4
X, + X3 + X4
Xi
X3
X,
X2
X, + X2 + X3
X4
X4

>0
>0
v z
<2
<1
<1
<1
<1
<2
>0
>0

mdex
(/)
(ff)
(/»)

(0
(i)
(*)

(0
(m)
(n)
(0)

(P)
(?)
(r)
(5)

TVie ineqrua/itie'S C/^-fs^ do nof ro/Tesporzd <o extreme TYI?/S 0 / </ie
/i/Ving 0 / mn/un/i/j'es or </IP eY/ua/i7j/ .sys/em 0 / f'. /7!e<7wa/ift/ f'sj does no<
occur n» «?i ex<e7idcd /?.//!7ig o/tneQua/t/tes or an e<7ua/z<t/ sys/em o / P °
/^ «7td ( n j , as we// as f9^ a?id ('r^, are

3.6

Strict Sequential Lifting

Tho se<iitot»lial lifting procedures discussed so far, do guarantee a facet defining inequality for P, but require to check the extreme rays or extreme points
of a (p — p°)-dimensional polytope. However, it is possible to lift the equalities of the equality system one by one. Thus, lifting an inequality from P°
to / ' can also be done by checking the extreme points of (p - p°) one dimensional polytopes. This possibility will be briefly discussed in this section.
The theoretical results supporting this approach, are of the same nature as
the results in the former sections, so we illustrate the principles by means of
an example.
In strict sequential lifting, we lift an inequality p - p° times with dimension gap one. So, we need to construct a sequence of polytopes P ^ • • • * ^p-p°*
starting with Po = P " and ending with Pp_pO = P , such that P,_i is a facet
P - / * " } • One way to generate a sequence like that is
of P, for all >€ {1
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intersecting P, by a hyperplane inducing a facet of P, containing P". The
intersection will be identical to the facet, and form P;_i. Such a facet corresponds to an extreme ray of the lifting cone of the equality system of the
dimension gap between P, and Po = P*\ as discussed in Section 3.3.
•
Again, as an illustration, we revisit Example 3.3.2 presented in Section
3.3.
E x a m p l e 3.6.1 HV «>*// /i/t t/»e irtcfun/t/iW Xj < 1 and i j > 0/r»m / ' " /o
P ' tn a s<nc< seguenha/ way.
To generate « sequence o/ /x)/yfo/>r.s' wi/A dimension gap one /rom
/o P ' we in/ersec/ P ' wit/i a /jyperp/anc tru/uring a /acct o/ P '
P " . 77iere are two s«c/i /acets corrr.spona'ing ^o t/ie extreme nny.v o/ //je
/t/fino cone o/ t/»e e^ua/tty system o/ </»e dtmensi'on oap between P ' nr»rf
P " , as discussed in £'iamp/e 5.5./. /neoua/itiej« inducing t/ie«e /accts are
J"i + ^3 ^ 1 " " ^ J"i ^ 0. H^e c/ioose one ar6ttran'/y, say Xi + X3 < 1. .9o,
t/ie sequence 0/po/yiopes is: Po = P " , Pi = {x G P2IX1 + X3 = 1}, and
P2 = P*. ^ln egwaWj/ system /or t/ie dimension g^ap 6etu;een P2 and Pi is
^1 + X3 = 1. >in e^ft/a/ity system /or t/je dimension cap between Pj «nd Po
is xi = 0.
yVow, /j/tinys 0/ t/je inegwa/ities X2 < 1 and X2 > 0 /7'o/n Pu /o Pi «/«
inequa/ities, ua/id/orPi, 0/t/ie/orms X2 + ^xi < 1, respectiue/y -X2 + #£i <
0. T/iese inequa/ities s/iou/d 6e satis/ied 6y a// x 6 5 suc/i </ia2 X4 = 1,
X1+X3 = 1. /I//so/utio7is/or w/iic/i X] = 1 yie/d an uppcrbound/or/>. T/jere
is on/y one suc/i a so/ution; x = (1,0,0,1). For t/ie /zrst inequa/ity we derive
1 as an upper bound /or £, /or t/ie second one we ^nd 0. 5o t/ie inequa/ities
Xi + X2 < 1 and X2 > 0 de/ine /acets 0/ Pi.
Lz/tinfls 0/ t/ie /acet de/inino inequa/ities X] + X2 < 1 and X2 > 0 /rom Pi
to P2 are inequa/ities, ua/id/or P2, 0/ t/ie /orm xj + X2 + <5(xj + X3) < 1 -f «5,
respectiue/y —X2 + <5(xi + X3) < 0 + 6. T/iese inequa/ities s/tou/d be satis/ied
by a// x E 5 suc/i t/jaf X4 = 1. >1// so/utions /or w/iic/i X] + X3 / 1 yie/d
an upperbound /or ^. T/iere are two so/utions satis/yina t/iese conditions;
x = (0,0,0,1) and x = (0,1,0,1). /n bot/i cases we /md 0 as an upper bound
/or <5. 5o tAe inequa/ities Xj + X2 < 1 and X2 > 0 de_^ne /acets 0/ P2 = P ' .
We cou/d naue c/iosen our sequence 0/ po/ytopes di/j^erent/y, say; Po =
P * \ Pi = {x e P2IX1 = 0}, and P2 = P*. /n £/iz« examp/e ^af does
not in^uence t/ie resu/t. /n genera/, it cou/d yie/d a di/ferent resu/t, just as
traditiona/ /i/fing cou/d yie/d a di^erent resu/t /or dij^erent orderings 0/ t/ie
uariab/es to be /i/ted.
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An Example on the Cell Formation Polytope

In Chapter 6 a model is suggested for the cell formation problem. In this
problem we have a set of A/ machines and a set of iV parts. Each machine
and each part has to be assigned to at most one cell, such that some objective function is optimized. The number of cells to be formed is part of the
problem. The model is based on binary variables z,j 6 {0,1}. The interpretation of the variables is that x,j has value one if and only if machine i and
part j are in the same cell, and x,-j has value zero in all other cases. It is
shown that a solution ar 6 ZB^*^ is feasible if and only if it satisfies all of
the following HO called .square ine</ua/i{ies:

The inequalities 3.7 have an obvious interpretation: if machine t and part j
are in the same cell, and if machine « and part fc are in the same cell, then
if machine /i and part j are also in the same cell, machine /i and partfcare
bound to be in the same cell too.
In Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 the facial structure of the convex hull of the
feasible solutions is discussed. It turns out that this polytope has all kind
of nice properties. For example, it is of full dimension. As for the square
inequalities, they are facet defining, and so are the the trivial inequalities.
Actually, together these inequalities form a minimal facial description of the
polytope if the number of machines equals two.
Suppose now that we have to adapt our model, because we are given an
extra opportunity: for some part there is an alternative production plan,
requiring a different set of machines. This is not an unusual scenario. The
problem of having to choose between different production plans for a part
is known in literature as concurrent engineering, see for a more thorough
discussion of this topic [Ham et al, 1985].
To start with, let us keep things simple. Assume there are only two
machines and two parts. Let part 1 have a set of production plans, and let
Si = { 1 , . . .,$i} be the index set of these plans. Now, for each production
plan there is a binary variable p' € { 0,1} that has value one if and only if
production plan / is chosen. Assuming we can choose at most one production
plan, we have: ]C/es, />' < 1- We also need more x-variables for part 1, with
an extra index per process plan: a-'^ has value one if and only if machine t
and part j are in the same cell, and production plan / is in use.
First, we take only one process plan into consideration: sj = 1. Let P
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be the convex hull of all feasible solutions. Then the equality p' = I defines
a face /• of P, and for this face we know a minimal facial description:
P € 5? V/ € 5,
*

*+*!!

*!, G JR ViG { 1 , 2 } , / G S ,
/>' = 0 V / G S , \ { 1 }
a-ii = p' V / G S , \ { 1 }
<
x' + Xl 2 + ijj - j j j
1
i
^
x' + Xl 2 ~ •'•21
"• "^22
—
,
i
,
^x'
<- x ' + Xl i l l

0
0
0
0

^*

1

^^

^-

•

^.

i

2
2
2
2

< 4! < i
<

X22

<

1

We can lift each of these inequalities with respect to p ' . Since the dimension
gap between P and F is one, ordinary sequential lifting suffices to derive
facet denning inequalities for P. We add to this the inequality derived by
lifting the equality system. Actually, we find the following approximation P
ofP:
p' G 1R V/ G Si
z|i €2R ViG { l , 2 } , / G S i

V/GSi \{1}
p' < 1
=
p'
'
VI65,\{1)
z'l
-p^ + x}i + x . i
p'

P =

xji 4- x

-y + *ii

i

.

12 + xJi +X22

—x^ + X12 + xJi 4-X22
0 <
0 < Xl2 < P^
<
pi
0 < 3.1
0 < £99 < p'

<

1

<

2

<

1

<

2

and in this special case, one can prove that the approximation is exact and
the description minimal.
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*i Now let us make the case more interesting, and bring into consideration
the second process plan: .«j = 2. We interprete F as the face of a larger
polytope Q, the convex hull of all feasible solutions for two process plans, that
is induced by intersecting Q with the subspace defined by the equality p^ = 0.
This equality does not induce an equality system, since the dimension gap
between Q and /* is three. An inequality system is: p^ = 0, if] = p^, and
ar^j = p*. The lifting cone of the inequality - p * + z{, + 112 + ^21 ~ ^22 < 1
is:
a
7

6

7 — a- 0
7
7—a
7

<
<
<
<

0
0
0
1

This polyhedron has two extreme points: ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) and ( 1 , 1, 1). These correspond to respectively the following inequalities:
- p ' + i l l + X12 + *2i - ^22 < 1

and
-p' - p

-

X22

<

The first one could have been derived by applying ordinary sequential lifting,
but without the guarantee that it defines a facet of Q. The second one is
due to extended lifting, though it could also have been derived by strict
sequential lifting. In the latter case we would have to study the lifting cone
of a three dimensional equality system, and still it is not a priori clear which
sequence yields interesting results. The second type of inequalities give some
extra insight that leads to a straightforward generalization.
Let 5/ be the index set of concurrent project plans for part /. Then, the
following inequality is facet defining for the polytope that is the convex hull
of the feasible solutions of the concurrent engineering cell formation problem:

for all n € 5*, for all 7j C 5, such that T, ^ 0, for all M € {1 . . . M } ,
for all j,& € { 1 . . .JV}. We refer to this class of inequalities as concurrent
$</Hfl»r i'nf«/Hrt/«7rVs. Although this is an exponential class of inequalities,
it is easy to see that the seperation problem is polynomial solvable. Other
inequalities that are facet defining for this polytope are H/gs, p' 5: li ^'j ^ 0?
and xj_j < p'. The latter two types of inequalities are the result of lifting the
equality system.
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Polarity, Duality, and Lifting

Beginning with a minimal facial description of P* on a subset of the variables, sequentially complete lifting yields a facial description of the original
polytope P. This could be interpreted as a directed recursive procedure to
find the extreme rays of the polar cone Il"(P) of P. To see this, notice that
we could start lifting from the empty set. For simplicity, assume P is full
dimensional. Take the equalities z< = 0 for t € {1, •••,"} together with the
equality 0 = 1 as a facial description of the empty set. These equalities also
form the equality system (notice that there are p - p" = /j -f 1 equalities) of
the lifting gap between P and the empty set. Then the lifting cone of this
equality system is equivalent to the polar cone of P :
A° = {(Mn+i) 6 2R"+' | «*"* < ^

v x € 5}.

Another way of interpreting complete lifting is via duality theory. Suppose we maximize c^x over 5° and we have a facial description of P". That
is equivalent to minimizing a^'a + <S^d + A^e= over a, £, A G 2R™+(P-P°)+("-P)
such that a > Oand c^ = c r ^ + ^ j D + A^E^. Extending 5° with 5 ' implies
extra conditions on the dual, namely (a, <5) £ A°.
To get affiliated with this interpretation via duality theory, consider the
extreme case where 5" is empty. Like before, we chose the following equalities
as a facial description for the empty set: a;,- = 0 for all i € { 1 , . . - , " } , and
0 = 1 . Although the primal problem does not have a solution, we still can
formulate a dual. The dual would be to minimize £„+! such that c, = <5i for
all i G { 1 , . . . , n } . Extending the empty set 5° with a nonempty set 5*, the
following inequalities are added as restrictions to the dual: ^ z ( = c ^ i ) <
<$„+! for all i f S ' .
In general, we cannot expect that sequential complete lifting is very
efficient. If the structure of a problem is exploited in order to keep the
method as simple as possible, the method might in some cases be suitable
to derive a facial description of P , or to be used as a tool to prove the
completeness of a description.
We also introduced and discussed extended lifting of inequalities and the
equality system. An equality system of P ' can be lifted to facet defining
inequalities of the original polytope P . Also, together with an equality system of P ' an inequality denning a facet of P ' can be lifted to facet defining
inequalities of the original polytope P , either using all equalities of the equality system at once, or one by one (under certain conditions on the equality
system). The sum of the dimensions of the polytopes of which we have to
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determine extreme rays, respectively extreme points, is dim(P) - dim(P').
Again, dependent on the possibilities to use the structure of the underlying
problem, these procedures can be appropriate in some cases.
There are several differences between the extended lifting procedure and
the simultaneous lifting procedure suggested by [Zemel,1978]. With the extended lifting procedure it is always possible to lift an inequality one variable
at a time. It is even possible to lift equality by equality, with strictly sequential lifting. On the obverse, more knowledge is required about the equality
systems.
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On the Strength of
Inequalities
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Chapter 4

Recently, in [Goemans, 1995] an indicator has been suggested to compare
classes of linear inequalities with respect to their potential effectiveness in
a cutting plane algorithm, geared on optimizing linear objective functions
over a polyhedron. He showed that this indicator has a nice interpretation
in case the polyhedron is of blocking type and the objective is to minimize
a linear function with nonnegative coefficients.
In this Chapter we show that the indicator has a similar interpretation
for maximizing any linear objective function in case the description in the
origin is identical for a relaxation polytope, and its strengthenings, the polytopes resulting from intersecting the relaxation polytope with the halfspaces
induced by the respective families of valid inequalities. Some examples are
added to illustrate the result.
^< v i j i-1 r» j » « \ c * * r T

4.1

Introduction

For a wide variety of problems cutting plane algorithms have been implemented succesfully. The process of designing such an algorithm usually starts
with a thorough investigation of the facial structure of polyhedra corresponding to the problem under study, yielding classes of valid inequalities.
For some classes separating violated inequalities is harder than for others.
In fact, for many classes the separation problem is NP-/mn/, indicating we
might have to settle for some separation heuristic.
Ideally, one would balance the effort of separation with the improvement
of the relaxation of the polytope under research. It is not clear how to
measure this improvement. Generally, there is a preference for classes of
inequalities that define facets of the convex hull of feasible solutions. But
then again we could use some measure for the improvement of the relaxation
resulting from adding each of the classes of facet defining inequalities we
derived.
Recently, in [Goemans, 1995] a measure is introduced, let us denote it as
F j j ( P ) , for Me sfrrnjt/i o/ an inegua/tty a ^ i > 6 u>i</j respecf fo a po/yfope

P:'

Of course, the strength of an inequality a^x < 6, with respect to a polytope
P, denoted as T ^ ( P ) , can be written as:
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Goemans shows that in specific cases this strength has a nice interpretation.
The result is based on the following observation.
Observation 4.1.1 /,et P and Q 6r ront>fx sets in f/if positive
*uc7i //*a/ Q C P C W ; and 0 g P . So Q is a *7;rno//xnin« <>/ P .
6ot/> se/s are o/ blocking type; fAat i«, a set 5 is o/ MorAring /j/pt i/ x G 5
and y > x imp/y y € 5 . Denote {ox|x € P} u»/iere a is a sca/or as a P .
77»en, t/iere exists a sca/ar a > 1 suc/i tnat a P C Q C P.
Now add the assumption that P and Q are polyhedra. We can write Q =
{x 6 P|af* > 6i,V ii € A^} for some nonempty index set A' representing a
family of inequalities. For each inequality n ^ j > 6,-, j € A\ we coinputo the
indicator F - j, (P). The maximum of these indicators is denoted as F-(/',(^).
Define a strengthening Q, of P as follows: Qi = {x € P|afx > ft,}, ('learly,
Q = flieN^i *"d minr{c^x|x € Q} > max{,g/v} min,{c^x|x € (?,}. It is
shown in [Goemans, 1995] that now can derive:
min{c^x|x 6 Q} < a min{c^x|x G P}

Vc e iR+

In other words, adding the inequalities corresponding with A' to the polytope
P the objective function value cannot increase more than a times the optimal
value over P . One of the interesting features of this result is that to compute
the indicator F-(P,<5) only the cases in which a single inequality is added
to P have to be considered.
Of course, for each polyhedron P we can define a polytope dom(P) which
is the minimal polyhedron of blocking type containing P. But there is not
always a one to one relation between families of inequalities valid for P and
families of valid inequalities for dom(P). For example, consider a polyhedron
P containing the origin and all unit vectors. Clearly, dom(P) is in the
positive quadrant and contains P, but the analysis described above is not
of much use. This raises the question whether there are other polyhedra
for which the Goemans measure of strength has a similar and meaningful
interpretation.
In the next section we present such a class of polyhedra. The result is
indicated by the next observation, which is analogue to Observation 4.1.1.
Observation 4.1.2 Let P ana" Q 6e convex sets contammgr t/ie on'f/m as an
interior point (so P and Q are o//u// dimension^. >4ssume Q C P. 77ien,
tnere exists an a G (0,1) suc/i ^af; a P = {ax|x € P} C Q C P.
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It is always possible to shift a nonempty polytope in such a way that it
contains the origin. However, if a polytope is not of full dimension, it does
not have an interior. To cope with this, we introduce the concept of zeroidentical polyhedra, and claim that it might be a usefull concept to a wide
variety of problems.
Definition 4.1 Two po/y/if dra, saj/ P a n J Q , arc ca//ed zero-identical ;/
on/j/ i / / o r «// o G i " :
a^x < 0 V i G P <=• a^x < 0 V i € Q.
In the next section we will study the interpretation of the indicator
, Q) as a worst case ratio comparing the linear relaxation P and its
Strengthening Q under the assumption that P and Q are zero-identical. In
Section 4..'{ we will illustrate the results with some examples.

4.2

Worst Case Analysis for Zero-Identical
Relaxation Polyhedra

If a polyhedron P is strengthened to a polyhedron Q by adding a set of
additional inequalities, but none of these inequalities is violated by the origin,
or satisfied at equality by the origin, then P and Q are zero-identical. In
other words, wo can add additional inequalities of the form a^a; < 6 as many
as we judge necessary, as long as 6 is strictly positive, the relaxation polytope
and its strengthening will be zero-identical.
The concept of zero identical polyhedra is getting more interesting if the
origin is a feasible solution. We can prove the following:
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.2.1 LeZ P and Q 6e po/j/fopes, and 0 G Q C P .
VVirn, //if /o//oinn</ s/a/rrnrn/s arc equtva/enZ:
P and Q arc cero-i
Z/iere ea.'i.sZs 0 7 6 (0,1] SUC/J Z/iaZ:
Q P = {aa-|j G P} C Q V Q G (0,7];
Z/»ere ezts/s a •) G (0,1] suc/i Z/»a/ /or any c G iff"."
^ j | j e Q } < a min{c^r|.r 6 ^ } V Q G (0.-)].
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Proof: a) =*• b): Let A' = { I ' , T ^
z*} be the set of all extreme points
of P . It is sufficient to show that for all z € A' there is a strictly positive
>
:•, . (\ > v ^
w,j
scalar 0 € ^ such that /?z € (?. v ^
Let z-* G -Y. If Z-* € (? then we set /?, = 1. So assume x-> ^ <J. That implies
an inequality a ^ z < 6 that is valid for Q but violated by z-*: a'^Z'' > 6 > 0.
Without loss of generality, let a^z < 6 be the inequality for which 6/(a*z-')
is minimal. Take /3j = 6 / ( a * V ) . Clearly, /?, € (0,1) and jfyj-' € <?. Finally,
take 7 = minj /3,.
b) => c): Since o P C Q, it follows (via the separating hyperplane theorem)
that we have for all c € 1R": min{r'\r|z G Q} < inin{r'^z|z € *>/'}. The
term on the right hand side can be reformulated to: min{c^(az)|z 6 (?} =
c) => a): By contradiction, suppose that Q and P are not zero identical.
Then there should exist an inequality of the form rf'z > 0 that is valid for
all elements in Q, but not for all elements in P (not the other way around,
since Q C P). Let j/ € P such that d^j/ < 0. Now, take the vector d as the
cost vector c. Since o is strictly positive, we get the following contradiction:
0 < min{d^a;|z e (?} < amin{<Fi|a: € P} < ad''t/ < 0

Notice that P and Q are assumed to be polytopes. The results also hold
in case they are polyhedra, but then we have to require that r is a ray of P
if and only if r is a ray of Q.
Furthermore, statement c) can be reformulated to:
c') there exists a 7 6 (0,1] such that for any c 6 2R":
^a;|z e <2} > a m a x { c ^ z | i e P } V a e (0,7].
In statements b) and c) of Proposition 4.2.1 the existence of some scalar
7 is mentioned. Of course we are interested in the minimum value, say 7*,
that this scalar could have. That is:
7

=

inf

< „ . . . ) . • ! • . . „ p(

^=

max{c^z|z G P} j

sup

cgfi" \ min{c^z|z G P}
•

)

•

where by convention 0/0 equals 1.
Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.2.1, it follows from statement
c') and the fact that the origin is in P and Q, that max{c^z|z G P} >
^z|z G Q} > 0, and so 7* G (0,1].
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is ft We can assume that Q = {z 6 P|afx < fr V t € N} where TV is a
finite nonempty index set representing a family of inequalities. For each
inequality a/x < 6,, t € /V, we compute the strength indicator F j j (P),
defined in Section 4.1. Similar to [Goemans, 1995], we define F-(P, Q) to
be the minimum of the indicators F-j (P), and show in the next proposition
that 7* is a minimum and equals F-(P,Q). The proof of the proposition is
analogue to the proof CJoemans presents. It has been added for the sake of
completeness.
Proposition 4.2.2 /,<< P am/ Q 6e zero-iden/ica/ po/y/opes, and 0 6 Q C
P. Z,e< 7* and F-(P,Q) 6e a* </e/incrf atowe. 77ien: 7' = F^(P,Q).
Proof: First we show that 7" <
is nearly trivial:
^j

, ft , _ . = F | , (P) for all i 6 JV. This
-if.')

ce«" \ max{c' i|a: € P} J ~ max{a/'x|x € P} ~ max{aj"x|x € P }

for all i 6 /V.
..
So, it remains to be shown that 7* > min,-gjv
r^rh—BT = T - ( P , Q ) .
' —
"=' max{a, .rli-cPl
v 11/
We are going to use duality, therefore we need an explicit description of P.
We can assume that P = {x € iR™|af.r < 6; V i € M } , where A/ is a finite
index set representing a set of inequalities.
By strong duality:
max

{<•''.!•}

= min

Vi € iV U M.
Let y* be an optimal dual solution of the program above. Then we have:
maxa.gp{c^x} = maXrep{E"=i(£,eyvuAfa.i2/rk,}
< E,€NuA/(max{afx|ar € P})y*.
Hence,

max{r'x|x € P}
> —
_

r^

^

f x|x €
(max {a/
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The latest expression can be interpreted as a weighted sum of
*^

i-

o

rT-'-i
max {n'r I

since (max{afi|x € P})y* > 0 for all i € JV U A/. Therefore, we have:
T* >
-

min
—~r—;
> min
»—•
r.
. . max{a/x|x € P} ~ «€N max{af j|a; 6 P}

The study of less than full dimensional polyhedra is often approached via
the study of its full dimensional relaxations. There are many possibilities for
deriving full dimensional relaxations. Standard relaxations are known as the
submissive (downward monotonization) and the dominant (upward nionotonization) (see [Pulleyblank, 1989, Cunningham and (.Jrocn-Krotki, I!)H(>,
Balas and Fischetti, 1993]). For a polyhedron P in the positive quadrant,
these monotonizations are defined as follows:
dom(P)

=
=

{ y € 2R" | y > z for some i € P },
{ j/ G iR" I Q< y < x for some x € P }.

Suppose we are investigating a polytope Q that is not full dimensional,
and its relaxation P in the same affine hull, both in the positive quadrant. Assume also that we have derived some inequalities to strengthen P
with respect to Q. Then we can bring the inequalities in a form such that
they strengthen dom(P) with respect to dom(Q) and use the analysis in
[Goemans, 1995] to analyse the strength of the inequalities. Similarly, we
can bring the inequalities in a form, most likely different from the form for
the dominants, such that they strengthen sub(P) with respect to sub(Q) and
use the analysis presented here to analyse the strength of the inequalities.

4.3

Some Examples

In this section the theoretical results of the former section are illustrated.
For many combinatorial problems, the zero solution and all unit vectors are
feasible solutions. This implies that the convex hull of the feasible solutions is
a full dimensional polytope, all nonnegativity constraints are facet defining,
and it implies that these constraints are the only inequalities defining facets
containing the zero solution. Any linear relaxation of the problem that satisfies the nonnegativity constraints is zero-identical to all its strengthenings.
The examples are both of this nature.
In the final section we compare the examples. The inequalities of the
first example seem stronger than the inequalities of the second example.
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However, the polytope of the second example is a projection of the polytope
of the first example. From the projective relation between the problems it
follows that relaxation of the first polytope can never be better than the
relaxation of the second. In other words, here we discovered a huge class of
objective functions for the first polytope on which the inequalities perform
much worse than the strength indicator suggests, illustrating the limited
value of the strength analysis.
4.3.1

The Clique Partitioning Polytope

The clique partitioning problem can be described as follows. Given is a
complete graph 6" = (V, £ ) , n = jV| > 3, m = n(n - l ) / 2 , together with
edge weights w,-j 6 /ft for all {i,j} € £ . A subset /) C £ of the edges
is (ailed a r/iV/wr /wrlion if the components of the graph / / = (V, J9) are
cliques, i.e. complete subgraphs. The problem is to find a clique partition
of maximal weight.
Mathematically, the clique partition problem can be formulated as follows.
Maximize
subject to

+

i< 1
{0, 1}

for all j ' . j , A;•e
for all
•e

The clique partitioning polytope P(G) is defined as the convex hull of all
feasible solutions to the above model. This polytope has been studied extensively, see for example [Grotschel and Wakabayashi, 1989]. The inequalities
in the integer program are called fnVmg/e inegua/tltes, and they define facets
of 7'(C/). Also, the nonnegativity inequalities define facets of P(G'). This
implies that we can apply the theory of this chapter fairly easily. The linear
relaxation of the above model is zero-identical to the unit cube. So, the
strength of an inequality is simply the right hand side divided by the sum
of the positive coefficients in the left hand side of the inequality. Therefore,
the strength of the class of the triangle inequalities is 1/2. In other words,
optimizing over the relaxation induced by the triangle inequalities will never
yield an objective value lower than half of the sum of the positive coefficients
of the objective function.
Now consider the following straightforward generalization of the triangle
inequalities. Let a € V, and T C V such that 5 $ 7\ Then,
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defines a facet of P(<7). The strength of those inequalities is 1/|T|. From
this wo can conclude that the relaxation of P ( ( J ) induced by tho triangle
inequalities can be arbitrarily bad.
4.3.2

The Cell Formation Poly tope

''-'

The cell formation problem can be described as follows, as will bo explained
in Chapter 6. Given is a complete bipartite graph # = ((/, W, £'), |f/|, |Vf^"| 25
2, together with edge weights u>,j € 1R for all {», j} € £. A subset /) C £ of
the edges is called a lupartire r/t^ur par/ion if the components of the graph
// = (V, ZJ) are complete bipartite subgraphs. Tho problem is to liud a
bipartite clique partition of maximal weight.
• Mathematically, the cell formation problem can bo formulated as follows.
Maximize E . ^ / Ejgw *u
subject to i,-j + i,-/t + x/,j - x ^ < 2
ar,-j G {0,1}

for all /i, i € t/, j , k W
for all i € £/, j € W

The clique partitioning poly tope F(5) is defined as the convex hull of all
feasible solutions to the above model. This polytope will be discussed extensively in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. The inequalities in the integer program
are called square megua/th'es, and they define facets of P(/?). Also, the nonnegativity inequalities define facets of P(5). Again, this implies that we
can apply the theory of this chapter fairly easily. The linear relaxation of
the above model is zero-identical to the unit cube. So, the strength of an
inequality is simply the right hand side divided by the sum of the positive
coefficients in the left hand side of the inequality. Therefore, the strength
of the class of the triangle inequalities is 2/3. In other words, optimizing
over the relaxation induced by the square inequalities will never yield an
objective value lower than twothird of the sum of the positive coefficients of
the objective function.
For the cell formation polytope it is far from trivial to construct classes
of inequalities for which the strength is arbitrarily close to zero. But it can
be done, as is shown in the last section of Chapter 8.
4.3.3

C o m p a r i n g t h e Examples

The cell formation problem can be formulated and solved as a clique partition problem, by adding the missing edges and giving them weight zero.
That might be a good idea, since the strength indicators suggest that the
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class of triangle inequalities is stronger than the class of square inequalities.
However, this idea is of no help. If V = £/ U W, then P(fl) is a projection
of /'((7). To see this, we have to convince ourselves of two facts. Firstly, the
fact that a feasible solution for the clique partition problem will always induce a feasible solution for the cell formation problem. That follows from the
observation that each square inequality is the sum of two triangle inequalities. The other way around is a little harder: from each feasible solution for
the cell formation problem we can construct a a feasible equivalent solution
for the cell formation problem. Assume /i,» € f/, and we are looking for a
feasible value of x/,,. To satisfy all triangle inequalities, we must have:
1 < arfci < 1 - max
Such a value for r/,, must exist, since otherwise for some j , Ar G

Repeating this argument appropriately, it can be shown that for all missing
variables x,-j we can find values such that all triangle inequalities are satisfied.
From the projoctive relation it follows that there is a huge family of
objective functions, for which optimizing over the relaxation induced by the
triangle inequalities will never yield an objective value lower than twothird
of the sum of the positive coefficients of the objective function, in spite of
the strength indicator being 1/2. This illustrates the relative value of the
indicator.

Chapter 5

The Cycle Polytope of a
Directed Graph

This chapter is joint work with Egon Balas.
An article based on this chapter has been submitted for publication.
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The cycle polytope of a directed graph 6' is the convex hull of the incidence
vectors of simple directed cycles of (7. In this chapter we show how to obtain
facets of the cycle polytope from facets of the asymmetric traveling salesman
polytope. It involves sequential lifting, as discussed in Chapter 3, and facet
preserving projecting, see Chapter 2. We also obtain facets that have a
different origin.

5,1
>•;•

Introduction
.- -

"*! , - ,
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_

, I r p

Given a directed graph on n nodes (7 ':= (TV, /I") and the collection C of
its simple directed cycles, the cj/c/e po/j/<ope Pc of £» is the convex hull of
incidence vectors of simple directed cycles of G; i.e.,

Pc== corner 6 {0, 1}" :*„ = «( * [ - j j ^ c ' ^ «°^ C € C
Notice that the convex hull of tmtorts of simple disjoint dicycles is the
assignment polytope, and that optimization of a linear function over the assignment polytope is a task whose complexity is O(n^). Notice also that minimizing a linear function over the cycle polytope Pc, i.e. finding the shortest
cycle in a directed graph with arbitrary arc lengths is an NP-complete task,
as it subsumes the asymmetric traveling salesman (ATS) problem as a special case; but it can be solved in polynomial time if the cost coefficients are
restricted in sign so as to exclude the occurrence of negative-length dicycles.
Indeed, for cost functions satisfying the above condition, finding a shortest
path from j to i in G — («,j) and adding to it the length of ( i , j ) yields
the shortest, cycle containing ( i , j ) . Repeating this for every arc in the role
of (/, j ) and then choosing the shortest among the cycles found solves the
problem.
The symmetric counterpart, of /V. i.e. the cycle polytope of an undirected
graph, has been studied in [Coullard and Pulleyblank, 1989], and quite recently in [Hauer, 1993] (see also [Seymour, 1979]).
The cycle polytope of a digraph is closely related to the Prize Collecting
Traveling Salesman (PCTS) polytope. studied in [Balas, 1989a, Balas, 1993]
(see also [Fischetti and Toth, 1988]). The PCTS problem goes like this.
A salesman traveling between cities i and j at a cost of c,j, gets a prize
to, for every city t € iV that he visits. His goal is to find a minimum-cost
tour that enables him to collect at least «'o units of prize money. It has
been formulated on a directed graph with loops, G{, := (A\>1 U Z,), where
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Z, := { ( l , l ) , . . . , ( n , n ) } is the set of loops (n = |TV|), as the problem of
finding
<\>*,>

(5.1)

subject t o

.

.

<

*

.I™ : « : 1 ^

-

.

,

«»)
(5.3)

yi - y/

s

p| - i

>€S\{Ar}

for aJl S C TV, 2 < JSJ < n - 2

^'^

and it e 5, f € JV \ 5
xij € {0,1}, y, G {0,1},

i, j G 7V

(5.5)

where x and y are the incidence vectors of arcs and loops, respectively,
^ := H,g/v u>i - u?o, and where for 5, T C TV we define x(5, T) :=
E . e s Ejer\{.} z,j, and we denote x({i}, 5) = x(t, 5), x(5, {i}) = .r(5,0Every (.r, y) satisfying (5.2)-(5.5) defines a simple cycle of length > 2 and
a collection of loops, one for every node not in the cycle, with the number of
loops (and hence the length of the cycle) constrained by (5.3). The PCTS
polytope is then
P* := cont; {(x, y) € { 0 , 1 } ^ : (x, y) satisfies (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), (5.5)}.
In studying the properties of P*, it is useful to focus on the closely related
polytope PQ obtained from P* by deleting inequality (5.3):
(x,y) satisfies (5.2), (5.4), (5.5), 1
Note that Po is the special case of P* when £/ equals n - 2 and the
weights w, all have value 1. We will call PQ the cycle-and-loops-polytope of
For the case when the digraph G is complete, [Balas, 1993] gives a general
procedure for obtaining facet defining inequalities for PQ and P* from facet
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defining inequalities for the asymmetric traveling salesman (ATS) polytope
/*, i.e. the convex hull of incidence vectors of tours (Hamiltonian dicycles)
inG'.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 discusses some basic
properties of ft- In Section 5.3 we show that the facets of Po are in 1-1
correspondence with those of /fc, and that the latter can be obtained from
the former by projecting out the loop variables. We thus obtain, roughly
speaking, as good a description of the cycle polytope of a directed graph,
as the one we have for the ATS polytope defined on the same graph. In
the same section we give an overview of all primitive facets derived from the
ATS polytope.
In Section 5.1 we discuss additional methods for generating facets of
the cycle polylope. For the ATS polytope [Ralas and Fischetti, 1993] have
given a cloning procedure. We show what this procedure means for the cycle
polytope. We also give a (direct) cloning procedure for the cycle polytope.
(•loning is a special form of lifting inequalities. Unlike the ATS polytope,
the cycle polytope on a complete graph on n nodes is a face of the cycle
polytope on a complete graph on n + 1 nodes. Therefore, lifting a facet
defining inequality is much easier. In Section 5.5 we give an explicit lifting
procedure, different from the cloning procedures mentioned earlier.
Finally, in Section 5.6 we study complete descriptions of the cycle polytope for 7J = 3, n = 4, and n = 5. For n = 3 one can derive the complete
description from the complete description of the ATSP polytope. Alas, that
doesn't hold for the other two cases. We can find some extra classes by
lifting the inequalities of a lower dimensional cycle polytope. In itself, this is
in none of the cases sufficient to derive a complete description; but in combination with the description derived from the ATSP polytope, it is powerful:
for n = 5 we derive a complete description. Remarkably enough, this doesn't
hold for /! = 1: we cannot 'find' the trivial nonnegativity inequalities. These
inequalities define facets of the cycle polytope on four cities, but define only
faces of both the ATSP polytope on four cities and the cycle polytope on
three cities.

5.2

The Cycle Polytope

T h e o r e m 5.2.1 TAf cj/c/e po/y/ope Pc o/ G «s t/ie conrez /iu// o/ points
i G {0,1}'* salss/j/tng </»e sys/eni
*(»,#)

<

1

«€#

(5.6)
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x(JV,i)-x(t,tf) = 0
n— I

ig^

, (5.7)

n

x(/,AT)-x(S\{lfc},JV\S) <

1

(5.9)

/or a// 5 C TV,
2 < | 5 | < L(n-2)/2j,
Proof: Constraints (5.6) and (5.7) are satisfied by the incidence vectors of
all unions of simple dicycles and the zero vector. Constraint (5.8) excludes
the zero vector by requiring the solution-subgraph to contain at least one
arc (t,j) such that i < j . Clearly, any dicycle and therefore any union of
dicycles, has this property. Conversely, any r € {0,1}^ that satisfies (5.(i),
(5.7), (5.8) defines a union of simple dicycles in (7.
Constraints (5.9) are satisfied by all simple dicycles, but violated by unions of
dicycles with more than one member. Indeed, let C be a simple dicycle and i
its incidence vector. I f C C (5,5"), then x(*, TV) = 0;andifC C (W\5, /V\S),
then z(Jt,S) = 0. In either case (5.9) is satisfied. So let C D (5,5) ^ 0,
C n (TV \ 5, JV \ 5) ^ 0. If x(Jfe, 5) = 0, (5.9) is clearly satisfied; otherwise fc
is the tail of an arc in C n (5,5), which implies that i ( 5 \ {/:}, TV \ 5) = 1,
since the cycle C leaves 5 through some node other than A;. In either case,
(5.9) is satisfied. Conversely, suppose z is the incidence vector of a union
of several cycles. Let Ci and C*2 be among these. Now choose 5 such that
Ci C (5,5) and C2 C (TV \ 5, /V \ 5). Then there exists J b € 5 a n d £ € / V \ S
such that x(fc,S)= 1, x(^,7V)= 1 and x ( 5 \ {A:},TV\5) = 0, i.e. 1 violates
(5.9).
•
From now on we assume that the digraph G is complete. We first establish the dimension of Pc- Recall that the dimension of the ATS poly tope P
is n^ - 3rc + 1 = (n - 1 )^ - n. The dimension of the cycle-and-loops-polytope
Po was shown in [Balas, 1989a] to be (n - 1)^.
Proposition 5.2.1 77ie dimension 0/Pc is (n - 1)^.
Proof: The system defining Pc has n ( n - l ) variables and an equality subsystem of rank < n — 1 (the coefficient matrix of (5.7) is the node-arc incidence
matrix of G). Hence dim (Pc) < n(n - 1) - n + 1 = (n - 1)*.
Next we show that any equation 7rx = 7To satisfied by all x € Pc is a linear
combination of the equations (5.7). First, for any triplet {/i, i, J} C iV of
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distinct indices, since the incidence vectors of all 2-cycles and 3-cycles defined
on the node set {/i,i, j } belong to /fci we have

and
which implies TTO = 0.
Next, in view of (5.7) we may assume w.l.o.g. that TTJI = 0 for all j 6
{ 2 , . . . , n}. For indeed, should this not be the case, an equivalent inequality
with this property could be obtained by adding to rrx = 7To the j - t h equation
(5.7) multiplied by 7r,i for j = 2 , . . . , n. From 7r,j + TT^ = 0 for all i, j € TV,
TTji = 0 implies 7Tij = 0 for all j € {2,.. . , « } •
Now we show that TT,J = 0 for all remaining pairs ( t , j ) G iV x TV. For each
such (»',j), consider any 3-cycle on { l , i , j } . Since its incidence vector is in
Pet we have 7r,-j + 7Tji + TTJ, = 0; which in light of Xji = 0 = 7Ti, implies
7r,j = 0. Since TTO = 0 and TT,J = 0 for all (i, j ) G iV x TV, the equation
7rar = 7To is a linear combination of the equations (5.7).
D
Notice that the polytope Pc is the projection of Po onto the subspace of
the arc variables; in other words, Pc can be obtained from Po by projecting
out. tho loop variables j / , , / € ,/V. Yet, the dimension of Pc is the same as
that of PQ. This property holds the key to the one to one correspondence
between the facets of Po and those of Pc to be discussed below.
T h e o r e m 5.2.2 77ie tneqwa/tftes x,j > 0 de^ne /acete o/Pc /or n > 4.
Proof: Clearly, x,j > 0 defines a face F of Pc. Let ax < ao define a facet
/^4 of 7i', containing F . We will show that ax < ao is equivalent to - x , j < 0
up to multiplication with a positive scalar.
First, choose a triple of nodes /»,&,/ such that t ^ {/i,fc,/} (this is possible
since n > 4). Any cycle on two or three nodes of {/&,&,/} induces a point in
Pc that satisfies x;j = 0, so we deduce like in the proof of Proposition 5.2.1
that ao = 0. As in that proof, in view of (5.7) we may assume w.l.o.g. that
a/,* = 0 for all /i € iV \ {A;} for some A- $ {»',./'}. Since fc £ {*.j}, all 2-cycles
involving fc satisfy x,j > 0 at equality, and hence a/t/, = 0 for all /i € JV\ {fc}.
Now we will show that a/,/ = 0 for all (/»,/) / (>,j)- For each (ft,/) / (*,i)
any 3-cycle on the node set {ft,^, fc} induces a point in Pc satisfying x,j = 0,
so a/,; + au. + a/th = 0. Since a;<. = 0 = OA./,. we have a^/ = 0.
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Finally, since the cycle on i and j satisfies x,j > 0, it does not belong to F
and hence its incidence vector satisfies a,jX,j + aj,Xj,- < 0; and since Oj, = 0,
D
we have a,j < 0, which concludes our proof.
In the following we assume that n > 5.
Clearly, the inequalities x,-j < 1 are dominated by (5.6), so thoy cannot
be facet defining.
T h e o r e m 5.2.3 77»e »nfgua/iftes f5.<Jj rff/inc /arf(s o
Proof: Clearly, x(i, TV) < 1 defines a face F of P^. Let <** < ao define a
facet F.4 of Pc> containing F. We will show that ax < ao is equivalent to
£(»\JV) < 1 up to multiplication with a positive scalar.
As in the proof of Proposition 5.2.1, in view of (5.7) we may assume w.l.o.g.
that for any fixed t 6 JV, Oj, = 0 for all j 6 W \ {i}. Since any 2-cycle
involving node J satisfies x(», iV) = 1, we have a;) = ao for all j € JV \ {»}.
Now we will show that a ^ = 0 for all j , A; such that i ^ {j, A;}. For each j , fc
such that i ^ {j, /:} we construct a 3-cycle on { i , j , A;}. That induces a point
i £ Pc satisfying a:(i, TV) = 1, so a,*.- + a^, + a,j = ao- Since a^-, = 0 and
a,j = ao, we have a_,fc = 0.
Finally, since the 2-cycle on any /i and j such that i ^ {/i,i} satisfies
•
a;(i, TV) < 1, we have ao > a/ij +fl^Ti= 0.
Next we turn to the inequality (5.8). Unlike the constraints Z{j > 0 and
(5.6), (5.7), (5.9), the inequality (5.8) seems to depend on the numbering of
the nodes. Symmetry considerations suggest that this cannot be the case;
and indeed, as the next Theorem shows, the inequalities (5.8) obtained for
all possible numberings of the nodes are valid and have the same properties.
T h e o r e m 5.2.4 For any permutation 7r o/</ie node se< TV, tf/ie megua/z<i/

a /acei o
Proof: Assume w.l.o.g. that {7r(l),.. .,;r(n)} = { 1 , . . . , n}, i.e. that (5.10)
is (5.8). It is easy to see that every 2-cycle satisfies (5.8) at equality; therefore
(5.8) defines a nonempty face F of Pc- Let F, be a facet of Fc containing
F and let 6i < £>o be an inequality defining F«. In view of (5.7), we may
assume w.l.o.g. that fyi = 0 for all t € { 2 , . . . , n } .
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First, consider the coefficients &i, for i € { 2 , . . . , n } . Since the incidence
vector of the 2-cycle on {l,t} is in F., we have 6,i + 6i, = 6j, = 6o for all
i€{2,...,n}.
Consider now the coefficients 6,-j for t G {3, . . . , n } , j G { 2 , . . . , i - 1}, corresponding to the arcs for which the index of the tail is greater than the index
of the head. For each such pair, consider the 3-cycle visiting the nodes 1, t
and j in that sequence. Since the incidence vector of the 3-cycle is in F», we
have &i, + 6,j + 6ji = &o = &i. + ^ j , implying 6,j = 0 for all i 6 { 3 , . . . , n},
j€{2,...,i-l}.
Next consider the coefficients 6,_, for t 6 {2,.. .,n - 1}, j G {«' + 1,.. . , n } .
Since the 2-cycle on {t, j } induces a point in F«, we have 6,j + 6j, = &o>
implying /.>,; = 6o for all t € { 2 , . . . , n - 1}, j € { i + l , . . . , n } .
Wo have shown that the inequality 6ar < 6o defining F . is equivalent to (5.8)
up to multiplication with a positive scalar. This proves that (5.8), and hence
(5.10), is facet defining.
•
Note the huge size of the class (5.10): it contains n! facets of Pc> one for
each linear ordering of iV.
As to the inequalities (5.9), they are the projections of the corresponding inequalities (5.4) for Po onto the subspace of the x variables, i.e. each
inequality (5.9) associated with a given triplet {5, A: € 5, £ G iV \ 5} is
obtained from the inequality (5.4) associated with the same triplet by substituting 1 - ;r(t, JV) for y,, t G ( 5 \ {&}) U {^}. The total number of such
inequalities is O(rc^2"). Now it is well known that when a polyhedron II is
projected onto a subspace, facets of II do not necessarily project into facets
of the subspaco-polyhedron. It is therefore noteworthy that in the particular
case of fb and ffc, they do, as the main theorem in the next section shows.
Notice also that the inequalities (5.9) can be restated in a way that
evidences a certain symmetry, hidden in the formulation (5.9):
z(Jfc,A') + . r ( / , i V ) - x ( S , i V \ S )

< 1
for all 5 C JV,
2<|S|<[(n-2)/2J,
for all it € 5, £ e JV \ 5

(5.9')

The inequality (5.9') can be obtained by adding the inequalities (5.6) for
i = Jt, £ to the negative of the cutset inequality x(5, ./V \ 5) > 1, valid for the
ATS polytope but not for the cycle polytope.
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5.3

The Main Result and Some of Its
Consequences

As already mentioned, the cycle polytope /V is the projection of the cycleami-loops polytope Po onto the subspace of the arc variables; ami facets of
Po can be obtained from facets of the ATS polytope by some specialized
lifting procedures [Balas, 1993). Next we show that, unlike in the case of
a general polyhedron projected onto an arbitrary subspace, in (his ca,se the
facets of /o project into facets of ffc (see Chapter 2).
Theorem 5.3.1 Iff o i + /?y < «o ^ « /nrrf dr/mm<7 tr>r7»a/i7,y /or
o. 77»en //je

zs Me projection o/ Q I + /fy < ao o/iio </je sutspace o/ i , de^nes a
/ace/ o/ P^.
Proof: Clearly, (5.11) is the projection of ax + /??/ < ao onto the subspace
of ,r, since it can be obtained from the latter by substituting 1 - i(?,./V)
for each ?/,-, i G TV. We show that (5.11) defines a facet of Pc by exhibiting
rfzm (Pc) = ( n - 1)-^ afflnely independent points x G {0, l } ^ n P c that satisfy
(5.11) with equality.
Since Q I + /JJ/ < ao defines a facet of Po, there exists a set of (n — 1)^ affinely
independent points ( z * , / ' ) G { 0 , 1 } ^ ^ p p^ ^ a t satisfy a i * + /?j/* = ao,
and a:* ^ 0, fc = 1,.. .,g = (n - 1)^. We will show that if a set of points
(z*,y*) G {0, l } ^ ^ T l P o , A; = 1,.. .,9, is affinely independent, then so is the
set of points z^, A: = 1,.. . , 7 . For suppose not, i.e. suppose the points z*,
fc = 1 , . . . , 9 are affinely dependent. Then there exist scalars A&, A: = 1 , . . . , g,
not all zero, such that 5Z?-=i ^fc = 0 and ]Cl=i ^fj^fc = 0 for all (i, j ) G >4.
We claim that this implies £JUi 3/i^-^fc = 0 for all i G TV, which in turn
means that the points (z*,y*) are also affinely dependent, a contradiction.
To prove the claim, we notice that from the assumptions,
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hence for i € iV, ^ ^ '^> ; » i i i » € buf'- Jiu-^'t/S n «/>!/; * : « l l \

=

'-0

0.

Thus the points i * G {0,1}^ f~l Pc, & = li •••»?» are affinely independent.
Further, they clearly satisfy (5.11) with equality, since the corresponding
O
points (:r*\ y*) satisfy a i ' + ^J/'' = «o, & = l , . . . , g .
Corollary 6.3.1 7'/»e inegua/i<ie« f5.Pj (fe/ine /ace<s o
Proof: The inequalities (5.9) are projections of the inequalities (5.4), which
•
define facets of /'). Therefore the claim follows from Theorem 5.3.1.
We now derive, based on the above theorem, the facet defining inequalities for /1' corresponding to some of the well known facet defining inequalities
for the ATS polytope P. We do this in two steps, as done in [Balas, 1993]
for the cycle-and-loops-polytope Po- First we consider primitive inequalities,
then we address the cloning procedure which yields nonprimitive inequalities.
Two nodes /( and & of (7 are called c/cme.s with respect to a valid inequality
aa: < Qo for the ATS polytope P , if
(a) a,/, = rv,k and a/,, = «/,.,- for all i G ./V \ {/},&}
(b) a/,* = a*/, = max {a,;. + a/tj - a,j : t,J € V \ {/i,A:}, i ^ j }
(c) the restriction a i < do of ox < oo to G := G\{n}, with do := a o is valid for the ATS polytope defined on G.
A valid inequality ox < oo for P is called primitive if G has no clones with
respect to ox < oo.
These concepts were introduced by [Balas and Fischetti, 1993a], who
showed that if the primitive members of a family /" of inequalities define
facets of /', (hen all the inequalities in JF define facets of P.
We first consider the family called com6 inequalities. Let the /iand/e #
and the tee</» T,, ji = 1... . , s , be node sets satisfying
(c.l) iTjOfll = |T,-\/f| = 1, j = 1,...,5, 5 > 3 and odd
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(c.2) T, n T, = 0,

i,>=l,...,«

:

(

s..

- , M ; ,i

(c.3) |ff \(U*=,T,)| < 1
(c.4) |JV\(/f U(Uj_,7j))| = 1.
hen
s

- ( « - l)/2

(5.12)

is a primitive comb inequality. The family of comb inequalities is known to
be facet defining for the symmetric (see [Grotschel and Paciberg, 1985]) as
well as the asymmetric (see [Fischetti, 1991]) traveling salesman polytope.
Here is the corresponding result for the cycle polytope /fc.
Corollary 5.3.2 Z,e< # , T j C JV, j = l , . . . , s , salt#/y conc/id'orus (r.
(c.2,), fc.5j and fc.^j. T/ien */i

rfe/tnes a /ace< o/ ffc.
Proof: The inequality for ffo corresponding to (5.11) is (see [Balas, 1993])

j= l

•€//

Substituting for y,-, i G //, yields (5.11).

n

Next we address the class of odd CAT inequalities for /> introduced in
[Balas, 1989]. Two arcs (t, j ) , (A:, £) of G are called mcompah'6/e if i = A;, or
j = £, or i = £ and j = A;. A c/osed a/ierna<mg <rai7 (CAT) in G' is a sequence
of distinct arcs T := ( a j , . . . ,O() such that for i, j € {1, . . . , < } , a, and a, are
incompatible if and only if |i — j | = 1 or < — 1. An odd CAT is a CAT of
odd length (number of arcs). Let iV(T) be the set of endpoints of the arcs
in T. A node i € W(T) is a source if (Zefir"'"(f) > 2, a desimah'on (sink) if
<fe<7~(z) > 2, and neuira/ if ^ ^ ^ ( i ) < 1 and de<7~(i) < 1. A node can be
a source and a destination at the same time. Every odd CAT has at least
one 2-cycle with a neutral node. A c/iorci of T is an arc in yl \ T joining two
nodes of iV(X'). A chord of type 1 is one that joins a source z to a sink jf ^ i.
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Let T be an odd CAT and A' the set of its chords of type 1. Then apart
from two small pathological cases (with 5 < n < 6), the odd CAT inequality
(5.13)

I(TUA')<(|7'|-1)/2

defines a facet of the ATS polytope P (see [Balas, 1989]).
The odd CAT inequality (5.13) is easily seen to be primitive if and only
if every 2-cycle of T has a neutral node. In such a case we call T itself
primitive.
Corollary 5.3.3 Z,e/ Tfeea pn'mih're odd CVlTdj/ferenJ/romtf/«e<UJO fcnoum
jm</io/o«yir«/ rases, A" <Ae se/ o/ its chords, and /ef 5 C W(T) and D C
denote </ie se/ o/ sources and des/«na<ions o/ T, respec<it;e/j/.
77ien Me meoua/i/t/
|5n/}|

(5.14)

de/ines a /ace< o/ /t' •
Proof: The inequality for Po corresponding to (5.12) is (see [Balas, 1993])
*(7'UA')+
and substituting for </,, t € 5 n Z), yields (5.13).

•

The next family that we examine is that of the SD (for sourcedestination) inequalities, which generalizes the comb, odd CAT and several
other families of inequalities ([Balas and Fischetti, 1993a]). The primitive
members of the family arc defined as follows. Let (5, Z?, W,/, JB,Q) be a
partition of /V with the following properties:
5 is a (possibly empty) set of sources,
U is the (possibly empty) set of destinations,
// := B'' U / is the (nonempty) handle, with 0 < |W| < 1 and |/| = s > 1,
/ := {'i
£ := {fi

«,},
fs}. and

7j := {tj,fj}, j = ! , . . . , « are the teeth
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and 0 < | Q | < 1, with | 5 | + | D | + .s odd. Then the primitive SO inrquali
quality
z_<

—

2

.7=1

is valid for P and. with the exception of three small pathological cases (with
4 < n < 6 and either | 5 | = | D | = 0 or |.V| = |/J| = .s = 1), defines a facet
of P if | | 5 | - |£>|| < m a x {0,s - 3} (see [Balas and Fischetti, 1993a]). The
corresponding result for the cycle polytope is then:

Corollary 5.3.4
trit/i s/ric<

J (5, 0 , W',/, E,Q) 6c as a6ot>e, ana*
i/n < 6. 77»en /Ac i

> 3,

(5.16)
a /acet o/ P^ •
shown to be facet defining in

Proof: The corresponding inequality for
[Balas, 1993], is
<
Substituting for j/,-, i € / / , yields (5.16).

O

Next we consider a class of lifted cycle inequalities, namely the /}£
and D^" inequalities (see [Grotschel and Padberg, 1985]). Although these
inequalities are strictly speaking not primitive, their only clones are isolated
nodes. Let fc be any integer satisfying 3 < fc < n — 2; then the £)jj!" inequality
is
Ej=l ^<>j+l + S.*ii + 2l({tl}, {»3, • ..,**})
+ E*=4*({*i},{*3,...,*i-i})

<A:-1.

(5.17)

In [Balas and Fischetti, 1993] these inequalities were shown to be facet defining for P. The corresponding inequality for Pc is as follows.
Corollary 5.3.5 For ant/ integer/;, 3 < fc < n — 2. //ie m

<
de/ines a /ace/ o/ Pc.

1

(5.18)
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Proof: The inequality for PQ corresponding to (5.17), shown in [Balas, 1993]
to be facet defining, is
ifc-i

'

';';+> +*«*«i + 2 x ( { i i } , {«3,. . . , ! * } ) +

for some v € W \ {t'i,. • •, *'*}. Substituting for j / , , , y»^ and y,v, j = 3,...,fc
yields (5.18).
•
The /)£" ine(|iialitios are analogous to the /•?£ inequalities, with all the
arcs with coefficient equal to 2 directed into J'I rather than out of tj. A
result analogous to Corollary 5.3.5 gives a facet defining inequality for Pc
corresponding to the D^ inequality for P.
Finally, we briefly mention the /^-inequalities shown by [Grotschel, 1977]
to be facet defining for /'. For any {»i, ...,14,} C A\ the corresponding £4inequality is
2i,-,jj + x,,,, + 2z,2,-, +

I,J,-3

+ a;,•«,-, < 3.

(5.19)

Corollary 5.3.6 For nny { i i , . . . , ^ } C iV, </»e tnegt<a/jfj/
*i,«2 + *I2I1 + *t«l'2 + *i3M " *i|«3 - ^'2'4 ^ ^

(5-20)

de/jnrs n /arc< o/ /(.'.
Proof: It is not hard to see that the inequality
2x,-,,'j +

.T;,,-«

+ 2x,j,-, + x,j,3 + x,3,, + a;^,j + J/i + J/2 < 3

derived from (5.19) by sequential lifting is valid and facet defining for PoSubstituting for t/i and 2/2 then yields (5.20), which according to Theorem 5.3.1 must be valid and facet defining for Pc^

5.4

Cloning

Next we turn to general nonprimitive facet defining inequalities. As mentioned earlier, [Balas and Fischetti. 1993a] gave a procedure whereby a facet
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defining inequality a x < oo for the ATS polytope P(G") defined on the complete digraph G" on n nodes can be lifted into a facet defining inequality for
the polytope P((7"*') defined on the complete digraph on » + 1 nodes (V""*"'.
This procedure is called r/on trig, and it is done by making the new node of
G"*', say it, a c/orjf of some node /i of G" with respect to aar < oo, i.e. by
choosing the lifting coefficients a*, and Oit, i = 1,.. . , n , so as to satisfy the
conditions (a), (b), (c) stated above. Applying cloning repeatedly leads to
c/iguc /i/ting, whereby nodes can be expanded into cliques (of clones).
[Balas. 1993] has extended this procedure of cloning/clique lifting to facet
defining inequalities for the cycle-and-loops-polytope / Q . In the procedure
of [Balas, 1993], when cloning a node of G" to lift a facet defining inequality
a i + /iy < a<j for Po(G£) '"*° °"<" ^ fi>(<?",*'K '"•* lifliiiR coefficients oj,.,,
a,*, i = l , . . . , n of the arcs incident with the new node A- (which is to be
made a clone of, say, node /») are determined as above, in conformity with
conditions (a), (b), (c); but in addition, a lifting coefficient
Q ^ = 7?)ax {a,* + a*; - a,j: : i, j € V \ {/?, A;}}
is determined for the loop variable j/i of node fc. Since this lifting coefficient
(for j/fc) is not necessarily the same as the coefficient a/,/, of the loop variable
j/ft, node A" is called a quasi-clone (rather than a clone) of /t. In all other
respects, the clique lifting procedure for /Q works the same way as the one
for P ; above all, it guarantees that facet defining inequalities, when lifted,
give rise to facet defining inequalities.
In turning now to the cycle polytope Pf, it follows from the above discussion that in order to find the facet defining inequality for Pc that corresponds
to a given (arbitrary) facet defining inequality a s < ao for the ATS polytope
P(G), one can proceed as follows:
1. Find the primitive inequality Q I < do for P(G), the ATS polytope
defined on some induced subgraph G of G\ from which o i < ao can
be determined by cloning (clique lifting).
2. Derive from dx < do the corresponding primitive facet inducing inequality dx + /% < do for Po(6'{J defined on the digraph 6'/. with
loops.
3. Apply the cloning procedure to dz + /3t/ < ao to obtain a facet inducing
inequality ax + /3y < ao for
4. Substitute for y to obtain the corresponding facet inducing inequality
dx < do for Pc(G'), the cycle polytope of G'.
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^n. We illustrate the procedure by an example.
•

' • • ' • ' [

E x a m p l e 5.4.1 Consider </ie ineqfua/i7y
2X35"f 2X53

< 4

««pp«r7 grap/i is #/town in Fi(/«rr ,5./fa/ 77i is grap/i /ias an arc ( i , j )
in a p/ain /ine 1/0,^ = 1, an arr (i, j ) drau'n in a dou6/e /ine i/Q,j = 2,
and no arc ( i , j ) t/ Qr,j = 0. (E./^ is va/id /or /Ac >1 TS po/y/ope P on n > 5
nodes.
/< is no/ nand /o see </»a/ nodes 5 and 5 are c/ones, in i/»a/ 0,3 = 0,5
and a,», = «s, /or a// i, and Q35 = Q53 = max {0,3 + 03^ - a,-j : i , j €
A' \ {•5i-'>}} = 2. 77»r prirni/ive inp^iia/i/y /rom u'Aic/i ^ . / ^ can 6e 06/ained
6y c/oniri</ is //ie odd CV1T irirfua/t/y «ji</» |T| = 5, a/sofcnownas T2, tr/iose
«Hp;>or/ wrap/i is s/iotrn in Figure 5.
:r,2 + aris + ^32 + I M + ^43 < 2
VVji.s inraua/i/y !<
.< A'?joi/'n <O 6e /act/ de/ining/or //ie /17'5 po/y/ope P
de/jnrd on //ir romp/e/e digrnp/t u?i//» 4* nodes. Tne corresponding ineaua/i/y
/o?' /'o dr/frjfd on //if cot;ip/e/f digrap/i wi//i /oops on ^ nodes, i//us/ra/ed in
f't(/Hjr ,5. /fc^), is
^ . 5 ^ .T,2 + X13 +.T32 + X34 + X43 + ys < 2.
/lpp/yi/ig //JC r/ontng procedure 0/ //?a/as, /555/ /o node 5 yie/ds //ie incgt/a/i/y «)/iose suppor/ grap/j is sAoum in Figure 5.

//ia/ node 5 /ias /oop coe^cirn/ o/ 7, w/iereas t/s guasi-c/one 5 /ias
/oop cf^^7inVn/ o/^?. Fina//y. .su6s/i/u/ing/ory3 andys we o6/ain //JC inegua/i/y H'/JO.ST .sHppor/ grap/i is s/iou'n in Figure 5.7fe^, u>i//i nega/ive coe^icien/s
drawn in do//ed /ines:
(£.5,) Ji2 + J-13 + .ri5 + X35 + J-43 + X45 - X31 - X52 - X54 - 2Xsi < 1

5.5

Direct Lifting Procedures

In this section we describe a lifting procedure for the cycle polytope. that
subsumes the cloning procedure of the last section as a special case. Two
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(e)
Figure 5.1: Cloning via the ATS polytope
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other special cases will be discussed, which may give rise to different facets
than the cloning procedure of Section 5.4.
The cycle polytopes have the property that the polytope /fc(G"), the
cycle polytope defined on a complete digraph with n nodes, is a face of
/fc(G''*•*"'), the cycle polytope defined on a complete digraph with n + 1
nodes:
,
, i
/>c(G™) = {x € />c(G"+i) I *,„+, = *„+!, = 0 Vi € { l , . . . , n } } .
Let o i < «o be a valid inequality that defines a proper face F<, of P C ( < J " ) .
For our purposes here, a lifting of a z < ao is an inequality
i>

<

«o

(5.21)

which is valid. Notice that (5.21) defines a face F of Pc(G""+') such that
Fo C F. The set of all vectors (/i,7) € 2R"+" for which (5.21) is valid, will
be called the /i/lmg .se< of ax < ao, and denoted Z-Q^QIn Chapter 3 we have studied the lifting sets of valid inequalities of
general (as opposed to full dimensional) polyhedra, and we have described
their basic properties. One of the main results specializes to a useful theorem
for our case, which for the sake of completeness we derive here from scratch.
To start with, in the following proposition we introduce a relatively simple explicit representation of £„,„(, for the case that a z < ao defines a
nontrivial facet of

Proposition 5.5.1 Le<

I

A + 7i < a o ViGJV

J

T/ir n tcf /i«t>e:

f»; //oa- < ao is tWirf/or Pc(C"), <^n I C I^^ofii7 / / a i < ao «> t'fl/«d /or Pc(G"), and rfe^nes a rjoniriuia/ /acc< o/

Proof:
(i) Let (0,7) € £-, and y € Pc(G"+M, y integer. We show that (0,7) and y
satisfy (5.21).
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If the cycle C(y) defined by y does not contain node n + 1, the inequality
holds by the validity of ox < Oo. Therefore, assume C(y) contains node
n + 1. Let /J and fc be the predecessor, respectively succesor, of » + 1 in
If /i ^ A-, i.e. |C(x)| > 2, then from the fact that removing the arcs (/i, n + 1)
and (n + 1,&) from C(y) and adding arc (/i,fc) yields a cycle in (7" whose
incidence vector satisfies ay < ao, it follows that
(«o-o/.fc) + /?/i+ 7fe =

<*o + ( ^ + 7* ~

If /J = it, i.e. |C(x)| = 2, then we have:

So, for any (yd,7) 6 £, (5.21) is satisfied by all x € /fc(G'"+'). therefore,
(ii) Let (/3,7) G Xo,ao- We show l a ^ , C Z,. Together with the result of (i)
this proves (ii).
From the 2-cycle on nodes t and n + 1 and (/3,7) € ^a,ao> '*- follows that
A + 7t < ooi for all i G iV, so (^,7) satisfies the second type of inequalities
defining i .
Now we consider /3; + 7j < Q,J for any pair i and j such that ( i , j ) € /t.
Because a z < ao defines a facet of Pc(G"), and QX < Qo is not equivalent
to a nonnegativity constraint, there exists for every arc ( i , j ) at least one
solution y G Pc(G") such that J/,J = 1 and ay = ao. From C(y) we can
construct a cycle C in G"+*, by replacing the arc (i,j) in C'(2/) with the pair
of arcs {(i, n + 1), (n + 1, j ) } . Let 2 be the incidence vector of C, Then, from
the validity of 2, we have

Since ay = ao, we derive /?,• + 7^ < a,j.

n

In the remainder of this section, we will assume that ax < ao is valid
for Pc((7") and defines a nontrivial facet of Pc((7")» because that is the
only case of interest for the purposes of this section. Now we know what the
lifting set looks like, we can study its polyhedral properties, some of which
are given in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.5.2 Assume </iai ax < ao is ua/id /or /fc(G'") and rfe/mes
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/? + c l , 7 - cl) € L«,ao V c e f f i
an n-flf»mcn«tona/ vector u>i</i a// en/nes /taring t?a/ue /.
^»»i^ 7Yie extreme /ace« o/ I-o.oo ^o"e dimension /.

Proof:
(i) A polyhedron is of full dimension if and only if it has an interior point,
i.e. a vector satisfying all constraints, but satisfying none of the constraints
at equality. It is easy to verify that the following vector is an interior point

ft
7j

=
=

0
V i € /V
min{min,-gA/:,-^{o,j},oo} - 1 V j 6/V

(ii) We show that (/? + e l , 7 - cl) € Ia,ao V c G iR:
(ft + <•) + (7i - <0 = ft+ 7.'
(ft + c) + (7; - c) = ft + 7j

<
<

«o
«u

VieiV
V*,j€Ar : ( i , j ) € i 4

(iii) An extreme face of Z-<>,ao is a nonempty subset of Z/0,00 satisfying a
maximal affinely independent set of inequalities at equality. The dimension
of such a face is the dimension of //a,t*o minus the cardinality of the affinely
independent set of inequalities satisfied at equality by all elements of the
face. From (i) we know that the dimension of io.ao is 2n. To complete the
proof we show that the cardinality of a maximal affinely independent set of
inequalities satisfied at equality is 2n — 1.
The constraint matrix of £a,ao can be interpreted as the incidence matrix of
a connected graph. This graph has a node set consisting of TV and a copy TV
of TV. There is an arc from every node in iV to every node in TV. The rank
of an incidence matrix of a connected graph is the number of nodes of the
•
graph minus one, in our case: 2n — 1.
The second property is that for every vector (/?,7) € Io,ao> we can construct an affinely independent vector (#,7) € ^a.ao- Notice that a solution
.T € Pc^""*"*) satisfies the lifting induced by ($,7) at equality if and only
if .r satisfies the lifting induced by ( J . 7 ) at equality. In other words, the
liftings corresponding to these two vectors define the same face of Pc(G""*"')!
Now we are ready for the main theorem of this section.
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Theorem 5.5.1 Le< ax < ao 6f t'n/irf /or Pp(G^"), onrf rff/inr o /nrrf o/
T/ien, a /i/*ing f5.2i^ o/az < ao </e/ines a /are! F o/Pe(G"+') i/anrf
y) w on a one-dimenst'ona//acf o / L a ^ .
v ' »> < - ^
Proof: =>) Inequality (5.21) defines a facet F° of /»(G") and a face F
of P(G"+'), F° C F. First we have to show that there is a facet F" of
/>(G"+') containing F, such that F n Pc(G") = F°. The statement is
trivial if F is a facet of P(G"+'), so assume F is not a facet of />(G"+').
Observe that there is a facet F of Pc(G"*') containing F. Then either
F n />c(G") = F°, or F n Pc(<7") = Pc(G")- In the latter case, consider
a maximal affinely independent set T C Ff~l 20". Because /*c(G") C F,
we may assume that there are dim(Pc(^»")) elements in 7' belonging to F*\
and one element, say j/, belonging to /fc(G'") but not to F". Let '/'" :=
T \ { y } . Since | T n ( P c ( G - + » ) \ P c ( G " ) ) | = | T - n ( P c ( G " + » ) \ ' f c ( G " ) ) | *
2n - 2, there are integer solutions .r 6 (Pc(G"+*) \ Pc(G")) such that C(a;)
covers node n + 1 and T~ U {x} is an affinely independent set. Such a set
induces a hyperplane. Each of the hyperplanes contains all integer solutions
x 6 (Pc(G"+i) \ Pc(G")) such that C(x) covers node n + 1 and T" U {x}
is not an affinely independent set, because each of those solutions is the
afftne combination of solutions satisfying (5.21) at equality. At least one of
these hyperplanes supports /fc(G"+*), and therefore it contains a facet F of
Pc(G"+i). Now, F contains F, and F U Pc(G") = F°.
So, there is a facet F* of P(G"+*) containing F, such that FnPc(G") = F°.
Therefore, there is a vector (A,/i) 6 £a,ao inducing a lifting of ax < ao
defining F*. Because F is on a one-dimensional face of Z/Q,QO, it contains
a set of 2n — 1 integer solutions x G Pc(£»""*"*) such that C'(x) covers node
n + 1. Because F C F*, F* contains the same set. So, (/?,7), (/3 + 1,7 — 1),
and (A, //) are solutions of a system of 2n — 1 linearly independent equalities,
involving 2n variables. There cannot be more than two affinely independent
solutions to such a system. Apparently, the set of vectors {(/3,7),(/3+ 1,7 —
l),(A,/x)} is affinely dependent. This implies that (/9,7) and (A,/x) are on
the same one- dimensional face of i/a,oo» defining the same face of Pc(G""*''):
F* = F.
<=) Suppose (/?,7) is not on an extreme face of //a,oo- Then (/3,7) is the
linear of a set of affinely independent vectors on extreme faces of Z»o,oo' *"^
at least three of the vectors in this set have strictly positive weights. These
vectors cannot be on the same one-dimensional face, since that would imply
dependency. But if these vectors belong to different faces of Xa,ao» then
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they define different faces of Pc(G"). So, the lifting implied by (/3,7), is the
sum of two inequalities, valid for PcCG""*"*) and defining different faces of
/-V;(G"+'), implying that the lifting induced by (/?,7) is not facet defining:
a contradiction.
D
Preferably, one would like to have disposal of explicit ways of constructing
a vector on an extreme face of J^COQ, ie. deriving facet defining liftings from
a nontrivial facet defining inequality. Actually, for some inequalities we
already have discussed such a procedure in the former section: cloning. In
the remainder of this section we will discuss a general way of generating
vectors on different extreme faces of Z/a,ao- We will demonstrate that all
extreme faces correspond to sequential liftings.
T h e o r e m 5.5.2 £et ax < ao 6P ra/u/ /or Pc(C"), and de^ne a /ace< o/
/^c(G"). T/jffJ, a /t//m« (5.2/,) o / a i < c*o u>i</i 7o = 0 de/mes a/acc< F o/
/fc(G"*"''') i/ anr/ on/y t/ //ifTf ezi'sis a seguence IT = (JTI, . . . , 7T2n) o/ft and
7j> *ii € { 1 , . . • , » } , wi</i Ti = 7o> ""2 = ft /or some i, SUC/J </jai:
ft
7j

=
=

min^{,...n}{Q,j - 7j| i/ft = n , 7 j = TT,, and A; > /}
min,g{i...n}{a,j - /?,-| i/ft = 7rj;,7j = TT/, and A; < /}

tu/iere a^, = ao-

Proof::
=>) Since (5.21) is facet defining, (^,7) is on a face of lowest dimension of
^a,ao- So, there is a set of 2n — 1 linearly independent constraints satisfied
at equality. This set induces a bipartite graph G = (£7, V, F) where there is
precisely one element u, in (f for every coefficient ft, where there is precisely
one element Uj in V for every coefficient 7,, and where there is an edge
in F for every pair ft,7j occurring in the smae constraint of the linearly
independent set. Since G is connected and contains 2n nodes and 2n — 1
edges, G is a maximal spanning tree.
Now, we choose ffj = 7 1 , and 7r2 = ft for some i such that ft + 71 = o,j.
Such an t exists, since otherwise G could not be a connected graph. Next, we
choose for 7r3 a ft such that «/, neighbors r»i, or a 7j such that t>j neighbors
u,-, and so on, until all nodes of G are assigned to a sequence number. The
reader can verify that this fl, ft and 7 satisfy the conditions.
•*=) This follows straightforward from sequential lifting (see Chapter 3). •
As an illustration, we consider the following inequality, that is facet defining for the cycle polytope on four nodes:
*12 + £31 + -T34 - #23 <

1

(5.22)
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Now we study all liftings of this inequality. There are many different Sequences II: 2680. Fortunately, a lot of those sequences yield the same values
for (a,/?). For example, let JT, = 71 and JTJ = /ij. Then -)i = 0, di = 1,
/?2./33»J04 < 0, 72 < 0, and 73,74 < - 1 . Because of these upper bounds,
all other constraints are redundant. Regardless of the sequencing of the
remaining coefficients, the result will be the same.
Not for all choices of K^ the case is so trivial. Checking all possibilities,
we end up with the following five different liftings:
+ *31 + *34 - *J3 + Z52 - T53 + *31 + *34 ~ *23 - *25

<

1

X52 + *53 + *54 - 1,5 - Z45 -

By renumbering the nodes, we can reduse these liftings to each other. For
example, in the last lifting, reassign number 1 to 3, 2 to 4, 3 to 2, 4 to 1,
and 5 to 5. using the degree equalities, one can find the first lifting.

5.6

Some Complete Descriptions for Small n.

In this section we present the complete and minimal description of the cycle
polytope on 3, 4 and 5 nodes, and for each class of inequalities, the corresponding inequalities of the ATS polytope and the cycle polytope on one
node less. We used a program of [Fukuda, 1994] to determine the complete
descriptions.
Consider Table 5.1. It consists of three columns. The first one contains
symbols referring to the classes of facet defining inequalities of the cycle
polytope on three nodes. It also contains numbers, referring to the number
of different facets defined by the coresponding class. The total number of
facets is five. The second column contains graphical representations of the
classes of facet defining inequalities of the cycle polytope on three nodes. The
dotted lines refer to edges with coefficient minus one, the full lines to edges
with coefficient plus one, and the omitted lines to edges with coefficients
zero. In the third column, we have graphical representations of the classes
of facet defining inequalities of the ATS polytope on three nodes, generating
the corresponding classes of facet defining inequalities of the cycle polytope
on three nodes.
For three nodes, there are two classes of facet defining inequalities. The
dgree inequalities, denoted with " / ) " , and the zero-excluding inequalities,
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denoted with " Z " . There are three different degree inequalities. They can
be abstracted from the degree equalities for the ATS polytope. They also
could be lifted from the inequality X12 < 1, which defines a facet of the
cyclo polytope on two nodes. There are two zero-excluding inequalities
defining different facets. Notice that there are two ways of abstracting these
inequalities from the ATS description.
Table 5.2 has the same structure as Table 5.1, but now for four nodes.
There is an extra column for the class of facet defining inequalities for the
cycle polytope on three nodes. There are fourty different facets, partitioned
into five classes: nonnegativity inequalities (jV), (the only class that can not
be abstracted by the approaches), degree inequalities (£>) (the only class
that can be abstracted by both approaches), generalized two-subtour elimination inequalities ((7) (valid but not facet defining for the ATS polytope
on four nodes), zero-excluding inequalities (Z), and lifted cycle inequalities
also known as T2 inequalities (L,T2).
Neither of the appoaches is sufficient to generate the description of the
cycle polytope on four nodes, but combined they are sufficient. This also
holds for the cycle polytope on five nodes, as is depicted in Table 5.3.

facets P,

corresp. facets ATSj

D

Table 5.1

Complete descriptions for n = 3
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Models for the Cell
Formation Problem

This chapter is joint work with Yves Crama.
It has been published as an article in the International Journal of Production
Research.
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Chapter 6

For cellular manufacturing strategies to succeed, the productive system first
has to be divided into highly independent cells. This means that a partition of the machines into machine groups, a partition of the parts into part
families, and a matching between the machine groups and the part families
have to be simultaneously determined. Mathematically, this question can
be expressed as the problem of finding a near block diagonal permutation
of the machine -part incidence matrix. Research on such grouping problems
has primarily concentrated on the design of heuristics. Different grouping
efficiency criteria have been proposed to express the quality of the groupings
proposed by these heuristics.
This chapter is concerned with mathematical programming approaches
to the formation of production cells. Existing models are reviewed and their
features are briefly discussed. An alternative model is proposed, which allows
for the formulation of various constraints and grouping efficiency criteria.
Finally, some test problems are used to support the claim that this model
may be adequate for the solution to optimality of the cell formation problem.

6.1

Introduction

Due to increasing international competition and fastidiousness of customers,
manufacturers are forced from mass production to the production of a larger
product mix. To meet these new requirements, it is very important to
have the ability to produce many small volume batches consisting of complex parts in a short production period. This leads to an increased complexity of the management task, increased investments in inventory and
a decreased efficiency of mass production systems. To maintain high efficiency levels, it is an accepted strategy to adopt a group technology philosophy, and to organize a large portion of the manufacturing system into
cells ([Schonberger, 1982, Hyer and Wemmerl6v,1989]). A group technology cell consists of a number of machines located close to each other (a
machine group) and geared for the manufacturing of a number of similar
parts (a part family). To boost efficiency, tooling, loading and scheduling decisions within each cell should be made (almost) independently of
the other cells. This requires that machine groups and part families be
identified on basis of their interrelations, so that a minimum of interference occurs between the cells. Intercell relations can be dealt with in various ways. Transporting a part during its production process complicates
the scheduling and controlling of the cells to a considerable extent. In-
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stead of intercell movements, some other options can he considered like
extending the number of machines of a certain typo (machine duplication), allowing parts to be rerouted, reviewing the design of the bottle*
neck parts, or even transferring the production of a part to another production line (part subcontracting). For each of those options, heuristics or exact algorithms have been designed. For example [Kumar and Vanelli, l{)87]
present a heuristic for part subcontracting. Machine duplication has been
considered by [Vanelli and Kumar, 1986]. Algorithms for combinations of
these options are presented by [Vanelli and Kumar, 1986], [Kusiak. 1991],
and [Kern and Wei, 1991]. The algorithms presented by [Sule, 1991] and
[Hertz et al, 1991] also take intercell movements into account. Most of these
approaches, however, assume that a decomposition of the production system
into cells has already been determined. In this paper, we will exclusively deal
with the problem of forming such cells.
The data for the cell formation problem is commonly assumed to be
summarized in the mac/iine-parf incidence maJn'z /I = [a,j], where o,j = 1 if
part j has to be processed on machine ?' and a,j = 0 otherwise. More generally, the elements of /I could also represent the processing time required by
each part on each machine, or some other numerical data; the models to be
discussed here also apply to this situation, with only slight modifications. A
'natural' machine-part grouping is expected to emerge when the rows and
columns of the incidence matrix are reordered in a proper way. In that case
the diagonal blocks should be relatively 'filled' compared to the other blocks,
as illustrated in table below. In this example, deleting the element (1,2) and
adding the element (5,6) would result in a perfect block diagonal structure.

mach

part 1
2
3

4
5

II 1
1
0
1
0
0

2
1
1
0
0
1

3 4
6
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0

3
1
2

5
4

|1 4 2
1 1 0
1 1 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 0

3
0
0
1
1
0

6
0
0
1
0
0

5
0
0
0
0
1

Table 6.1 Example of near block diagonalization by permutation of rows
and columns
The ones outside the diagonal blocks ('exceptions') represent intercell
relations and should be avoided as much as possible. On the other hand,
it is also undesirable to have zeroes in the diagonal blocks ('voids') or in
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other words to have a part and a machine in the same cell when they are
not directly related. Informally stated, the cell formation problem consists
in minimizing some combination of the number of exceptions and of voids.
We now proceed to define the problem more formally.
' A matrix X = [x,j] is called 6/ocfc f/tagona/ if there exists a partition / d j , . . . , #*, #fr+i of its row-set and a partition C i , . . .,Cjt,C/t+i of its
column-set such that z,j ^ 0 if and only if, for some 1 < / < fc, i € /2j
and j G 6'/ (notice that, to be very precise, we should say that A' is block
diagonal up to permutations of its rows and columns).
':-• When X is a block diagonal machine-part incidence matrix, we interpret
the partition of its rows and columns as describing the formation of A; cells,
where the /-th cell consists of the machines in id/ and the parts in C/ (/ =
l,...,fc). The machines in /dit+i and the parts in Cjt+i are not included in
any cell; in many applications #*+! and Cjt+i may be assumed empty.
If /I and A' are machine-part incidence matrices of the same dimension
and A is block diagonal, then we say that element ( i , j ) is an exception of
/I (with respect to A') if a,j = 1 and z,j = 0; we call (i, j ) a uoid of v4 (with
respect to A) if «,, = 0 and ,r,j = 1.
The cell formation problem can be abstracted into the following 6/ocA;
given an incidence matrix /I and a function / ( . , . ) , find a block
diagonal incidence matrix A' of same dimension as /I which minimizes / ( / I , A').
The function / ( . , . ) is meant to give a measure of the distance, or dissimilarity, between /4 and A'. It may for instance compute some weighted combination of the number of exceptions and voids. We will say more on this topic
in Section 6.3.3. This basic formulation is often extended with additional
constraints, e.g. on the minimal and maximal number of machines and/or
parts per cell, or the number of cells (see Section 6.3.2). Such problems will
be referred to as constrained block diagonalization problems.
It should be noticed that the block diagonalization model has many potential applications outside of the group technology framework discussed
above. For instance, [McCormick et al, 1972] originally devised their bond
energy algorithm as a clustering method for decomposing or organizing data
arrays; this approach has subsequently been applied in many fields (see e.g.
[Arabie and Hubert, 1990]. [Kumar et al, 1986] discuss the use of block diagonalization for production planning in flexible manufacturing systems.
[King and Nakornchai, 1982] mention an application to the decomposition
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of large scale linear programming problems. [Stern, 1991] is interested in
sparse matrix computations.
i Many heuristic approaches have been proposed for dealing with the block
diagonalization problem. We now briefly review some of this work.
Even though the problem which they consider is slightly different
from ours (they are more interested in "seriating" the rows and columns
than in 'partitioning' them), the bond energy algorithm developed by
[McCormick et al, 1972] has been widely used to produce good solutions for
the block diagonalization problem. Their ideas have been extended e.g. by
[Askin et al., 1991, Hilger et al, 1991, Ng, 1991].
Another approach interprets the columns and rows as binary words
and attempts to simultaneously reorder them in decreasing lexicographic order.
This was first suggested by [King, 1980] (for a
very efficient implementation, see [Page, Tarjan]); later variants were
proposed e.g.
by [Chan and Milner, 1982, King and Nakornchai, 1982,
Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan, 1986].
Other authors suggest to introduce similarity coefficients to measure the similarity of parts (respectively machines), and to determine a part (respectively machine) grouping based on a clustering algorithm; this may leave open the question of determining the best
corresponding grouping of machines (respectively parts), see for example [Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan, 1987, Kusiak and Heragu, 1987,
Boe and Cheng, 1991, Srinivasan and Narendran, 1991].
[Faber and Carter, 1986], and [Vohra et al, 1990] view the block diagonalization problem as a network partitioning problem and present heuristics
based on iteratively solving max-flow min-cut subproblems.
Local improvement algorithms are also suitable for determining groupings. The algorithm of [McCormick et al, 1972] is of this nature. A simulated
annealing algorithm to deal with the problem was applied by [Stern, 1991].
Interestingly enough, many of the authors mentioned above do not precisely formulate the objective function which they consider: they are looking
for a "nearly block diagonal" approximation of the incidence matrix, without
specifying the meaning of "nearly" (see [Kusiak and Cheng, 1990]).
By contrast, a few researchers model the block diagonalization problem as a mixed-integer programming problem, thus stating exactly their
objective function (see e.g. [McCormick et al, 1972, Kumar et al, 1986,
Kusiak and Heragu, 1987, Boctor, 1989, Boctor, 1991, Vohra et al, 1990].
Moreover, we are only aware of two exac< algorithms for the block diagonalization problem: [Boctor, 1991] develops an exact algorithm based on his
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formulation; [Kusiak and Cheng, 1990] propose an exact algorithm for the
constrained block diagonalization problem, based on a heuristic algorithm of
[Kusiak and ('how, 1987]. Notice that, by exact algorithm, we mean here an
algorithm that computes an op/ima/ solution of an ezp/ici</t/ stated model,
an opposed to a AeurisJt'c solution of either an explicit or an implicit model.
In this chapter a mathematical programming model for the block diagonalization problem is formulated. This model can be used to derive strong
lower bounds on the optimal value of the problem. Such lower bounds could
prove useful, e.g. to assess the quality of the heuristic approaches listed
above, or, eventually, to develop an exact algorithm for the problem. In the
next section, the model formulations found in the literature are reviewed,
and it is shown that the use of these formulations cannot be expected to
yield very strong lower bounds. A new formulation is proposed in Section
6.3. In Seel ion 6.4, some small numerical examples are used to suggest that
an algorithm based on the new formulation can be useful in deriving optimal solutions with respect to several objective functions. Finally, in the last
section, a short discussion of the results is given.

6.2

Review of Existing Mathematical Programming Formulations

It is by now well-known that the choice of a "good" model may crucially
affect our ability to solve large instances of integer programming problems.
For a thorough discussion of this point, see [Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988].
In this section, we survey the main mathematical programming models previously proposed in the literature for the cell formation problem, and we
briefly discuss the quality of the lower bounds which they yield. We systematically leave out of the discussion those models which do not address
the cell formation problem as formulated in Section 6.1 (e.g., the quadratic
assignment model of [McCormick et al, 1972], or the clustering models surveyed in [Kusiak and Ileragu, 1987], which only determine a partition of the
machine set but not of the part set).

6.2.1

Formulations of Existing Models

All mathematical programming models discussed here have been originally
developed with the objective of minimizing the (weighted) sum of exceptions,
tinder some additional constraints restricting the number of machines and
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parts in each cell, and/or limiting the number of cells. But they can easily
be extended to formulate more general objective functions.
One of the first such models is the quadratic integer programming formulation with linear constraints of [Kumar et al, 1986}. The variables and
constraints in their formulation occur in all other formulations to be discussed in this section.
Let A/ be the number of machines, f the number of parts, and /4
the given incidence matrix. [Kumar et al, 1986] also assume that an upper bound A' is given on the number of cells to be formed; if this upper
bound A' is not exogeneously given, a similar model can be formulated with
A' = rnin(A/, i'), and the number of cells in the optimal solution of the
problem is then completely unconstrained at the outset. The indices t , j
and /: will be used for machines, parts and cells respectively. Now introduce
binary variables m,> and pj*, where m,* = 1 if machine J is assigned to cell
fc, m,fc = 0 otherwise, and Pj/t = 1 if part j is assigned to cell A:, Pjfc = 0
otherwise. Then the constraints
A'

£>,-*

= 1

i€{l...A/}

(6.1)

it=i
A'

m,-*,p,-*€ {0,1}

i € { l . . . M } , j 6 { l . . . P } , f c e {1 ...A'}
(6.3)

express that each machine and each part must be assigned to exactly one cell.
Thus, each feasible solution of (6.l)-(6.3) implicitly defines a block-diagonal
matrix A' = [x,-j], where z,j = 1 if m,t = p^t = 1 for some A; in { 1 , . . . , A'}.
Furthermore, [Kumar et al, 1986] describe cardinality constraints that can
be added to restrict the number of parts and machines in each cell, for
instance:
M

f

X > j i t < £/

fc<E{l...A'}

(6.4)

where L and (/ are given bounds. [Kumar et al, 1986] propose to solve the
model
A/

P

A

max X ! H Z ] a.jTO./fcPjfc

(6.5)

i = l J = l /t=l

subject to (6.1)-(6.4)

(6.6)
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- It is easy to see that maximizing the function (6.5) is tantamount to
minimizing the number of exceptions under the constraints imposed on the
number and size of the cells. Similarly, any weighted sum of the number
of exceptions and voids could be expressed as a quadratic function in the
variables m,/t and pj*.
The model (6.5)-(6.6) features a quadratic objective function and, as
•uch, does not easily lend itself to the traditional approaches used in integer
programming. It would therefore be desirable to replace the quadratic function (0.5) by a linear expression. This goal is achieved by substituting for
(6.5)-(6.6) an easy transportation model which, however, only provides an
approximation of the original model. More classically, the function (6.5) can
also be linearized by replacing each quadratic term m.jtPjt by a new binary
variable j / , ^ . , with the interpretation that i/,^ = 1 if machine J and part _;'
are both assigned to cell fc, and y,jfc = 0 otherwise. To enforce the relations
j/,jfc = m,fcPjjt, the following constraints can be added to the model: for each
t€{l,...,M},je{l,...,/>},*€{!,...,A'},

J
>

m,-jfe + pjfc - 1

^
(6.8)

(see e.g. [Hansen, 1979]). The inequalities (6.8) are unnecessary if the objective function only involves nonnegative coefficients, as is the case with
(6.5). They become necessary when the objective function contains negative coefficients, which is for instance the case when the number of voids is
accounted for.
When applied to the model of [Kumar et al, 1986], these linearizing steps
lead to the formulation
M P

K

,=1 j=i

n,~i

subject to (6.1)-(6.4), (6.7).

(6.10)

[Vohrn. et al, 1990] base their Lagrangian approach on this formulation, as
will be further discussed in the next subsection.
A related linearization is proposed by [Boctor, 1989], citeBo91. His approach can be viewed as starting with the objective function
Af

P

A"

min 1 / 2 ^ 5 ] ^ «,•>(( 1 - m,-*)Pjit + m,-/t(l - Pjt))

(6.11)
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which exactly computes the number of exceptions, rather than with the
function (6.5) used by [Kumar et al, 1986]. Then, new variables ay* and
By* are introduced with the following interpretation: tiyt = 1 if part j is
assigned to cell A: and machine i is not, and uy* = 0 otherwise; similarly
ry> = 1 if machine t is assigned to cell it and part _/" is not, and uy* = 0
otherwise. This leads to the model:
M

P

A

"~

(6.12)

subject to (6.1)-(6.4) and
- Pjfc + «y* - »u* = 0
>0,t>y*>0

(6.13)
JG{1...A/},
j<E {1...P}, * € {I...A'} (6.M)
i€{l...A/},
j € { l . . . P } , Jt € {1 - - - A'} (6.ir>)

where the constraints (6.14) (resp. (6.15)) enforce the relations uy* = (1 "iifc)Pjfc (resp. vyfc = m,-fc(l — Pj/t)). Boctor observes that the integrality
conditions on the variables /?jjt can be dropped without altering this model
(actually this author works with constraints slightly different from (6.4),
but his observations are easily seen to carry over to the above model). At
the cost of introducing more variables, it is straightforward to formulate a
similar model aimed at the minimization of a weighted sum of exceptions
and voids.
6.2.2

S t r e n g t h of t h e Formulations

The efficiency of most algorithms solving integer programming problems is
dependent on the availability of sharp bounds on the value of the objective
function. Therefore an important criterion in judging of the quality of an
integer programming model concerns its ability to provide such bounds. We
are now going to evaluate the models described above on the basis of this
criterion.
A common way to bound the optimal value of an integer programming
problem is to solve the continuous relaxation of this problem obtained by
dropping the integrality requirements on the variables. Consider for instance
the model (6.9)-(6.10) of [Vohra et al, 1990], and replace the constraints
(6.3) by: 0 < m;jt < 1, 0 < pjt < 1 for all i,j, fc. It is straightforward to
check that, if this relaxation is feasible at all, then it admits the feasible
solution m,fc = pj^ = yyt = I/A' for all i , j , A. This implies that the optimal
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value of the relaxed model is at least equal to E,Eja,j, which is a very
trivial upper bound for the original integer model. Similarly, the continuous
relaxation of Boctor's model (6.12)-(6.15) admits the optimal solution m,* =
Pjfc = I/A', u,jfc = u,j)t = 0 for all i,j,Ar, which yields 0 as a trivial lower
bound on the number of exceptions. Thus, we conclude that the continuous
relaxations of both models arc weak.
[Vohra et al, 1990] and [Doctor, 1991] suggest to strengthen the constraint set (6.1) by requiring the first machine to be in the first cell, the
second machine to be in one of the first two cells, and so on. This can be
expressed by the additional constraints ([Boctor, 1991]):
m<fc = 0

t € { l , . . . , A ' - l},ib€ {»+ 1

A'}

(6.16)

(the formulation of this requirement proposed by [Vohra et al, 1990] is incorrect, as it allows for instance m n = m n = 1). Constraints (6.16) might
indeed result in a strengthening of the bounds obtained by continuous relaxation, and [Vohra et al, 1990] report some evidence to this effect. The
bounds which they compute remain, however, rather far from the value of
the best known heuristic solutions.
Another way to determine bounds on the optimal value is to apply Lagrangian relaxation. For instance, as suggested by [Vohra et al, 1990], an
upper bound Z(A,/i) for the model (6.9)-(6.10) can be obtained by dualizing the linearizing inequalities (6.7) with nonnegative multipliers A,jfe and
fc, and by solving the Lagrangian dual problem
= max < ^

^ ^

a,jy,•;*

J
subject to (6.1) (6.4) and

(6.18)

y.jJt€ {0,1} for all »,j,fc

(6.19)

Ventura, et al. (1990) also add to this model the constraints
A

>

J6{1...P}

(6.20)

A.— 1

which were implied by (6.1) and (6.7) in the original model, but are no longer
redundant in the Lagrangian dual (6.17)—(6.19).
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Rearranging the terms, we get

^

•

,

j

J

max ^

I

subject to (6.19) (6.20)

ZEE oo

EE

subject to (6.1) (6.4)

(6.21)

So computing Z(A,/i) boils down to solving ( A / * P + 1 ) subproblems, namely
A/ • f easy knapsack problems and a network flow problem. A better upper bound, say Z/), can be obtained by minimizing Z(A,/i) over all possible
choices of the Lagrange multipliers A,jjt and /i,^. This gives rise to a continuous nonlinear minimization problem, which [Vohra et al, 1990] handle by a
subgradient procedure.
Let us observe here that all the subproblems arising in the computation
of Z(A,/i) have the so-called "integrality property", meaning that the integrality requirements (6.3) and (6.19) can be dropped from the formulation
(6.21) without altering its optimal solution. It is a well-known result that,
in such a case, the best bound Z/} computable by Lagrangian relaxation is
equal to the bound obtained by continuous relaxation. Thus, it follows from
our previous discussion that the bound Z/} is again a weak one, certainly
not better than the trivial upper bound E,-Eja,-j.
A similar reasoning applies to the model (6.17)-(6.20) strengthened by
the constraints (6.16). Here also, the bound obtained for a best possible
choice of the Lagrange multipliers is equal to the optimal value of the continuous relaxation of (6.9), (6.10), (6.16). From this viewpoint, the only
(though not negligible) advantage of the Lagrangian approach is that it is
computationally more manageable then the continuous relaxation approach.
All these remarks are easily transposable to the model (6.12)^(6.15) proposed by [Boctor, 1991].

6.3

A new Mathematical Programming Model

In Section 6.2, we argued that the mathematical programming models found
in the literature for the block diagonalization problem are characterized by
weak continuous relaxations, and hence, are not well suited for the solution
to optimality of large scale instances. In the present section, we propose a
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new model for the block diagonalization problem. We show that this model
can accomodate many of the restrictions and objective functions considered
in the literature.
6.3.1

Model Formulation

Consider again the formulation of the block diagonalization problem stated
in Section 6.1: the problem consists in determining a 'close' approximation
of the M x P machine-part incidence matrix /I by a 0 - 1 block diagonal
matrix .V. In view of this formulation, it is very natural to choose as decision
variables the elements of A', with their obvious interpretation:

{

=
=

1 if machine i and part j are in the same cell,
for i € { l , . . . , M } a n d j G { 1 , . - . , P }
0 otherwise.

Block diagonal matrices can be characterized as follows:
Proposition 6.3.1 7/ie M x P O - 1 mairia: A" is 6/ocfc duj^ona/ «/anrf on/y
t/ ite e/emenfs sah's/t/ </ie me^ua/ih'es
< 2/or z,/i € { 1 , . . . , M } and j ,fc€ { 1 , . . . , P }
(6.22)
To present, a short proof of this proposition, it is useful to think of an alternative formulation of the block diagonalization in graph theoretic terms (see
e.g. [King and Nakornchai, 1982] or [Kumar et al, 1986]; we use the graph
theoretic terminology of [Bondy and Murty, 1976]). Every Af x P binary
matrix A' can be viewed as the adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph G(A')
with vertex set { 1 , . . . , A/} U { 1 , . . . , P}; there is an edge {i, j } between vertices j G {1,...,A/} and j G { 1 , . . . , P } if and only if z,j = 1. Recall that
a bipartite graph on the vertex set Vj U V2 is called complete bipartite if it
contains all possible edges between V\ and Vj, i.e. if its edge set is Vi x V2. It
is easy to see that a matrix A' is block diagonal if and only if each connected
component of (»(A") is a complete bipartite graph. So, the block diagonalization problem can be interpreted as the problem of approximating a given
bipartite graph G by a disjoint union of complete bipartite graphs on the
same vertex set as G.
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Figure 6.1

Example of a graph representation of machine part relations

As an illustration, Figure 6.1 shows the graph associated with the incidence matrix displayed in Table 6.1.1. Notice that deleting the edge (1,2)
from this graph and adding the edge (5,6) would produce three complete
bipartite components, associated with the three diagonal blocks of the corresponding matrix.
The inequalities (6.22) have an obvious interpretation in graph theoretic
terms: if all components of G(A') are complete bipartite, and if three edges
{», j } , {«, A-} and {/i, j } are present in G(X"), then {/i, A} must also be an edge.
This interpretation suggests to refer to (6.22) as the square me</ua/z<ies.
We are now ready for a proof of Proposition 6.3.1.
Proof: (Only if) Suppose that A' is a 0 - 1 matrix which violates (6.22) for
some choice of i , / i , j , A. Then it must be the case that z,_, = x/,j = x,> = 1
and ar^t = 0, which easily implies that A" is not block diagonal.
(If) Assume by contradiction that X is a 0 - 1 matrix which satisfies (6.22),
but that X is not block diagonal. If 6' = G(X) is the bipartite graph
associated with A', then G has a component which is not complete bipartite. In other words, there are two vertices of G, say /i G { 1 , . . . , M} and
i' G { 1 . . . . , / * } . such that /i and t; are in the same component of G but
{/i,i>} is not an edge. Consider a shortest path in G from /i to t;, say
P = (/?,;, i, A,..., i>). Notice that j ^ u, since {/i, v} is not an edge. On the
other hand, { i , ; } , {z,A} and {/i, j } are edges of G, and hence (6.22) implies
that {/i. A-} also is an edge. But then (/i, A,..., f) is a path from / i t o « and
is shorter than P: contradiction.
O
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So, the block diagonal incidence matrices correspond exactly to the integer solutions of the system (6.23)-(6.24) :
ij + Zhj + z.fc - ZAfc < 2
for i,/i 6 {1

A/} and j,ib € { 1 , . . . , P }
€{l,...,P}

(6.23)
(6.24)

Some limited computational experience seems to indicate that this system
provides a useful description of the set of all block diagonal matrices (see
Section 6.4). This impression can be confirmed by a couple of theoretical
results. To state these results, let us denote by Qjv/,p the convex hull of
all 0 - 1 solutions of (6.23) (6.24); that is, QA/.P is the polyhedron whose
vertices are exactly the block diagonal matrices of dimension M x P We
prove in Chapter 7 that the inequalities (6.23) define facets of Q M . P I and
that Q M , P i« completely described by (6.23)-(6.24) when M = 2. We also
produce in that chapter several other classes of inequalities which define
additional facets of QA/,POur ultimate goal is to develop a cutting-plane approach for the block
diagonalization problem, based on the above formulation of the problem
in terms of the variables ar,j (recall that a cutting-plane procedure essentially relies on the iterative tightening of an initial formulation of the
problem by addition of a possibly large number of valid inequalities; see
[Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988]). Such an approach was successfully applied
by [Faigle et al, 1986] and [Grotschel and Wakabayashi. 1990] to a problem
closely related to the block diagonalization problem, namely the following
clique partitioning problem: compute a 'good' approximation of a (nonbipartite) graph by a disjoint union of complete (nonbipartite) graphs (recall that
a graph is complete if it contains an edge between each pair of vertices).
Thus, the clique partitioning problem can clearly be seen as a nonbipartite analogue of the block diagonalization problem. [Faigle et al, 1986] and
[Grotschel and Wakabayashi, 1990] relied on a formulation of the clique partitioning problem using the binary variables r , j , where r,-j takes the value one
if and only if vertex i and vertex j belong to the same complete subgraph.
They observed that the following "triangle inequalities' provide a very tight
description of the set of feasible solutions to their problem:
»',; + »',•* - n-j < 1 for all ». j.fc.

(6.25)

Intuitively, the inequalities (6.25) express that, if two edges {t.j} and {i,fc}
are present in a complete subgraph, then the edge {A\j} should also be
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present. The similarity of these 'triangle inequalities' with our 'square inequalities' should be obvious.
It is possible to compute heuristic solutions as well as nontrivial lower
bounds for instances of the block diagonalization problem by transforming
these instances into instances of the clique partitioning problem, and applying techniques already developed for the latter problem, in this transformation the bipartite graph has to be extended to a complete graph by adding
edges with zero weight. This causes the number of edges, and therefore
the number of variables in the LP formulation, to double, without yielding any extra information. Therefore we prefer to handle the formulation
(6.23)-(6.24), which involves less variables and remains closer to the original
structure of the problem.
Another reason why we prefer the formulation (6.23) (6.2-1) is that the
complexity of the problem is determined by the minimum of the number
of parts and the number of machines. For example, if the number of machines is fixed, the problem is computationally easy to solve. To see this,
notice that for each partitioning of the machines into machine groups it is
straightforward how to partition the parts into part families such that the
weighted sum of exceptions and voids is minimal. Approaching the block
diagonalization problem with techniques designed for the clique partitioning
problem, we cannot make use of this observation.
6.3.2

Additional Constraints

In the previous subsection, we showed that the basic unconstrained block
diagonalization problem can be modelled using the variables x,-j.
More specifically, in the context of the cell formation problem, any solution of the system (6.23)-(6.24) implicitly determines a partition of the
parts and machines into cells, without a priori restrictions on the number or
the composition of the cells.
But, as mentioned in Chapter 1, Section 3.7, and Section 6, it is sometimes necessary to extend this basic model with additional constraints in
order to express limitations of a physical, technolocical or organizational
nature. These constraints may express special relations between machines
and/or parts; they may also be cardinality constraints on the size or the
number of cells. We now briefly discuss how the basic model can be extended to handle such constraints. Notice that we are not concerned here
by the origin of these constraints, but simply by the fact that the modeller
may sometimes wish to consider them as being exogeneously imposed.
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Machine-part relations.
Expressing that machine i and part j must be in the same cell can be
done very simply by fixing x,, to one. Similarly, fixing i , j to zero implies
that machine i and part j may not be in the same cell.
Machine-machine or part-part relations.
If machines /i and i must be in the same cell, then the equations i^,j = I,-J
can be added to the model for all j in { I , . . . , / * } . A similar modification
applies when parts j and A: must be in the same cell.
It is more delicate to model the relation between two machines (or two
parts) which are not allowed to be in the same group. For two machines t
and /), this can be modelled by set packing inequalities like:

but. sot packing constraints often have weak continuous relaxations. Another
possibility would be to introduce a dummy part p and to impose z/ip = 1,
Xjp = 0 (machine /i is in the same group as p, while machine i is not).
Constraints on cell size.
Assume that a. lower bound L and an upper bound £/ are exogeneously
imposed on the number of machines in any cell. This can be expressed by
the constraints

since, by definition of the variables .x,j, ^Z,- x,j is the number of machines in
the cell to which part j is assigned. Such constraints can also be used to
prevent the formation of cells involving either no parts or no machines, by
letting L = 1 (see Section 6.1). One can similarly restrict the number of
parts in any cell.
Alternatively, suppose that Z and {/ are respectively lower and upper
bounds on the total number of machines anrf parts in any cell (as in Section
6.2, constraint. (6.4)). This can be modelled by the inequalities

Indeed, when jr,-,- = 1. this constraint restricts the number of machines and
parts in the cell containing » and j to lie between £ and ('; if x,j = 0, then
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the constraint is redundant.
Constraints

> »i :•:

,>^..........

>•-.. •••,•*(•; * j • ;«!H:5.t ; i.-nhSi

o n t h en u m b e r o f cells.

'•••••'•• " ^ • • * )

Suppose now that, for any imaginable reason, the machines may be assigned to at most C cells, for some given C This ran be enforced by introducing C dummy parts, numbered from P + 1 to /' + (', and imposing the
additional constraints:
(6.26)
Ar=l

(of course, the square inequalities (6.22) must bear now on all variables I , J ,
fort e {1,...,M} and j € {1
/*+£}). The constraints (6.26) imply that
each machine must be assigned to a cell containing a dummy part. Thus,
at most C machine groups may be formed. In fact, the variables r,,/•+*-,
for A: € {1,...,C}, can best be identified with the variables m,/t introduced
in Section 6.2; that is, x;,p+/t = 1 means that machine t is assigned to cell
A:. Then, (6.26) can be identified with (6.1). This also suggests that the
formulation can be strengthened by adding constraints similar to (6.16),
that is:
=0
6.3.3

i € { l , . . . , C - l } , f c e {* + l , . . . , 6 ' } .

Objective Functions

In this subsection, we discuss some of the objective functions which have
been proposed in the literature for the block diagonalization problem, and
we show how they can be modelled using the i,-j variables. We also point to
limitations of our model with this regard.
Let us assume that we are approximating an incidence matrix /I by the
block diagonal matrix X. We denote by e(A') (resp. u(A")) the number
of exceptions (resp. voids) of 4 with respect to A'. As mentioned earlier, a
basic criterion for the goodness of block diagonalization is defined by the sum
e(A')+i'(A'). More generally, let e,j (resp. v,-j) be an (arbitrary) penalty to be
incurred when element (i, j ) is an exception (resp. a void) of .4 with respect
to A" (these penalties could reflect the cost of dealing with the exceptions and
voids, fore example the cost of extra transportation or machine idle time).
Then, the total cost of the approximation can be measured by the sum of
these penalties, that is:
, -Y) = X>o-a.j(l - loO + »<;(1 " *0>0"}

(6-27)
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Minimizing this function is equivalent to minimizing a function of the form

for an appropriate definition of the weights w,-j. When e,j = «,-j = 1 for all
i € { 1 , . . . , A / } and j € { 1 , . . . , / * } , then (6.27) boils down to e(A")+ » ( * ) .
Similarly, each of the objective functions e(A') and t'(A') can be obtained as
a special case of (0.27). An objective function of type (6.27) also arises if we
measure the quality of the approximation by some weighted Hamming distance d(/l, A") between /I and A'. Recall that a weighted Hamming distance
is defined as:
rf(/4,A') = ^ 9 i j | o , j - a ; j j | =

where <j,j are arbitrary nonnegative parameters. Equivalently,
l, A') = ^ 9 i j { " . j ( l - ar,-j) + (1 - a,-,-)*<,•},
ij

which shows that d(j4.,A") is a function of type (6.27) with e,j = t>,j = </,j
for all i , j . In particular, the unweighted Hamming distance assumes g,-j = 1
for all i, j , and hence coincides again with e(A") + t'(A').
Various criteria are also extensively discussed by [Kumar and Chandrasekharan,
namely: grouping efficiency, modified grouping efficiency and grouping efficacy. All those criteria take values in [0,1]; larger values correspond to more
desirable partitions.
f/ficiency is defined as:
TJ(A, A") = w i + ( 1 - 9 ) %

(6.29)

where g is a parameter, 0 < <? < 1, and

(in words. »/i is the number of ones of .4 in the blocks divided by the total
number of elements in the blocks, and ^ is the number of zeroes of 4 outside
the blocks divided by the number of elements outside the blocks). Grouping
efficiency appears to be a highly nonlinear expression in the variables :r,j, and
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we do not see how to accomodate it in our model. [Kusiak and ('hong. 1990]
also mentioned some drawbacks of this criterion when </ is arbitrarily chosen.
On the other hand, they noticed that, when 9 = 5 I ^ X i j / A " \ then (6.29)
b e c o m e s

i

.->;.

; <-

•

;

-, ••> ••••:.,

-.;

. > , --*.j:.n. o = i - v i ?

r\ v

; v

They call »/(/!, A") the morfi/ied ^roupinj; pj^iriVnry (of /i with respect to .V ).
Obviously, maximizing ^ is equivalent to minimizing our well-known basic
criterion e(A') +1>(A).
,,, /•
;i
[Kusiak and Cheng, 1990] suggest that the following grouping r/fuviry
criterion may be the fittest for the group technology' cell formation problem:

where C" denotes the number of ones in /I. The function F is again a nonlinear
function of A", and, as such, may seem difficult to maximize by classical
integer programming techniques. However, its maximization can be reduced
to a finite sequence of 0 - 1 linear optimization problems by relying on a wellknown approach for fractional programming problems (this approach goes
back to [Dinkelbach, 1967]; see for example [Gondran and Minoux, 1981] for
a general presentation). The gist of this approach is to iteratively improve a
current solution X/t, in the following way. Let F^ = F(4, A\.). There exists
a better block diagonal matrix than A*, with respect to grouping efficacy if
and only if the inequality

has a solution (over the set of block diagonal matrices), i.e., if and only if
the minimum of the following expression is negative:
(6.30)
Now, (6.30) can be rewritten as
(6.31)
Thus, we can find out whether the current matrix X^ is optimal by minimizing (6.31) (that is, a linear expression of type (6.27)) over the set of
block diagonal matrices which is equivalent to the set of integer solutions
of (6.23)-(6.24). This is a linear programming problem in 0 — 1 variables.
If the minimum of (6.31) is zero, then A^ is optimal with respect to the
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grouping efficacy criterion. Otherwise, a better solution Xfc+i is found and
the procedure can be iterated. Notice that, since the numerator of F(J4, X )
lakes integer values in [0,C] and its denominator takes integer values in
[C, M P ] , the number of possible values of F(/l, X) is finite. Therefore, the
improving sequence A'l.A'a,•.. is also finite. In fact, if binary search over
the range of values of F is used, then an optimal X can be computed by
solving O( k»g(jV/f)) linear subproblems in 0 — 1 variables.

6.4

Numerical examples

We now illustrate the use of the models described in the previous sections on three examples from the literature:
a (10 x
15) instance from [Chan and Milner, 1982], a (8 x 20) instance from
[Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan, 1986], and a (13 x 25) instance from
[Leskowski et al., 1987].
E x a m p l e 6.1 The machine-part incidence matrix 4 for this example is
displayed in Table 6.2.
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2

:s

•t

!>

(>
1

1

8

I
i

l

1
1
]

l

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1
:!

l
l

I

i
5

1
l

1

1
1
1
1
1

l

l

1
1

1

1

0

1

1
1
1

1
9

1

1
1
1

1

1
1

1

i
l

1
1

1

1

1

l

l

1

Table 6.2 Data set 6.1 [Chan and Milner, 1982]
Assume that wo want to find a close approximation of this matrix by
a block diagonal matrix A", with the objective of maximizing the modified
grouping efficiency T/(/4, A"). As discussed in Section 6.3, this can be equivalently achieved by solving the following linear programming problem in
0 - - 1 variables (see (6.23), (6.24). (6.27)):
-«,;)*<>

(6.32)
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2
i
0<i,j<l

«\fc€{l
A/}, j , f c € { l , . . . , P }
i € {1,...,A/},
je{l,...,/>}

i,j integer

i € {1,...,A#},

'.''•.'„'.'
>

j€{l,...,/>}

(6-33)
(6.34)
(6.35)

with M = 10 and P = 15. Our first goal is to solve the continuous relaxation
(6.32)-(6.34) of this model. Observe that the number of square inequalities
(6.33) is extremely large. In general, for an A/ x /> instance matrix, there
are A/(A/ - 1)P(P - 1) square inequalities, i.e. 18,900 in this special case.
Few linear programming packages can explicitly handle such a large number
of constraints (not to speak of the number of constraints arising for larger,
more realistic problem instances).
In view of this difficulty, we adopt a cutting plane approach, as described
for instance in [Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988]. This approach can be briefly
described as follows:
Step 1 select a subset, say 5, of the inequalities (6.33)-(6.34);
Step 2 solve
function
value of
value of

the linear programming submodel defined by the objective
(6.32) and the inequalities in 5 (observe that the optimal
this submodel already yields a lower bound on the optimal
(6.32)-(6.35));

Step 3 check wether the current solution .Y satisfies all inequalities (6.33)(6.34); if yes, then X is optimal for (6.32)-(6.34); otherwise, enlarge
the set 5 with some of the violated inequalities, and return to Step 2.
Of course, many questions must be answered in order to turn this informal procedure into an efficient algorithm: how should the initial set 6' be
chosen in Step 1, how should we check whether a current solution satisfies
(6.33)-(6.34), and which violated inequalities should be added to .5' in Step
2, etc. These questions can only be meaningfully answered after extensive
testing on proper data sets. In our preliminary implementation of this algorithm, we choose as initial set 5 the collection of trivial inequalities (6.34)
(hence, the optimal solution found in the first execution of Step 2 is X = /I).
We check by complete enumeration whether the system (6.33)-(6.34) is satisfied, and we only add to 5 the first 25 (or, in the first execution of Step 2,
the first 100) violated inequalities which are encountered. Moreover, in order to keep the model small, we also remove from 5 in Step 3 all constraints
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which arc rionbinding at the current solution (notice that a same inequality
may be selected and removed several times, and that this may theoretically
cause the procedure to cycle).
When applied to our example, this procedure yields the results summarized in Table 6.3.

solu

x,

-Y2
A'3

#of
ineq
total/
binding
0/0
100/65
90/84
109/109

e(A") + w<

1.000
0+ 0 = 0
9.5
0
.5
=
.937
8+ 1
6 + 4 = 10 0 .933
6 + 4 = 10 0 .933

#of
pivots

#of
violated
ineq

0
59
71
68

184
87
37
0

Table 6.3 Performance of the cutting plane algorithm on Example 6.1;
objective function (6.32).
A sequence of four solutions A'o(= /!), ATi, A^, A'3 is computed by the algorithm (in four successive runs of Step 2). The second column of Table 6.3 indicates the number of square inequalities in the current model,
and how many of these are satisfied at equality by the optimal solution
of the niodol. Column 3 gives the optimal value of the objective function
(6.32) for the current model, and column 4 gives the corresponding value
of 7; = 1 - (e(A') + u(A'))/A/P. Column 5 displays the number of simplex
pivot steps needed to solve each of the models. Finally, column 6 indicates
the number of inequalities violated by the current solution. In particular,
A3 satisfies all constraints and hence is optimal for (6.32)-(6.34).
Some comments are in order concerning this example. First, observe that
the linear programming models to be optimized always remain very small.
As a consequence, solving them is a question of seconds (using the package
LIN DO on a PC 286). Moreover, the lower bound e( A' )+t'( A') converges very
fast to 10 (as a matter of fact, since we know that the optimal value of e(A') +
tf(A') must be an integer, we could already have rounded up the lower bound
9.5, obtained after one iteration, to the value 10). Even more importantly,
the matrix A'3 obtained in the last iteration of the procedure is in fact a 0 — 1
block diagonal matrix, and hence, is an optimal solution of the original 0 — 1

Section 6.4
programming problem (6.32)-(6.35). It defines a partition of the machines
into three groups {1,6,7}, {2,5,10}, {3,4,8,9}, and of the parts into three
corresponding families {1,3,4,6,14), {2,7,11,12}, {8,9,10,13,15}; part {5}
.i
forms a cell by itself.
Thus, we have been able to solve to optlmality the model (6.32) (6.35),
which involves 150 binary variables and about 19,000 constraints, by solving only 4 linear programming problems of very small size. Of course, as
demonstrated by our third example below, we cannot expect to solve just
as easily every instance of the block diagonalization problem. Rut the previous example gives at least some hope that model (6.32) (6.35), possibly
strengthened by additional valid inequalities, may be adequate for the solution to optimality of large scale instances. In order to further sustain this
claim, we now proceed with our discussion of numerical examples.
The block diagonal approximation of A defined by A3 features an optimal
grouping efficiency of 0.933, and a grouping efficacy F(/t, A'3) equal to (C e(A"3))/(C 4- ^(A^)) = 43/53. One may wonder whether another solution
exists with better grouping efficacy. This question can be answered, as
explained in Section 6.3, by solving the subproblem
min (43/53)»( X) + c( A')

(6.36)

subject to (6.33)-(6.35) (see (6.30)). The continuous relaxation of this model
can again be easily optimized by the cutting plane procedure, as shown in
Table 6.4. The entries of this table can be interpreted in a similar fashion
as those of Table 6.3. The column labelled L 5 gives here a lower bound on
the optimal value of the objective function (6.36).

solu

Vo
Fi
^2
Va

#of
ineq
total/
binding
0/0
100/71
96/89
114/114

e(A")

0
7.5
6
6

0
2
4
4

0.000
9.123
9.245
9.245

#of
pivots

#of
violated
ineq

0
73
70
74

184
89
75
0

Table 6.3 Performance of the cutting plane algorithm on Example 6.1;
objective function (6.36).
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Hero again, the rutting plane procedure converges in four iterations to an
optimal integer solution with 6 exceptions and 4 voids (this is in fact the
same matrix A3 that was already found when optimizing with respect to
modified grouping efficiency). Thus, we conclude that 43/53 is the optimal
value of the grouping efficacy criterion for Example 6.1, and that this value
is attained by A3.
Example 6.2 Tho machine-part incidence matrix for this example is given
in Table 6.5.
•*'""
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6
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4
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1
1
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1
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1
1
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1
1

1
1

I
0

i
1

i
2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
!

1

1
1

1
1

I
3

1

I
4

I
5

1
1
1

6

i

i

7

8

I

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

i 2~
9

0

1

1

1

1

1

7
8

9

1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1

1

Table 6.5 Data set 6.2 [Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan, 1986]
As for the first data set, we first attempt to find a best block diagonalization of this matrix with respect to modified grouping efficiency. The cutting
plane procedure is used to solve the continuous relaxation of (6.32)-(6.35)
(since M = 8 and P = 20, there are 21,280 square inequalities in this formulation). It yields the results summarized in Table 6.6.
,\
#of

#of

solu

ineq
total/
binding

e(JlL') + V(A)

7?

pivots

violated
ineq

Ao
A"i
A'2
A3
X,
JC5
Ae

0/0
100/74
99/88
113/81
106/87
112/109
134/133

0+0=0
5+0=5
6+ 1= 7

1.000
0.969
0.956
0.950
0.944
0.944
0.944

0
66
73
72
74
77
73

401
299
198
155
160
64
0

#of

8+
9+
8+
9+

0=8
0=9
1=9
0=9
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Table 6.6 Performance of the cutting plane algorithm on Example 6.2;
objective function (6.32)
The last solution found, i.e. A'e, is a 0 - 1 block diagonal matrix &B<1
hence is optimal with respect to modified grouping efficiency. It defines
three machine groups, namely {1,3}, {2,4,7,8} and {5,6}, and three corresponding family parts {2,8,9,11,13,14,16,17,19}, {3,4,6,7,18,20} and
{1,5,10,12,15}.
We ask now whether there is a better solution than A's with respect to
grouping efficacy. The grouping efficacy of A'e is equal to 52/61. Thus, we
first attempt to solve the problem:
'
min (52/61)t;(A') + e(A')
(6.37)
subject to (6.33)-(6.35).
=
•
The cutting plane procedure applied to the relaxation of this problem yields
the results in Table 6.7 (to be interpreted as Table 6.4).

solu
>.;••

#of
ineq

e(X)

#of

#of

pivots

violated
ineq

0
76
88
97
90
87
90
88

401
299
211
164
181
96
94
0

total/

binding

^

o/o

0

y,
y2
Y3
y,
ys
yg
Yr

100/74
99/99
124/106
131/103
128/90
115/103
128/128

5
5
7
8
9
9
9

0
0
2
1
1
0
0
0

0.000
5.000
6.705
7.852
8.852
9.000
9.000
9.000

Table 6.7 Performance of the cutting plane algorithm on Example 6.2;
,
objective function (6.36).
The last solution found here, i.e. YV, is identical to the optimal solution Ae
with respect to modified efficiency. Hence, this solution is also optimal with
respect to grouping efficacy.
Example 6.3.
The machine-part incidence matrix for this example is
given in Table 6.8.
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Data set 6.3 [Leskowski et al., 1987]

Again the cutting plane procedure is used to solve the continuous relaxation of (6.32)-(6.35) in order to find a best block diagonalization of this
matrix with respect to modified grouping efficiency. Since M = 13 and
P = 25 wo have to cope with 93,600 square inequalities in this formulation.
After solving 30 linear programming problems of very small size (the maximum number of square inequalities involved in a model is 201) the algorithm
stops. In this case, the final solution A'30 satisfies all square inequalities indeed, but it is highly fractional, in fact: A'30 = 2/3A. From this we conclude
that for any block diagonalization of /I the number of exceptions and voids
is at least onethird of the number of nonzeroes in .4 viz. 21. However, by
making use of the special structure of this example, it can be proven that the
minimal number of exceptions and voids is 33. This shows that for "bad"
matrices with overlapping clusters as in this example, the gap between the
optimal solution and the lower bound generated with our primitive cutting
plane algorithm can be considerable, and one may wish to be able to improve
the lower bound. This is possible by adding valid inequalities to the model
(6.32) (6.35), which are redundant for the 0-1 programming problem, but
cut off fractional solutions as A'30 from the continuous relaxation. In Chapter 7 we provide several classes of strong valid inequalities, some of which
are severely violated by A'30.

6.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, we have briefly surveyed some of the previous attempts to
attack the group technology cell formation problem, expressed as a block di-
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agonalization problem, via mathematical programming techniques.
argued that these attempts usually give rise to (mixed) integer programming
models which provide weak bounds on the optimal value of the problem. We
have proposed an alternative model which allows for the formulation of various constraints and objective functions, and provides stronger, nontrivial
bounds on the optimal value of the problem. Finally, we have shown on
some examples that this model may be adequate to solve instances of the
block diagonalization problem to opfirna/i/y.
Of course, the cutting plane algorithm presented in Section 6.4 is rather
rudimentary. A more sophisticated cutting plane algorithm for the block
diagonalization problem would first require to strengthen the formulation
(6.23) (6.24) by deriving additional classes of valid inequalities for this formulation (i.e., inequalities satisfied by all block diagonal matrices A). More
precisely, we would like to give a partial description of the polyhedron whose
extreme points are the 0 - 1 solutions of the system (0.23) (6.21). Some
special properties of this polytope together with a partial description of the
polytope are discussed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.
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The Polytope of the Cell
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This chapter is joint work with Yves Crama.
It will be published as an article in Networks.
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A matrix X is called block diagonal if there exists a partition i?i, . . . , /?*,
.ftfc+i of its row-set and a partition Ci, . . . , Cfc, Cjt+i of its column-set such
that £,j 7^ 0 if and only if i € #/ and j G C/ for some 1 < / < fc. Now
the block diagonalization problem can be formulated as follows: given an
m x p incidence matrix /I and a function f(.,.), find an m x p block diagonal
f *~\
incidence matrix X which minimizes f(/l,X).
This problem can be interpreted as an abstraction of the cell formation
problem encountered in cellular manufacturing, as discussed in Chapter 6.
Similar problems also arise in the analysis of large data arrays (e.g. for
marketing or archeology applications), in production planning for flexible
manufacturing systems, in sparse matrix computations, etc.
In this chapter, we discuss the facial structure of the polytope whose
extreme points are exactly the m x p 0-1 block diagonal matrices. More precisely, some general properties of facet-defining inequalities for the polytope
are stated, specific families of facet-inducing inequalities are described, and
some lifting results are presented. The latter procedures guarantee that for
every integer number 2 we can construct a facet defining inequality whose
coefficients are relative primes, such that at least one of the coefficients has
value z.

7.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we investigate the facial structure of the polytope whose
extreme points are exactly the m x p 0-1 block diagonal matrices (m,p i
More precisely, as in Chapter 6, we define a matrix A' to be 6/ocfc
if there exists a partition # 1 , . . . , /?jt, .Rfc+i of its row-set and a partition
Ci, • • • 1 C"jk, CV+i of its column-set such that x,j 7^ 0 if and only if i G iZ/
and j G O for some 1 < / <fc(notice that what we really mean is that X
is block diagonal up to permutations of its rows and columns). We let
Smp = { -X" € {0,1}"*"" I X is block diagonal }
and we denote by Q,,,p the convex hull of S^p- The goal of this chapter is
to provide a (partial) description of the polytope Q^p by linear inequalities.
As explained in Chapter 6, our interest for the polytope Qmp mainly
stems from its relation to the cell formation problem encountered in cellular manufacturing. The data for this problem are generally assumed to be
summarized in the mac/une-par/ incidence mafn'x /I, where a,j = 1 if part
j needs to be processed on machine i, and a,j = 0 otherwise. Recall that a
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group technology cell consists of a number of machines (a machine-group)
geared on the manufacturing of a number of similar parts (a part-family).
The cell formation problem asks for a partition of the machines into machinegroups, a partition of the parts into part-families, and a matching between
the machine-groups and the part-families which optimizes some measure of
the inter- and intra-cell relationships. It can be abstracted into the following fc/oc/r (fiagona/icarion pro6/cm: given an m x p incidence matrix /t and
a function / ( . , . ) , find an m x p block diagonal incidence matrix .Y which
minimizes / ( A , A') (the function / ( . , . ) gives an estimate of the distance, or
dissimilarity, between the original incidence matrix .1 and the 'ideal' cellularized system represented by A"). In Chapter 6, we showed that, for many
of the objective functions / ( . , . ) proposed in the literature, the cell formation
problem can be reduced to the problem of minimizing a linear function of
the variables x,j (t = 1,.. .,m; j = 1,.. .,p) over the polytope (^my Similar
block diagonalization problems also arise in the analysis of large data arrays (e.g. for marketing or archeology applications), in production planning
for flexible manufacturing systems, in sparse matrix computations, etc (see
Chapter 6 for references).
In our presentation, we will often rely on a graph-theoretic interpretation of block diagonal matrices and of the polytope Qmp- We follow the
graph-theoretic terminology of [Bondy and Murty, 1976]. Moreover, when
i? = (£/, V , £ ) is a bipartite graph and G = (£/, V, F) is a subgraph of 2/,
we say that G is a comp/ete 6ipar<ife parfc'h'onmg of 5 if all connected components of G are complete bipartite (we look at isolated vertices as complete bipartite graphs). In particular, consider the complete bipartite graph
A'mp = (#m,Vp,£/m x Vp), where £/„, = { u i , . . . , u ^ } and Vp = {u,,.. ,,Up}.
We regard an arbitrary m x p 0-1 matrix X as the adjacency matrix of a
subgraph G of A'mp, say G = (t^m>^>, F ) , where (u;,Uj) € F if and only if
z,j = 1. It is easy to see that the matrix AT is block diagonal if and only if
its associated graph is a complete bipartite partitioning of A'mp.
This graph-theoretic interpretation stresses the analogy of the polytope Qmp with the clique partitioning polytope /*„ investigated by
[Faigle et al, 1986] and [Grotschel and Wakabayashi, 1989], and with the related multiway cut polytope studied by [Chopra and Rao, 1991]. In fact,
Qmp can be viewed as the projection of Pm+p on some appropriate subspace.
But this observation does not seem very useful in deriving a description of
Qmp from the results available about P,,; for example, there is not a one
to one relationship between (classes of) facet defining inequalities of these
polytopes, (see also Chapter 2).
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to In Section 7.2, some general properties of facet defining inequalities for
the poly tope Q^p are stated. In Section 7.3 specific families of facet inducing
inequalities are described. Finally, section 7.4 contains some lifting theorems.
In Chapter 8 a technique will be presented to patch facet defining inequalities
into new valid inequalities which, under certain conditions, also define facets.

7.2

Properties of facet defining inequalities

"

We describe in this section some general properties of facet defining inequalities for the polytope Qmp^ two 'lifting' results, relating facets of lowerdimensional polytopes to facets of higher-dimensional ones, and one proposition describing the 'graphical' structure of facet-inducing inequalities.
In our discussion, it will bo often convenient to consider the polytope associated with block diagonal submatrices of a given matrix, or equivalently,
with complete bipartite partitionings of a given graph. To define these concepts more accurately, let 5 = ({/,„, Vp, £ ( 5 ) ) be an arbitrary bipartite
graph, where, as before, (/,„ = {«i,...,u,,,} and Vp = {?;i,.. .,i>p}. The set
of incidence matrices of complete bipartite partitionings of 2? is denoted by
5 B , and the convex hull of 5g is denoted by Q B - Clearly, if 1? = A'^p, then
5g = 5mp and Q B = Qmp- In fact, the polyhedron Q B can be viewed in
the space 2R'"*P as the face of Q^p with the property that, for all .Y € Q B ,
X,J = 0 when ( t , j ) g £(fl).
The dimension of Q B is | £ ( 5 ) |, since the subgraph of 5 containing no
edges at all, as well as any subgraph of 5 containing only one edge of 5 ,
are complete bipartite partitionings of 5 . For the same reason the tn'vta/
tficgua/ihcs a*e > 0 for e € £ ( 5 ) are facet inducing for each Q#. And so are
the <n't)«'a/ inegua/tites Xc < 1, since all subgraphs of 5 containing exactly
two edges of i? are complete bipartite partitionings of J9, too.
Suppose the following inequality is valid for 5 B and defines a facet of
X]

fij *0" ^

*o

(7.1)

The first properties of (7.1) we will discuss concern lifting procedures (see
Chapter 3 for a study of lifting procedures). So, let 5 + be a bipartite graph
on the same vertex set as tf such that £ ( £ ) C £ ( # + ) . A lifting of (7.1)
from Q B to Q B + is *" inequality valid for 5g+ of the form:
*•'.? * 0

<

^o

(7.2)
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To start with, assume that #1 and ifj differ only in one edge. Our
first result follows directly from the traditional sequential lifting procedure
described in [Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988] combined with the observation
that Q B >s a facet of
P r o p o s i t i o n 7.2.1 Consider irir^ua/tfy ^7./j «»</ wsiinif Mo/ i/ is t>a/i<//or
</e/inf s o / a c f / o / Q B . Le/ £ ( # + ) = f:(fl)U {(m, i't)}.. 77irn Mr
(7.2,/ is t-a/irf/or 5g+ and dc/mrs a /ace/ o/Q«+ i/arid o»/j/ »/
- max{

£

x.ji.j | ^V € 5^+

and .r^ = 1}.

This proposition guarantees that, when a facet defining inequality is derived
for a 'partial' polyhedron Q B , this inequality can always be lifted to au
inequality defining a facet of Q^p.
The following proposition shows that an inequality defining a facet of
Qmp is also facet, defining for each of the polyhedra corresponding to block
diagonal matrices with at least 77! rows and p columns. It is similar in
spirit to Theorem 3.3 in [Grotschel and Wakabayashi, 1990], Theorem 3.2
in [Chopra and Rao, 1991], and Theorem 2.2 in [Deza and Laurent, 1992].
Notice that no conditions are imposed on the specific form of the inequality.
Proposition 7.2.2 Le* a,6 € W, £(fl) = £/„, x Vp and £(/?+) = {/„,+„ x
Vp+(,. G'onsir/er znegua/i/i/ f7. /j a;jd ass?/me //i«/ t7 is t>a/u//or .S'
de/ines a /ace/ o / Q g . '/Tie?* Z/ie ineoua/i<?/ f7.y^ a/so de/ines a /ace< o/
Proof: It is obvious that (7.1) is valid for all A' G S^p if and only if it is valid
for all y G 5'm+a,p+6- To prove that the inequality defines a facet of(^#+,
it is sufficient to show that the property holds for a = 1 and 6 = 0, since
then the property holds for all a, 6 G iV by induction and by the symmetry
of the vertices sets.
Because the inequality (7.1) is facet defining for Qmpi there exists a set
of m • p affinely independent solutions, all satisfying the inequality with
equality. If A' = 0 does not belong to this set, these solutions are also
linearly independent. On the other hand, if A" = 0 is in the set, then
7To = 0, and hence (7.1) is a linear combination of the inequalities x,, > 0
with (e e i/m X Vp), which are facet defining for all Q# as mentioned earlier.
This would imply that (7.1) is identical to an inequality x, > 0 for a certain
e 6 C/m x Vp.
So we may assume to have a set of m -p feasible and linearly independent
elements A' of 5 B , all satisfying (7.1) at equality. This set can easily be
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transformed into a set ^V of m • p feasible and linearly independent elements
K of ,V#+ all satisfying (7.1) at equality, by setting i/m+i.j = 0 for all j 6
For the construction of p additional solutions, it is needed to select from
^ a subset 2 of p solutions such that the subsets of variables {z|j | j < p}
of each of the p solutions Z € 2 are linearly independent. Determining
such a set is equivalent to selecting a (p x p) nonsingular submatrix in a
(m • p) x p matrix with rank p. Each of the solutions in 2 can be adapted
in (he following way. Let Z = (*ij) be a solution from 2 , resulting in an
adapted solution Z = ( ? I J ) . Then J,j = 2,j for all z < m , j < p, and
7m+i,j = *ij for all j < p.
_
The set 2? of adapted solutions Z clearly is linearly independent, since
the subsets of variables {^m+ij I J 5- />} of each of these p solutions in 2 are
linearly independent. Now it is easy to see that the solutions in 2 Uj^ form
a set of (m + 1) p feasible and linearly independent elements y G 5m+i,p
all satisfying the equality (7.1) at equality. So inequality (7.1) is valid for
(Jm+i.p» and defines a facet of Q^+i,,,.
•
Again consider now inequality (7.1) and assume that it defines a nontrivial facet, of Q#. Without any information about the numerical values of
the coefficients (11,TTO), some general structural properties of the inequality
can be stated. To do this, associate with the inequality two edge sets JB and
£"*", defined as follows:
£
£+

:=
:=

{(«,, i'j) I («.,''/) ^ # and TT.J ^ 0},
{(«,-, t>j) | («i, »j) € 5 and *,•,•>()}.

We call // := ( V ( £ ) , £ ) (respectively # + := ( V ( £ + ) , £ + ) ) the support
(respectively the positive support) of the inequality (7.1).
P r o p o s i t i o n 7.2.3 // /? ?s a nonempty 6jparit'<e </mpA, and f7./^ de/ines a

fi'j

fJ"*" is nonenjp/y;

f5j </»e jiupport // o/ f7. / j «
(^

//»e po5i<tw support /f "*" o/ f 7./^ is connected;

// juorrorer Z? ts o oomp/e/e 6ipnr/i/e grnp/»,
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is nonempty, i.e. II Jios nega<it>e e/emerUs;

(7^ /Ae support// o / ( 7 . / ^ is <t«o-connecterf.
P r o o f s
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•••

•

•
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•
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(1) Since the solution A" = Q is feasible, To has to be nonnegative. As
discussed in the proof of Proposition 7.2.2, all facet denning inequalities for
which 7To = 0 are trivial inequalities.
(2) Suppose /?+ is empty. Then inequality (7.1) is implied by the trivial
inequalities Xe ^ 0, and therefore it cannot be facet denning.
(3)
Suppose // is disconnected. Let //j be a connected component of
// with vertex set 11', and define //? to be the subgraph of // induced by
^'(.E'JXW''. It is easy to see that there exists a solution A 6 .S*# satisfying
(7.1) at equality, such that x,j = 0 for all edges (u,, »,•) with exactly one
endpoint in II' and one endpoint in V^(£")\W. Then define:

Clearly 7To = TTI 4- X2- The inequality X)ee£(tfi) f e ^ < ""l •*> a valid
inequality for Q#. Indeed, suppose 5Zee£(Wi) *"« 2/e > Ti for a solution V 6
5 B - Then from X and F a solution Z G 5 B could be constructed that violates (7.1). The same argument shows that the inequality ^Zcg K(//2) "^e ^« x-2 is also valid. Since (7.1) is the sum of those two valid inequalities, it cannot induce a facet.
(4) Suppose //+ is disconnected. Let //1 be a connected component of
//+ with vertex set W, and define #2 to be the subgraph of //+ induced
by V'(£+)\iy. Since # is connected and .//"•" is a subgraph of //, there is
an edge, say (u,-, Uj), covering a vertex of //1 as well as a vertex of //2> such
that 7r,j < 0.
Because inequality (7.1) is facet defining, there exists a solution A' 6 £#
satisfying (7.1) at equality such that z,j = 1 (otherwise the facet would be
contained in the facet denned by the trivial inequality x,j > 0). Now, the
solution y with j^. = 0 if the edge e covers a vertex of #1 as well as a vertex
of #21 and j/e = ^e otherwise, is feasible, but violates (7.1). This contradicts
the validity the inequality of (7.1).
(5) Obviously V(£•••") C V ( £ ) . Now suppose there exists a vertex i G
V(jE)\V(£+). Since i/ is connected, there exists a vertex j € V ( £ ) such
that 7r,j < 0. Because inequality (7.1) is facet denning, there exists a solution AT 6 5 B satisfying (7.1) at equality such that x,j = 1. But, by the same
reasoning as used to prove the former property, this contradicts the validity
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of inequality (7.1).

•-' • » • ii

> v (;M^WU»

>l A i ^

(0) Suppose II has no negative elements at all. The solution V with t/e = 1
for all e 6 £ ( # ) is feasible. Since (7.1) is facet defining, it easily follows
that 5Zpg/7(fl) Tr = To- Hence, (7.1) is a linear combination of the trivial
inequalities j , . 5: U a contradiction.
(7) from Property (3) it follows that / / is connected. If 77 is not twoconnerted, the vertex-set of // contains at least one cut-vertex, say /i. This
cut-vertex induces a split of // into two components //i and #2 which have
only vertex /t in common and have no edges in common. There exists a
solution .X € ## satisfying (7.1) at equality. Define:

Clearly To = T I + JT^.

The inequality JZ^e £(//]) ""'*«• - *"i '" * valid inequality for QB- Indeed,
suppose X2fg/j(// ) ""e J/e > ^i for a solution V 6 £'B- NOW, a solution
<£ € 5'fl could be constructed from X and V in the following way. Let
F(X) = {c e E(ffa) | xe = 1} and /J(J') = {e G E ( / / , ) | y« = 1 } .
Let F b(> a. minimal edge-set such that £ ( X ) U £ ( 7 ) U F is the edge-set of
a complete bipartite partitioning of 5 (this is possible since 5 is complete
bipartite). It is easy to see that any edge e € F has exactly one endpoint
in each of //i and 7/2. Thus, 7Te = 0 for all e G F . Define now Z £ Sg by:
«e = 1 if e 6 £ ( X ) U £ ( Y ) U F and Ze = 0 otherwise. Then Z is feasible
and violates (7.1), contradicting the validity of the inequality (7.1).
The same reasoning shows that the inequality He€E(//2) ""e ^c < ""2 is also
valid for Q#. Since (7.1) is the sum of two valid inequalities, it cannot induce
•
a facet, a contradiction.

7.3

Facet Defining Inequalities

We present in this section various classes of inequalities defining facets for
y,,,j,. These inequalities will be obtained by lifting inequalities defining facets
for a face QH of Q,,,,, (according to Proposition 7.2.1). Some of the subgraphs
// which we will consider are squares', so-called 'spiked' /\23-free connected
bipartite graphs, and cycles. For a given A' € [0, 1]"**P and a given subgraph
/? of A',,,p, we use the shorthand x ( 5 ) to denote the sum H,-j:(u,
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Square Inequalities
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In Chapter 6 we observed that the square

are valid for Smp (hence, for its convex hull (?mp), and that they yield,
together with the integrality constraints on X, a valid description of S^pi
that is,
Smp = {* € {0, I}""* | *Aj + Ifc* + *i> " *rt < 2
for all A,t€ {1
m},j,*e{l

/>}}.

[Faigle et al, 1986] as well as [Grotschel and Wakabayashi, 1990] observed
experimentally that the closely related 'triangle' inequalities, provide a tight
description of the clique partitioning polytope. Here we prove:
Proposition 7.3.1 77ie sguare ine^ua/ifies de/ine /acete o/ Q^p /or a//
m,p>2.
Proof: The square inequality i n + 112 + 121 — £22 5: 2 defines a facet of
Q22, since it is satisfied at equality by the four affinely independent points
(1,1,0,0), (1,0,1,0,), (0,1,1,0) and (1,1,1,1). The statement follows now
directly from Proposition 7.2.2.
D
Proposition 7.3.2 TogreMer, Me frtvta/ megua/th'es and Me square tnei/ua/tiies provtrfe a mtnt'ma/ comp/e<erfescn'ph'on0/Q2P /or a// p > 2.
Proof: Let />2p be the polytope defined by the trivial and the square inequalities. To prove the proposition we have to show that f2p = Q2p- Then,
since all trivial and square inequalities define a facet for Q2p» the description is minimal. As mentioned before, the set of integral solutions in /^p is
exactly 5'2p. So, to prove f*2p = $2p> it is sufficient to show that all extreme
points of ^2p are integral.
Let A" be an arbitrary extreme point of P2p- Clearly, X satisfies at least
2p trivial and square inequalities at equality. Let ( J4, 6) be a matrix of 2p linearly independent rows, corresponding to 2p trivial and square inequalities
that are satisfied at equality by X such that the number of square inequalities involved, say a, is minimal. Notice that this implies that all trivial
inequalities satisfied at equality by X are represented in (^4,6), and thus a
equals the number of fractional elements of A'.
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Define a column fc of A" as follows: (zijfc,*2A.)^)> for * = 1,•••,?• Our
next stop is to show that at most one of the elements i ^ and X2jt can be
fractional. Consider all square inequalities involving the elements of column
A; and represented in (.4,6). We partition these inequalities into two sets: one
set consists of those inequalities involving the sum of the elements of column
fc, and tho other sot contains the inequalities involving the difference between
the elements of column fc. If both sets are nonempty, then we can find two
equalities like the next: zifc+Z2Jfc+zi/i-Z2/i = 2, and Zijfc-a:2fc+Zi:+Z2« = 2;
together with the square inequality xj/, - £2/, + ^ii + ^21 < 2 this implies
Zj£ = 1. On the other hand, if at least one of the sets is empty, there is also
at least one trivial inequality involving i n or X2jt satisfied at equality, since
X is an extreme point of /-^pClearly, if a square inequality is satisfied at equality by X , then either
both columns involved in this inequality contain exactly one fractional component, or both columns are integral. In the latter case the inequality can
not be represented in (/1,6), since it is linearly dependent with the corresponding trivial inequalities, which are represented in (/1,6) too. Now, we
can define a directed graph G^i,6 = (V', £ ) as follows:
• each fractional column xt corresponds to a vertex Ujt € V, and vice
versa;
• there is an arc from v/, to u/t in £ if and only if there is a square
inequality of the form £]/, + £2/1 ± (^u- — ^2fc) < 2 represented in (J4, 6).
Clearly, since the cardinality of the vertex set equals the cardinality of the
arc set (o), the graph (7.4,6 contains at least one (undirected) cycle, unless
(» = 0, Furthermore, between each pair of vertices there can only be one arc.
To see this, notice that two (not identical) square inequalities involving the
same pair of columns determine two trivial inequalities satisfied at equality.
By assumption, these trivial inequalities are represented in (i4,6). However,
together the four equalities form a linear dependent system, so not all of
them can be represented in (/1,6).
Consider the shortest cycle in (-M,6? say C. We will show now that if
there is a vertex with indegree 1 in C, we can construct another set (yl',6')
of linearly independent inequalities satisfied by A' at equality and involving
o square inequalities, such that the corresponding graph G.4',6' contains a
cycle shorter than C.
Let Wj be a vertex with indegree 1 in C and let («,,«,) and (u,, v*) be
the arcs of the cycle incident with t'j. These arcs correspond to two square
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inequalities satisfied at equality by A, say:
= 2, and
= 2.

,

These equalities imply the following ones:

, ,, ,

**•-•.•..!•••

-

xij = 1, and
*lfc - * 2 * + * l i + *2i = 2.

Notice that the first of the latter two equalities corresponds to a trivial inequality already represented in (.4,6), and that the four equalities together
form a minimal linearly dependent system. So, by adding to (4,6) a row
representing the square inequality corresponding to the la.st equality and removing a row representing one of the square inequalities corresponding to
the first two equalities, a new matrix (4', 6') is constructed. The matrix contains 2p linearly independent rows, corresponding to 2p trivial and square
inequalities satisfied at equality by .Y, such that the number of square inequalities involved is still a. Obviously, the shortest cycle in the graph 6',j',6'
is shorter than C.
Assume now that there are no vertices with indegree 1 in C. Then, the
length of this cycle is at least 4. Thus there exists a chain of arcs (»>;,, w,-),
(UJ,U,-)» and (uj,i>;t)- These arcs correspond to three square inequalities
satisfied at equality by X, say:
. - 12. = 2,
t - i2i = 2,

and

= 2.

From these equalities, the following one follows:
= 2.

Notice that these four equalities together form a minimal linearly dependent system. Therefore, the last equality cannot be represented in (4,6)
yet, and the reader can verify easily that this implies that C cannot have
length 4 either. Adding to (.4,6) a row representing the square inequality
corresponding to the last equality and removing a row representing one of
the square inequalities corresponding to one of the three former equalities,
yields a new matrix (/I',6'). This matrix contains 2p linearly independent
rows, corresponding to 2p trivial and square inequalities satisfied at equality
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by X , such that the number of square inequalities involved is a. Obviously,
the shortest cycle in the graph (V^y is shorter than C
Summarizing, for each matrix (/i,&) corresponding to a minimal number
of square inequalities a, with a > 0, there is a graph G'^,(, containing at least
one cycle. The shortest cycle in G.4,6 has at least length 5. However, we
can always construct another matrix (/t', 6') inducing a graph 6V,6' with a
shorter shortest cycle, a contradiction. Thus, a must be 0, and this completes
the proof.
D

7.3.2

Facet Defining Inequalities Based on Spiked A'23-free
Connected Bipartite Graphs

The term 'spike' refers to special edges of a graph. A spifce-/ea/of graph fl is
a vertex covered by exactly one edge of if. The edge covering a spike-leaf is
called a spt'Ae. A 6-pifce-roo< is a vertex covered by a spike, but not a spike-leaf
itself. We will also say that an edge (resp. a vertex) is a spike (resp. a spikeleaf or a spike-root) of some valid inequality if it is a spike (resp. a spike-leaf
or a spike-root) of the positive support / / + of this inequality. For example,
the square inequality a;/,j + a;/,jt + x,j - !,•* < 2 has two spike-leaves (vertices
»., and «fc), two spikes (the edges (u/,,i>jt) and (u,, Vj)) and two spike-roots
(vertices »/j and i>j).
Notice that there are facet defining inequalities whose support consists
of exactly one spike covering two spike-leaves, namely the trivial inequalities
i,j < 1. It follows from Proposition 7.2.3(4) in Section 7.2 that the support
of nontrivial facet defining inequalities never contain spikes covering two
spike-leaves.
The different natures of spike-roots and spike-leaves can be illustrated
by the next two properties, of which the first one turns out to be especially
useful in some proofs of Section 7.4 and Chapter 8.
Proposition 7.3.3 Le/ //if /o//ou»mgr tnfgua/ity de/me a non^ntua//ace</or
Vrnp-'

*•'.>*<•.; ^ *o
«,• is a spiJbe-/«i/ and Uj is a spt'jfce-roo< u>i(/i respect to
T/»en:

(7.4)
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fa,/ /Acne is a comp/ete fctparMe por/trionjny .4 t>/ A',,,,, u>it/t n roniponfn*
consisting o/ u, on/y, «UC/J </iat t/ie corTcsporidtn^ c/janacteristic t><?cfor
X"* sa/is/ies (7..^ a< fgua/iry; ,
.
t/iere is no comp/etc 6iporh/r pnrhMoniny /t o/
p
consus/iriy o/ Uj on/y, suc/i (Ant tAe corresporKiinj; cAarnctf risfir
A'^ satis/ies ^ 7 . ^ at
Proof: We denote by -4 (or M') a complete bipartite partitioning of A\np»
and by A' "* (or A''** ) the corresponding incidense matrix,
(a) Assume without loss of generality that («,-, v,-) is a spike, i.e. IT,, > 0.
There is a bipartite clique partitioning A' of A'^p such that A'"*' satisfies
(7.4) at equality, and «,• and t', are not in the same component. To see
this, observe that otherwise the characteristic vectors of all bipartite clique
partitionings of A'^p satisfying the inequality (7.4) at equality also satisfy the
trivial inequality z,, < 1 at equality; this would imply that the facets defined
by these inequalities are identical, which is not the case by assumption.
Consider the component C of /I' containing the vertex u,-. Now we construct
a bipartite clique partitioning /I identical to /I' except for component C,
which is splitted into two components Cj, consisting of u,-, and C2, the
complete bipartite subgraph induced by all vertices of C except «,-. Since
7r,, > 0, and u, is a spike leaf, 7r,/ < 0 for all / € {1 .. .A;}\{z}, and we deduce
that A ^ satisfies inequality (7.4) at equality:

*•«>

(b) Suppose there is a complete bipartite partitioning /I of A\np, such that
A"^ satisfies inequality (7.4) at equality, and such that Uj is a component of
A. There is at least one spike covering u_, and a spike-leaf, say v,-. We may
assume that i?j is also a component of >4, using the same argument as in the
proof of (a). Now we construct a bipartite clique partitioning /I' identical
to /I up to the component consisting of u, and the component consisting
of Vj, which are merged into one component. Since 7TJJ > 0, we deduce a
contradiction: TTO > £,j:(,j)€£(>i') T.J = E,,j:(,,j)€£(/i) »0' + ' « > *o°
We say that a graph 5 is spited if each vertex of 5 is covered by exactly
one spike, that is, if the spikes form a perfect matching of 5 . The general
structure of a spiked graph is shown in Figure 7.1; see also Figures 7.2 and
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7.3 for special types of spiked graphs.

Figure 7.1

A Spiked Graph

We say that Z? is a A'23-./ree grap/j if it does not contain any subgraph
isomorphic to A'23. The following holds:
Proposition 7.3.4 Fo;- A; 6 iV, i / 5 ts a spi'Ared A'23-./ree connected bipartite
<yrap/j UU</J cx*ac//j/ A; spiAres, Men </ie ine^ua/^j/ x(5) < A; de/mes a /aceZ 0/
Proof: Observe that, when A; = 1, the inequality ar(fi) < A; boils down to
one of the trivial inequalities i^ < 1 and the proposition certainly holds. For
the rest of the proof we assume that A; > 2. First the implicit statement that
the inequality is valid for Q/j will be justified. This will be done by showing
that, for any feasible solution A' 6 5 s , the number of edges contained in any
component of AT cannot exceed the number of spike-roots of this component.
From this it follows that x ( 5 ) cannot exceed the total number of spike
roots of /?. Because the graph /? is spiked, each vertex of 5 is covered by
exactly one spike, which implies that the number of spike-roots is equal to
the number of spikes. Hence the inequality x(2?) < fc is valid.
Since B does not contain any subgraph A'23, each component in a bipartite clique partitioning of /? is either a cycle of length four, or contains at
most one element from either ['„, or Vp. Clearly, if the component is a cycle
of length four, then all vertices are spike-roots, and the number of edges
equals the number of vertices. So, assume that the component contains exactly one element of Vp, say t'o- (A similar reasoning holds if the component
contains only one element of (/„,.) If t'o is a spike-leaf, then the component
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contains at most one edge, covering i"o and one spike-root (since it > 2 a spike
cannot cover two spike-leaves). If, on the other hand, t>o is a spike-root, then
the component can contain several elements of (/„,. At most one of these
elements can be a spike-leaf (otherwise t>o would be covered by two spikes),
and the others are bound to be spike-roots. Thus, in both cases, th<> number
of edges in the component does not exceed the number of spike-roots in the
component.
Now we prove that the inequality x ( # ) < it is also facet defining. Since
there exist complete bipartite partitionings satisfying the inequality at equality, the inequality definitely induces a face of (^#, say F := { .V € <^H |
x(fl) = Ar }. This face is contained in a facet of Qg, say F#, which in its
turn is induced by an inequality £ij:(i.»€i/^xVp A">*ij < ft). To prove the
proposition, it is sufficient to show that the coefficients of the inequalities
are identical, up to multiplication by a strictly positive scalar.
Assume that the vertices of # are numbered in such a way that vertex «,•
and vertex r, are covered by the same spike. Let S be the set of spikes, i.e.
5 := {(u,-,»,-) | i 6 {1 .. .£}}. Then, for all t / j such that (u,-,t;j) 6
define the next two edge sets: /l.-j := {(u,,UJ)} U 5\{(u,-, v,-}, and
Since the edge sets 5 and i4,j all define complete bipartite partitionings
containing A: edges, the following holds (where A'^ denotes the incidence
matrix of the edge-set A): for all (u,,i;_,) € £(fl), X*, A''*", A'^> € F C
i-0. Comparing the edges sets, it follows that /3<, = /9,j = /?yj. Together with
the connectedness of 5 , this easily implies that /?,j = /?n for all (u,-, v,) €
So, /?o = /?nz(#) = /3n^- This completes the proof.
Q
In view of Propositions 7.2.1 and 7.2.2, the inequality a:(5) < A; defined
in Proposition 7.3.4 can be lifted to a family of facet defining inequalities of
Qmp, for all m,p € fc. A subset of this family can be described explicitly.
To achieve this, a new definition is needed: a subset C of ({/„, x Vp)\£(/y)
is called a c/iorxf se< for a spiked tree 5 if, for any path between two spikeleaves of 5 , there is an edge in C containing two (arbitrary) vertices of the
path. The following proposition holds:
P r o p o s i t i o n 7.3.5 For A- G W and m,p > Ar, i/ 5 i« a spjArea* free
erac</t/ A- spi'Ares and C is a minima/ c/iorrf se/ /or 5 , Z/*en </ie inea«a/t/y
< A- de/mes a
Proof: It is sufficient to justify the proposition for m = n = Ar, since it
follows then from Proposition 7.2.2 that the proposition holds for m, n > A\
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First, the implicit statement that the inequality is valid for (?mp will be
demonstrated. This will be done by showing that, for any feasible solution
A" € .S'fcjt, and for each component A'o of A', the sum of the coefficients
corresponding to the edges in A'o cannot exceed the number of spike-roots
in

A'o.

' ,**•>*:.«;< ( i i i i i :

' ! i ..- ' ; i i

- ' i •,

Suppose A'o contains r spike-roots and a spike-leaves of 5 . We may
assume that the intersection #0 of A'o with Z? is connected, otherwise we
could split Ao, omitting only edges with nonpositive coefficients, and prove
our statement for each of the smaller components. This implies in particular
that, if a certain spike-leaf is in A'o, then the corresponding spike is also in
Ao, and thus, .s < r.
Using induction we can show that, by definition of the chord-set C for # ,
there are bound to be at least 3— 1 edges of C in A'o. Clearly, the statement
is true for a = 0, 1. Suppose it is true for a = ss, is it true for a = s« + 1?
Let f'd bo the intersection of the component A'o with C. In view of the
deliuitiun of C, and since s > 2, C'o is nonempty, so let (/i,/2) € Co- Then
there is a path P in i?o from /1 to /2. Removing an edge of P from 2?o yields
two trees, say i?i and Z?2- # i contains ri spike-roots and si spike-leaves,
and /?2 contains J-^ spike-roots and ^2 spike- leaves. Let Ci be the subset
of C connecting vertices of i?i, and let C2 be the subset of C connecting
vertices of flj. We may assume without loss of generality that «i, S2 < « - 1
(otherwise ,sj or 52 must be 0, and we reduce the analysis to a smaller case).
We deduce by induction |Ci| > «i - 1 and |C*2| > ^2 - 1. Combining this
with the observations that |C| > |Ci| + IC2I + 1 and s = «i + 52, we obtain
|C| > a - 1.
Since B is a spiked tree, J9o is also a tree containing at most r+5— 1 edges.
As shown above there are at least 5 — 1 edges of C in the component. Hence
the sum of the coefficients of the edges in the component A'o is at most r + s —
1 — (5 — 1) = r, and the inequality is valid. Now we prove that the inequality
x(2?) - z(C) < fc also defines a facet. Since several bipartite partitionings
exist that satisfy the inequality at equality, the inequality definitely induces a
face of Qu-. say F := {A' € (JH- | i(fi)-a-(C) = fc}- This face is contained in
a facet of Qwt, say / > , defined by an inequality Ei,j:(i,j)gi/^xVp Aj^ij < #oTo prove the proposition, it is sufficient to show that the two inequalities
mentioned here do not differ apart from multiplication by a strictly positive
coefficient.
Assume that the vertices of i? are numbered in such a way that vertex
a, and vertex v, are covered by the same spike. From Proposition 7.3.2 it
follows that there is a c 6 #?"*" such that /?,j = c for all edges (u,-, ty) G fi,
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and /3b = ike.
\
The next step will be to show that /J,-_, = 0 for all edges (u,, vy) j ( f l u C ,
with u, 6 t^jt and t>_, € V*. First, assume that at least one of the vertices,
say without loss of generality u,. is a spike-leaf of # . This implies that
there is an /i € {1 ...fc}\{t} such that (u/,,t>,) € # . Now, let S be the set
of spikes: 5 := {(uj,v/) | / € {1...A:}}. Define the next two edge sets:
/t,A := {(UA,V,)} U 5\{(u,,t»i)}, and £),j := {(u,,t>,)} U 4 ^ . Notice that u*
cannot be incident with Uj, since in that case «, and r, would both be spikeleaves and the edge (u,, t'j) would be the only chord of the path between u,
and u, in i?, implying (u,, »j) € C in contradiction with the assumptions.
So, the edge sets /!</, and Z),j define feasible partitioning* of ( ^ , and
the corresponding characteristic vectors belong to the facets /•' and /•)*, since
they satisfy x( # ) - x(C) = A:. Since D,-j is an extension of /I,/, with the edge
(u,, »j), the coefficient /?,-_,- must have the value 0.
When U{ and v, both are spike-roots with respect to fl, it is somewhat
more involved to prove that /?,j = 0. Here induction is used and a new
definition is needed: an edge (u/,,v/) € (f/m X Vp)\A'(#) is called a (/-chord
for a spiked tree /? if there exists a path of length 7 between u/, and wj in J9.
Obviously, since 5 is a bipartite graph, 9 must be odd. Assume now that
/i/i/ = 0 holds for all 7-chords («/,,«/) $ C with 7 < 2 (this is e.g. vacuously
the case when 2 = 1). Then we want to show that /3,j = 0 holds for (2 + 2)chords (u,,Uj) ^ C.
Two cases can occur. The first case is that (UJ,V,) ^ C. Then define:
£>,j := {(u,-,Uj),(uj,«,-)} U 5. Again the edge sets 5" and Z),j define feasible
partitionings of Qfc,t, and their corresponding characteristic vectors satisfy
: r ( 5 ) - z ( C ) = fc. Because D,j is an extension of 5 with the edges (u,, Wj) and
(uj,r,), the following holds: /?,j = -/?,;. Since (UJ,TJ,) is an edge covering
two spike-leaves, it has already been determined that the coefficient /3j, has
value 0, so /3,j = 0.
The second case is when (u,,i?,) 6 C In this case there is a path f
between the spike-leaves ^ and «_, of which («_,, y,) is the unique chord in C
(because C is minimal). Let />, := £(P)\{(u,-,t;,-)}, and let C7igue(P,') denote the complete bipartite edge-set induced by the vertices of /*,-. Then the
edge set D,j is defined in the following way: D,j := C7i</ue(P,) U {(u/,,u/,) |
Uft ^ P and u/i ^ P}- Then comparing again 5 and £>,j as earlier, it can be
deduced that /?,j = 0. This completes the induction.
The final step will be to show that also /?,_, = —c for all edges (u,, Uj) G C
Observe that there is a path, say P , between the spike-leaf of spike i and the
spike-leaf of spike j , and (u,, Uj) is the unique chord of P in C. Then define:
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Z),j := C7igue(P) U {(u/,, v/0 | u/, £ P and iv, g P}- Comparing 5 and D.'j,
it ran be easily deduced that in this last case /?,-j = - c . This completes the
proof of the proposition.
•
To get better acquainted with spiked tree inequalities, consider
stance the special case in which the spike-roots 1*2,1*3,..., u/t of the
tree i? are all adjacent to the spike-root uj, as shown in Figure 7.2
A minimal chord set C for this tree must consist of the following
( M I , « J ) , and either (u,, t^) or (UJ,W,-), for all t , j > 2.

Figure 7.2

for inspiked
below.
edges:

A Spiked Tree

For this example, if the coefficients of the inequality x ( 5 ) - z(C) < fc are
organized in a A; Xfcmatrix whose element (i, j ) is jr^, then the coefficients
in the first column and the diagonal elements correspond to the edges of
/i, and so they all have value 1. All elements in the first row, the first
one excepted, correspond to the chords («i, «i) and therefore have value - 1 .
For the remaining elements holds that either element (i, j ) has value 0 and
element (j, »•) has value —1, or vice versa. For example,
1

-I -I -1
1 -1
0
1 -1
0
1
I)
1

1-1

0-1

••

—1
0
•• • - 1
••
0
••

1

Carrying out this construction with /; = 1 or A: = 2 demonstrates that the
trivial inequalities i,-j < 1 and the square inequalities belong to the family
of spiked tree inequalities.
Another subset of the family of facet defining inequalities based on A'23free connected bipartite graphs can also be described explicitly as follows.
Let a spi&ed cycie be a spiked graph whose spike-roots induce a cycle (see
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Figure 7.3: notice that this is a slight abuse of our general definition of %
spiked graph, since a spiked cycle is not a cycle; but this abuse is convenient,
and will not cause any confusion).
A subset C of ((/„ x Vp)\£(fl) is a cAord set for the spiked cycle # if, for
each pair (s, t) of spike-leaves of £?. and for each of the two paths F,(i = 1,2)
between 5 and f, there is an edge e(s,f, P,) 6 (' such that:
(a) e(s, t,P,) links two (arbitrary) vertices of P; (t = 1 , 2 ) ;
(b) e(s, t , P i ) and e(s,t,P2) are distinct;
(c) if one of the leaves s or / is covered by both edges f(.«,/,P|) and
e(s,t,P2), then one of these edges covers both * and <.
«2

Figure 7.3

A Spiked Cycle

P r o p o s i t i o n 7.3.6 For a// m, p > A; > 4, i / 5 is a spiArfia* rj/r/t wit/i
A: spiAres and C is a minima/ c/iord se< /or 5 , Z/ien </ie
ar(C) < A; de/ines a
Proof: Once we know that the inequality is valid for Qfcfc, then proving that
it defines a facet of Qjtfc can be done as for the inequality in Proposition
7.3.5. Thus we concentrate on establishing validity. This will be done by
showing that, for any feasible solution .Y and for each component ,Yo of the
graph associated with A', the sum of the coefficients corresponding to the
edges in A'o cannot exceed the number of spike-roots in AV
Assume that Ao contains r roots and s spikes of 5 . Either Ao contains
the whole cycle or not. In the latter case, we can conclude as in the proof of
Proposition 7.3.5, since each component of £( A'o) O £J(5) is a spiked tree.
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So suppose that the component contains the whole cycle (though not
necessarily all the spikes). Obviously the number of edges with a positive
coefficient contained in Ao is fc + «• When Ao does not contain any spikes
(i.e. ,s = 0), the number of edges with a positive coefficient is precisely
the number of roots. When A'o contains at least two spikes (s > 2), then
the number of edges in A'o which are also in the chord set C is at least s
(since there is at least one edge of C between any two successive spike-leaves
contained in A'o). Finally, consider the case where the component contains
only one spike-leaf (.s = 1), say u,-. Then the number of edges in C is at least
one. To see this, notice that there is at least one other spike-leaf in (/„,, say
Wj. Now, by the construction of the chord set for a spiked cycle, there are
distinct paths /'i and Pj in 5 between u< and Uj, and two corresponding
edges C| and e2 in C. If one of these edges covers u,, then this edge is in
the component. Suppose on the other hand that neither f?i nor f2 covers u,.
Since Mj is covered by at most one of pj and c^, at least one of the edges cj,
e2 links two spike-roots, and this edge is in the component.
•
A small example of a A'23-free spiked cycle is shown in Figure 7.3. Call
this graph i?6- It is easy to see that all of the edges (u2, vi), (^2,1^3), (u-j, V3),
( u ^ i ^ ) , («6, "5) and (ue,fi) must be in any chord set for J?6, but on the
other hand, there exist various ways to complete this list to a minimal chord
set. As a matter of fact, it can be checked that each of the matrices II shown
hereunder gives rise to a facet defining inequality for (?6,6i derived from 56
as explained in Proposition 7.3.5:
0
1
0 -1
1
1
1
_J
-1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
-1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0 -1
1
0
-1 -1
0 -1
1
-1
0
-1
0
-1

1
I
1
0
0
0

•

0
1
1
1 -1 -1
-1
1 -1 -1
0
0
1 -1 -1
1
0
1
1 -1 -1
0
0 -1
1
1
1
0
-1 -1
1
0 -1
-1 -1
0

1 "
-1 -1 -1
0 -1
-1 -1
1
0
1
0
1 -1
-1
0
1
1
-1
1
0 -1 -1
1

The question arises wether it is possible to describe explicitly other, possibly
more general, subfamilies of facet defining inequalities based on A'23-free
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connected bipartite graphs than those given in Propositions 7.3.5 and 7.3.6.
In Chapter 8. we present a patching procedure which partially answers this
question.
7.3.3

Facet Defining I n e q u a l i t i e s B a s e d on Cycles

••

Let C* be a cycle of length fc, with /; even. If Jb > 6, then no component
of a complete bipartite partitioning of Ct can contain more than two edges.
Therefore, the total number of edges of a complete bipartite partitioning of
C* cannot exceed 2A.-/3. If A: is not a multiple of three, then one easily shows
that the inequality x(C'fc) < [§fcj is facet defining for Qcv
Define now 7* to be the graph induced by the 3-chords of C* (a q-rAonrf
of C/t is an edge joining two vertices at distance 9 in C\). Then the following
holds:
Proposition 7.3.7 For a// £ > 6, Me truqua/tty x(C;t) - ifT*) < [jArj is
ra/irf/or* Q u - //A: = 4 + 6< /or / 6 iPV. //icn //ie mri/r/n/?'/?/ mrfj/rr.s- <•/ /arr/ 0/
Proof: First we show that the inequality is valid for Qjut. If Ar > 8, then
for each 3-chord e € 7\- there is a unique edge-set {c 1,62,^3} C C'fc such
that {e} U {ei,e2,e3} induces a cycle of length 4. Using this fact, we can
associate with each element e of 7\. a unique square inequality of the form:
Xe, + £e2 + £e3 — ie < 2. Notice that for each edge of 6\., the corresponding
variable occurs in exactly three of these inequalities. So, adding up all
inequalities related to the edges in 7* yields:

Since the lefthand side is integral for all X 6 5'fcjt, we may round down the
righthand side. Consider now the case fc = 6. For each 3-chord c G '/« there
are two disjoint edge- sets which, together with e, induce cycles of length 4.
Adding up all corresponding inequalities yields:
3i(Ce) - 21(7*6) < 12 => i(Ce) - i(7e) < 4 .
Now we prove the second part of the proposition, namely: the inequality
*(Cfc) ~ *(?*) < [§A.'J induces a facet of Qjtt, if Ar = 4 + 6/ for some natural
number J. Since there is a bipartite partitioning satisfying the inequality at
equality, the inequality induces a face of Qjt/t, say F. This face is contained
in a facet of Q/t*, say / > , defined by an inequality £ij:(ij)ei/mxVp Ai^.j < /?o-
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We must show that this inequality is identical to i(C^) - i ( 7 i ) < |JfcJ up
to multiplication by a strictly positive scalar, say c.
First we will show /?,j = c > 0 for all indices i , j such that («,-, Vj) 6 Cjt.
Since 6'* is a cycle, C* contains two edges covering v,, («,,Uj) and, say,
(u/i,u,). Let /I, be the unique edge-set inducing a bipartite partitioning of
G'fc, and containing precisely [^fcj = 4< + 2 edges, but not containing any
edges covering «,. Define the edge-set /},j as follows: Z?,j := {(u,, u,-)} U
> 4 | \ { ( « A , v>)}. Clearly, both ,4, and £>,j are bipartite clique partitionings
of A'u-, and the corresponding characteristic vectors belong to F a s well as
/<}j. Comparing the edge-sets /I, and W,j it follows that /?,-j = /?/,;. Iterating
this argument, we conclude that all coefficients /i,j corresponding to edges
(u,-,Uj) of Cjt have the same value, say c. From Proposition 7.2.3(1) and the
observation that /?o = (4/ + 2)c, we deduce that c is strictly positive.
The second step is to show that /i,j = - c for all indices i , j such that
(«,, t'j) 6 '/;. Since («,, r,) is a 3-chord of C'*, C* contains a path of length
3 with u, and Vj as endpoints, say {(u,,«;),(«/,,U(),(u^,Vj)}. Now define
D,j := /li U {(«,-,«;),(«,•, Wj)} (where /I, is as above). Clearly, Z?,j is a
bipartite clique partitioning of A'u-, and the corresponding characteristic
vector is in 7'' and F^. Comparing /I, with Z),j, it follows that /?,; + /3,-j = 0,
and thus /?,j = - c .
The final step is to show that, the remaining coefficients /?,j have value
0. We distinguish three different cases. The first case is when («,-,t>j) is a
(5 + 6js)-chord, where .s e { 0 , . . . , [£(/. - 1)J}. The reader can verify that
in this case the two edges of C\. covering u, both belong to A,. So, £>,j :=
i4,-U {(«,-, UJ)} is a bipartite clique partitioning of A'/t/t, and the corresponding
characteristic vector is in F and F^j. Then, comparing ^4, and J5,j, it follows
that /i,, = 0.
The second case is when («,-, v,-) is a (7 + 66)-chord, where 5 € { 0 , . . . ,
Ljj(;W - 5)J}. Then f*jt contains a path P of length 7 + 6s with w, and
Uj as endpoints, and there are two edges of C/,. of the form (u,, Ur) and
(«0,i-V) which do not belong to this path. Consider the edge-set Z)^,. :=
{('"»''V)} U -4fl\{(ui> "r)} (as discussed in step 1). The path P contains
three edges of the form (u,,vj), («A,«n), and ( U ^ , V J ) , which induce two
components of the bipartite clique partitioning .D^,.- Now we define an edgeset as follows: D,j := 00rU{(u,-.t\,),(Mi,t>j).(w/,,tv)}. Then £\j is a bipartite
clique partitioning of A'H-, and the corresponding characteristic vector is in
F and F#. Noticing that D,j is an extension of JD^,. by two (5 + 6s)-chords
and one (7 + 6«)-chord (u,, «j), we conclude that /3,j = 0.
The third and last case is when (u,-.i>j) is a (9 + 6s)-chord, where s €
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{ 0 , . . . , [|(3< — 7)J). The cycle f\ contains a path of length 9 + G,« with u,
and t»j as endpoints, and containing the edges (u/,, r/). and (u*. fj). Notice
that these two edges correspond to one component of the bipartite clique
partitioning J4,-. Then the edge-set D,j := J4;U{(U,, »/),(u,, v,)} is a bipartite
clique partitioning of A'u-, and the corresponding characteristic vector is in
/•' and / # . Since Z^,^ is an extension of /t, by one (7 + (i.<<)-chord and one
(9 + 6s)-chord, respectively (u,, uj) and (u,, u,), we conclude that /iy = 0.
This completes the proof.
D

7.4

Lifting Theorems

In this section, we are going to present various lifting results, which allow to
derive facet defining inequalities for C^m-t-i.p+i» from facet defining inequalities for Qm,p. To be more specific, assume that the following inequality is
valid for 5^p and defines a facet for Qmp=

Er=. £ J U *o*y < TO

(7.5)

We will discuss conditions on the coefficients of inequalities of the following form, that guarantee these inequalities to be valid or facet defining for

i

(7.6)

First we need to introduce some concepts which will be useful in defining
the coefficients of the lifted inequalities. A V-se^uence is a (nonempty)
ordered subset of Vp (a U-sequence would be similarly defined). Define for
each subset / of Vp the set .S'mp(/) to be the set of solutions in ,S',np that
satisfy x,j = 0 for all i € { 1 , . . .,m} and j G / . These are the solutions for
which the nodes in the set / are components. Consider inequality (7.5) and
let $ = ( v i , . . . , Ur) be a (arbitrary) V-sequence. The «efuen/ia/ cowri'm/ of
a vertex v/, (for /i = l , . . . , r , with respect to II and $ ) , denoted c[u/,], is
defined recursively as follows:

The reader can convince himself that, regardless of the sequence, the sequential covering of an arbitrary vertex is always nonnegative.
Finally, call the {/-extension o/ A'mp u>M respect to a V-seguence 4» the
graph 5 obtained from A'mp by adding a vertex Um+] to {/„,, a vertex
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to Vp, and the edge (um+i,ttp+i) to the edge set, as well as all the edges
between Um+i and the vertices of the V-sequence $; that is, : ' -u ,•> h i

The following statement describes how a valid inequality like (7.5) for
Qmp can be lifted to a new valid inequality of the form (7.6) for
Proposition 7.4.1 Le/ inegua/j7y (7.5,/ fte ua/id/orQmp, te< $ = (t>i, • • •, tv)
fte a K-seguence, ana* assume //ia< //ic coe^'cien/s o/ irif(7ua/:7i/ (7.6,) sa<is/y:
I r[Uj]
I 5Z j=i c[fj]

'"*

i/i = m + 1 a n d j G { 1 , . . . , r } ;
i/i = m + 1 ana*j = p +

77ieH inrr/Ha/t'/y f7.(5^ is ra/irf/or (^g, u?/iere /^ is /Ae [/-extension o/A'^p
wit/i resperf <o $ .
Proof: By validity of inequality (7.5) and £ j = i Tm+i,> = ""m+i,p+i (by
construction), the inequality (7.6) certainly holds when either Xm+i,p+i = 0,
or £n,+ij = 0 for all j € { l , . . . , r } . Hence from now on we only consider
solutions satisfying ;r,,,+i,p+i = 1, and XZJ=i ^m+i,j > 1- Now, for each such
solution we define an index set J and a quantity c[J] as follows:

{
r[.7]

:= To

j

From the definition of the sequential covering, it follows that c[J] >
g
r[i'j]; to see this, consider the definition of c[t'/,] and take /i = max{j|j € ./}
and / = J \ { / J } . Moreover, for each i € { l , . . . , m } and j 6 J , i,j = 0
(since x ^ + i j = im+i,p+i = 1< and the edge (u,, «p+i) is not in fi). Thus, by
definition of r[./], we get £ £ . , ^ _ j TT.-JI.-J < 7To - c[J] . From the former
observations, we deduce:
m+l p+l

r

Let us now see how to lift a facet defining inequality (7.5) for Qmp to a
facet defining inequality for Qg. A V-sequence $ is called %/»< with respect
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to the valid inequality (7.5) if there exists a complete bipartite partitioning
V satisfying (7.5) at equality, such that all vertices of the sequence <£ are in
the same connected component of V and there are no other vertices of V'p
in this component. Notice that there is always at least one tight V-sequence
associated with any facet defining inequality. For instance, it can be checked
that a trivial inequality has exactly one tight V-sequence (and one light Usequence), and that for each square inequality there are four different tight
V-sequences (and also four different tight U-sequences).
P r o p o s i t i o n 7.4.2 Le< f7.5^ 6e a i>a/ia" and /acf< df/mma irirgua/t/j/ /or
Qmp. 'f' • k « fi</M V'-srouencr, and
as in Proposift'on 7.././. 77ifn f/ir inraua/ify (7.6j flY/j'rir.s n /nrr7 «/
is </»e (f-ex<fnsion o/ A „
Proof: The validity of inequality (7.6) follows from Proposition 7.1.1. Since
there exist bipartite clique partitionings satisfying the inequality at equality,
the inequality induces a proper face of Q B , say F . This face is contained
in a facet of Q s , say F/j, which on its turn is induced by an inequality:
2I£LV H J = I AJ^»J 5: A)- To prove the proposition, it suffices to show that
the latter inequality and ineaquality (7.6) do not differ apart from multiplication by a strictly positive scalar.
Let -Y"^ denote the incidence matrix induced by the edge-set .4. Since
(7.5) induces a facet Fn of Q^p and there is a one-to-one relation between
the incidence matrices in Fn and the incidence matrices V in .Sy satisfying
j/m+i,p+i = 1 and t/m+i,j = 0 for all j 6 { 1 , . . . , r } , it follows that there is a
strictly positive scalar c such that /3,-j = C7r,j if («,, v,) G f/m * ^p- From this
it also follows that /3o = c^o + /3m+i,p+iThe next step is to show that /?„,+!,> = cff^+i.; for all j € { 1 , . . . , r } . We
use induction on j . So, let j G { 1 , . . . , r} and assume that /?m+i,t = cJTrn+M
for all < e { 1 , . . . , ; - 1}. Let / be an index set such that / C { l , . . . , j - 1},
and
m + l p+1

[i;,] - max{ ^

^

JTifci,-/b|x € £„,,(/ U

By the definition of the sequential covering, such an index set exists. Let
-^ € Smp represent a complete bipartite partitioning of A\np such that:
m + l p+1

^
1=1

m+l p+1

J ^ 7r,-fcx,-jt = max{ ^
fc=l

^

T.fciit 11 € 5mp(/ U

i = l /c=l
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Now w e c a n define a n e d g e s e t £>j a s follows:
^,,^

^ ,, „ , , . U { ( U m + l , « « ) | « € / U { j } }

; , , , . < • ; : .,, >* ,•,.U

jj

The reader can verify that Z)j induces a complete bipartite partitioning of i?
whose incidence matrix K is in F , and therefore also in F#. Then we deduce:
m + l p+l

,.

A) =

=

i

E

to

• •"•'•"'• '

C(ffo - <•[«;]) + /?m + l.j + /'m + l,p+l

Therefore, /?m+i,j = ^ • <"bj]
The final stop is to show that /?m+i,p+i = cTm+i,p+i- To achieve this, we
define two edge sets: /lp+i and /)p+i, both complete bipartite partitionings
of JB, such that the corresponding incidence matrices are in F , and therefore
also in F^j. We define /lp+i to consist of the edge (um+i>Vp+i)i together
with the odge-set of the complete bipartite partitioning V referred to in the
definition of tight sequences. The set /)p+i is defined in the following way:
Dp+i := /lp+i U{(«m+i,t>j)|j € {l,...,r}}\{(ttn,+i,Vp+i)}. Comparing the
sets i4p+i and £>p+i, it can be seen that |0m+i,p+i = c7Tm+i,p+i" O
Proposition 7.4.2, together with Proposition 7.2.1, implicitly provides
a way of lifting any facet defining inequality for Q^p to a facet defining
inequality for Qm + i.p+i (and hence, by Proposition 7.2.2, for (?„,,, n > m,
7 > />)• Of course, this is only interesting if, for at least one vertex of the
sequence, the corresponding sequential covering is strictly positive. We are
now going to describe an explicit lifting procedure based on Proposition
7.1.2. The procedure, however, only applies to a subclass of facet defining
inequalities.
We first introduce some more terminology. We say that a valid inequality
for Q,np is spjfced when its positive support is spiked (see Section 7.3), and
when the .spt'itr pm'ft'/tormig 5, defined by s,> = 1 if and only if {u,, ry}
is a spike, satisfies the inequality at equality. Simple examples of spiked
inequalities are provided by the square inequalities, or by any of the facet
defining inequalities introduced in Section 7.3.2. In the remainder of this
section, when dealing with spiked valid inequalities for Qjt/t. we implicitly
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assume that the spikes, the spike-roots, and the spike-leaves are numbered
in a such a way that spike-root i and spike-leaf i are the endpoints of spike
• (»= 1
*).
: For spiked inequalities, the sequential covering of each vertex is easily
characterized, as made explicit by the following proposition (the result will
be used in the next proposition).
P r o p o s i t i o n 7.4.3 /v€< (7.5J 6f n .spiJtfrf mr</tin/i7t/ t/r/intn.? n /inrW <>/
and /c/ 4> = ( « i , . . . , tv) 6f a V-seguencr. For a// » € {1 .. . r } ,
cot>erin</ o/ r, is e<7«a/ /o </»f eoe/Jicienf o/ r/»e rorfrsporif/irj*/ .spiitr in //if
tnegua/ify fi.e. c[t?,] = *•,-,•) t/w,- i« a spiitp-roof, anrf f/ip .s-rfurnfin/ rot'prinj
o/1>, i» e^ua/ <o 0 «/1', i« a
Proof: First we will prove that c[t>j] = 0 if v, is a spike-leaf. From Proposition 7.3.3(a), it follows that there exists a matrix A' € $*k satisfying (7./))
at equality such that y,, = 0 for all / € {l,...,fc}. Using the definition of
the sequential covering, we deduce:

Combining this result with the observation that the sequential covering of
an arbitrary vertex is always nonnegative, we conclude that c[v,] = 0.
The proof of the complete statement is by induction on i. Assume that
the statement holds for i = l , . . . , / i - 1. If t>/, is a spike-leaf, then the
statement is also true for i = /i, as shown above. So, assume w/, is a spikeroot, and let / C { 1 , . . .,/i - 1} be such that

[]

{£

i£JL,.^ I

**( U

We may assume without loss of generality that r* is a spike-root for all
< 6 / U {/i}. To see this, notice that if < 6 / and U( is a spike-leaf, then we
can replace / by /\{<}' since c[v<] = 0 as proved earlier, and
?

U {/i}} <
I*

$ ( / U

Consider now the 'restricted' spike partitioning y , defined by j/,j = 1 if and
only if i = j and i ^ 7 U {/i}; clearly,

<

TO

- E ^[^l - E -i L =i
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By definition of spiked inequalities, TTO = £?=i T,-,-. Hence, using induction:

To see that the reverse inequality also holds, consider any Z € S/t/t(/ U
{/i}) realizing the maximum over max{]T™-i ]£j=i T^X.-J | X € 5fcit(/U{/i})}.
For each t € / U {/i}, u, is a spike-leaf, and z,, = 0. Hence, since x,j < 0
for all j / i, we may assume without loss of generality that 2,j = 0 for all
i € / U {/»} and for all j = 1,.. . ,A.\ Define now a point W by:

[
ij = J 1
I 0

if i e / U {/»} and j = i,
otherwise.
; Ino-r!

Tliis point defnu's a complete bipartite partitioning of A'^. Thus using the
definition of / , and induction:

1= 1 J= l
m

A:

E
Now, our next proposition allows to lift spiked facet defining inequalities
of Qjt/t to spiked facet defining inequalities of Qjt+i,fc+i-

"•••"<• •'•<

P r o p o s i t i o n 7.4.4 Let f7.5^ 6e a sptfced uie^ua/i'tj/ t/e^ningf a / a c e t o/
and /ct • = {«»!,..., iv} ftc a <«<//»< K-seguence/or </i«s ineguaMy. Assume
^/u rocj01rif»»ts FI sa<t«/j/ ''•^ conditions o/ Proposition 7.^./ / o r a//
(»,. (',) o/ t/»e {^-extension o/ A\jt, and /et:

u

=

0;

{

/ora//jg {l,...,r}
—TTJt+i.i
«/ «« *'* o spifce-/ea/,

- E(e{i r}\{,}[T.i]^ «/ «, is a spt7:e-root.
Tnen, tne inequa/ity (7.0j is a spiked inequa/ity de/ining a / a c e t o/Q/t+i,Jt+i,
and 4> is a <ig/»f \ - s e q u e n c e / o r
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Proof: Let V 6 St+i,/t+i. Reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 7.1.1,
we conclude that the inequality (7.6) certainly holds whenever y*+i,*+i = 0,
or y*+i,j = 0 for all > € { 1 , . . . , * } , or y,>+i = 0 for all i € {1,
it}
So, we may assume that yit+i,*+i = 1, and there are nonempty index-sets
/ C { 1 , . . .,*} and 7 C { 1 , . . .,£} such that y,,*+i = 1 if and only if i 6 /
and yfc+i j = 1 if and only if 7 6 «/.
Next, we construct a vector F € S*+i,*+i from V such that E*=i* E > = |
TtfKj < E*=i' E?=/ *.jpij < TO- Let /+ := {i € /|ff*+i.i > 0}, /_ := / \ / + s
{i € /Kfc+i,,- = 0}, J+ := {j e_ J|T<..+,,J > 0}. and 7_ := J \ J + = {j e
7|5Tfc+ij = 0}. Now the vector V is obtained by splitting the component of
y induced by / U J U {ujt+i, »*+i}> into a component induced by the vertices
which correspond to /_ and J_, a component induced by the vertices corresponding to ./+, Ufc+i and r;t+i, and the 'one-vertex-components' induced
by the vertices corresponding to /+. More formally, the complete bipartite
partitioning is constructed in the following way:
0
0
0
y,j

for all t € /+ and all j € 7 U {it -I- 1};
for all i G /_ and all j 6 ./+ U {it + 1};
for i = it + 1 and all j- £ </_;
in all other cases.

The reader can verify that the coefficients are constructed in such a way that
the next expression holds:
fc+i Jt+i
» ^« ^
i=l j = l

,

-

^" ^
i€/+

Consider the first term. For any j € /+, it follows from the definition of
/+ that u, is a spike-root belonging to 4>, and hence ?/, is a spike-leaf. So
E j e j *",.? ^ "",-,•, 7Ti,jt+i = —Tfc+i,,- = — 7T,,, and the first term is not strictly
positive. Then consider the second term and J € / - . Notice that, by definition of the sets /_ and ./+, t (E /_ implies i £ </+. Now, either u, is
a spike-leaf, or u; is a spike-root. In the first case TT,J < 0 for all j G J+
(since t ^ J+) and 7r,jt+i = —Trjt+i,, = 0. In the second case, observe that
«/+ C { 1 , . . . , r}\{i} (in view of the definition of the coefficients 7r/t+i,j), and
thus: T,,fc+i = - £ f e { i r}\{i}[*"i/]~'' < - E j e J + ^ i j Therefore, we conclude
that the second term cannot be strictly positive either. Since all coefficients
occurring in the third term of the expression are nonpositive (by definition
of J _ ) , the whole expression is nonpositive. Since y satisfies (7.6) (because
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7t,fc+i = 0 for all i G { 1 , . . . , fc} and the earlier reasoning), we conclude that
the inequality (7.6) holds for all V 6 .S'jt-j-i,fc+if Now the validity of the inequality (7.6) is shown, we prove that the
inequality induces a facet of Qjt+i,*+i • Since there exist complete bipartite
partitionings satisfying the inequality with equality, the inequality induces a
proper face of f^fc+i.jt+i» say /'. This face is contained in a facet of Qjt+i,fc+i,
say / ) j , which on its turn is induced by an inequality 2lf-f/ Hj=i Aj^O < A>To prove the proposition it suffices to show that this inequality and inequality
(7.6) do not differ apart from multiplication by a strictly positive scalar.
Let A'' denote the incidence matrix induced by the edge set J4. By
Proposition 7.4.2, inequality (7.6) induces a facet F* of Q B , where i? is the
U-extension of A'** with respect to $. Since there is a one-to-one relation
between the incidence vectors in /•$ and the incidence matrices X in Sjt+i,fc+i
satisfying y,,(t+i = 0 for all t 6 { 1 , . . . , fc}, and y;t+i,j = 0 for all j such that
«,• $! 4>, it follows that there is a strictly positive scalar c such that /3,^ = err,;
Consider now the coefficients 7r,•_<,.+J and TT/t+ij which have value 0. First,
we show that /?i,fc+i( = C7r,^+i) = 0 for all i $ { l , . . . , r } such that u, is
a spike-loaf. Since (7.5) defines a facet of Qjtjt, it follows from Proposition 7.3.3(a) that there is an incidnece matrix X^* € 5jtfc satisfying (7.5)
at equality such that the edge-set /I induced by X ^ does not cover u,.
Now, we define two edge-sets: i?,-,jt+i := /lU {(ujt+i, v/t+i)}, and A\fc+i :=
/lU {(«fc+i, Ufc+i),(u,, Vfc+i)}. It can be checked that i?t,fc+i and Dt,jt+i both
induce proper complete bipartite partitionings of A'fc+i.jt+i, whose characteristic vectors are in /•"". Comparing these sets, it can easily be seen that
/?ijt+1 = 0. The same reasoning also shows that /Jjt+ij = C7rjt+ij = 0 for all
j such that Uj is a spike-leaf.
Next, we show that /3jt+ij = Oforall j £ { 1 , . . . , r} such that Vj is a spikeroot. To do this we compare two edge sets. One of them is the edge-set 5
induced by the spike partitioning, i.e. 5 = {(u,,v,) | i G { 1 , . . . , fc + 1}}. The
other set is defined as follows: -D/t+iJ := 5 U {(ujt+i, Vj),(ttj, Ufc+i)}. It can
be checked that /?fc+ij induces a proper complete bipartite partitioning of
A'fc+i.ifc-H • Comparing the sets 5 and £>jt+i,j, we conclude /3fc+i,j+/3j,jt+i = 0.
We showed before that /?j,*;+i = 0, and therefore /?jt+i,j = 0 must hold too.
The previous construction also shows that/i,,t+i = -At+i,t = —C7rjt+i,i =
c?r,-,fc+i for all i € { 1 , . . . , r} such that u, is a spike-leaf.
The final step is to show that /?,jt+i = C7r,jt+i for all t 6 {1.../:} such
that M, is a spike-root. As before, we compare two edge sets; one of them is
the edge set 5 induced by the spike partitioning. The other set is defined as
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It can be checked that 5 and Z?,,*+i both induce a complete bipartite partitioning of A**+i.*+i- Because /3*+i,/ = /?// = *// for all / such that t>/ is a
spike-root and v* 6 * (by Proposition 7.4.3), comparing the sets /J,,/t+i and
5 yields ftjt+i = - £ / € { ! r}\{.}:,r,,>o A/ = ™.Jt+i- '•'«' reader can easily
verify that the new inequality is a spiked inequality, for which $ is a tight
sequence as evidenced by the tight solution corresponding to the edge-set
i4u {(ujfc+i, t>it+|)}, where /I denotes the edge-set inducing the tight solution
a
of IIA" < TO.
We give below some examples of spiked inequalities. We include in a
Y-sequence (U-sequence) precisely those vertices of V (T) which are spikeroots. For the examples below, these sequences happen to be tight. Notice
that, as follows from Proposition 7.4.3, the ordering of the vertices in a Vsequence (U-sequence) does not matter for spiked inequalities. By applying
Proposition 7.4.4 to these examples, new inequalities can be generated.
For instance the inequality corresponding to II i which has right hand
side 2 can be lifted to an inequality corresponding to II2 with right hand
side 3, which on its turn can be lifted to an inequality based upon (II3,4)
(U-extension), or to an inequality based upon (114, 5) (V-extension), etcetera.
In the first three of these inequalities, the reader will recognize a subclass of
spiked tree inequalities (see Section 7.3.2). Furthermore, notice that in the
inequality based upon (II4,5) coefficients emerge with values different from
- 1 , 0 and 1. Actually, by lifting these inequalities based on a proper order
of U- and V-sequences, any integer number can occur as coefficient.
1 -1

n, =

1 -1
1
1

n, =

1 -1 _ 1 - 1 •
1 -1 -1
1
1
1 -1
0
1
1
0
0

,112

1
1

1
0

ri4 =

-l '
-l

I
l -1 -1
l
1 -1
1
l
0
- 2' - 1 - 1

0
1
1
2

Other examples can be derived from the inequality corresponding to (FIs,4).
This facet defining inequality, based on a spiked cycle with four spikes, can
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bo lifted for instance to the inequality corresponding to (Fl6,6), and so on.
Also the spiked cycle inequality corresponding to (117,6) (see Section 7.3.2)
can be lifted to the inequality corresponding to (Fig,9), and so on.
1

1

-1

1

1 -1

1
1

1

1

1 -1

-1

1

1

1

,n,

-1
1

— j

1

-1
1 -1
1
1
1 -1
1
0

-1
-1
-1
1
0

1 -1

. -

i

1

1

1

-1
-1
-2
-2
2

I
1"
1
0
0 -l
-1
1 -1 -1
0
0
-1
1
1
1
0
0
117 =
1
0
0
1 -1 -1
0 -1
1
1
1
0
0
1 .
. -1 -1
0 -1
•

n« =

0
1
0 _2
-1 -1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1 -1 -1
-1
1
-1
1
1
1
0
0
1
-1 -3 -1 -3

1
1
1
-1
1
-1
0
0
0
0
-1 -1
-1 -3

,

1"
0
1
0
1
0

•

'

'

.

•

"

'

'

'

•

'

"

r

>

:

'

'

f

•

'

•

'

•

> ; • '

3

An explicit lifting procedure of a different nature is given by the next proposition.
..
.,.,,,,,„,:, -,.. . , ,,.,,.,..,
Proposition 7.4.5 £et
//)«/ //jr I'rr/iff.s iv and
m«/uo/«7t/, arid
o / i j G {1

" spt'fced free tn«7tia/t£y /or Qmpare spjfce-/eaues o/ </ie posi<tre support o/ t/u's
= *"„ = 1, 7i>s = 0, 7^,. = - 1 , and 7Trj = 7r,j /or
megua/itt/
<

70

6e constructed as /o/Zotos:

70

=

' 1
- 1
Tir
x,j

«/(»,;) €{(r,a),(«,p+l)};
i/t = r andj = p + 1;
«/' G {l,...,m}\{r,s} and; = p + 1;
in a// ot/»er cases ;

+ 1.
7o =
77»en t/ie inegua/ity IIK <

de/ines a/acet

(7.7)
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This proposition allows to describe facet defining inequalities whoso positive support has vertex-sets (/„, and Vp with different cardinalities. For
example, the inequality induced by (Fig,3) can be lifted to the inequality
based on (flio,4).
1 -1
1
1
1
0

-1
-1
1

I -l
-l
-l
1 1 - 1 1
1 1 1 - 1

The proof of this proposition is omitted, since it is rather cumbersome, and
the arguments it uses do not differ much from those in former proofs, e>pecially the proof of Proposition 7.3.5 (concerning spiked tree inequalities).
Although the inequalities resulting from the application of Proposition 7.4.5
are not spiked tree inequalities (nor even spiked inequalities), the premises
of this proposition could be adapted in such a way a.s to hold for the new inequalities, and to allow iterative applications of the adapted statement. Also
Proposition 7.4.4 could be extended so as to be applicable to the inequalities
resulting from Proposition 7.4.5.

,1 i n;l ! I
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Chapter 8

Patching Procedures for the
Polytope of the Cell
Formation Problem

This chapter is based on joint work with Yves Crama, and joint work with
Jeroen Rutten and Frits Spieksma.
The paper with Yves Crama will be published as an article in Networks.
The paper with Jeroen Rutten en Frits Spieksma has been submitted for
publication.
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A matrix X is called block diagonal if there exists a partition /?i, . . . , i?/t,
/ijt+i of its row-set and a partition Ci, . . . , Ot, C'jt+i of its column-set such
that i , j 54 0 if and only if i G #i and j € C; for some 1 < / < fc. Now
the block diagonalization problem can be formulated as follows: given an
m x p incidence matrix .4 and a function f(.,.), find an m x p block diagonal
incidence matrix A' which minimizes f(/l,A').
This problem can be interpreted as an abstraction of the cell formation
problem encountered in cellular manufacturing, as discussed in Chapter 6.
Similar problems also arise in the analysis of large data arrays (e.g. for
marketing or archeology applications), in production planning for flexible
manufacturing systems, in sparse matrix computations, etc.
In the terminology of graph theory the problem can be formulated as a
variant of the clique partitioning problem. Given is a complete bipartite
graph G = ((/, V , £ ) , with edge weights w,-j € 2R for all {t,j} € £ . A subset
A C E is called a bipartite clique partition if there is a partition of the
vertex sets (£/,V) into non-empty, disjoint sets (£^i,Vi),...,(£/&,K*), such
that each (t^>,Vp) (p = l,...,fc) induces a bipartite clique (i.e. a complete
bipartite subgraph), and /I = Up=i ^p * ^P- The weight of such a bipartite
clique- pa.rtil.ion /I is defined as 5Z{i,j}e/i ^ i j - The problem is now to find a
bipartite clique- partition of maximal weight.
In Chapter 7, we discuss the facial structure of the polytope whose extreme
points are exactly the m x p 0-1 block diagonal matrices. In this chapter we
introduce procedures that generate facet defining inequalities by combining
known facet defining inequalities.

8.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we investigate an interesting property of the facial structure
of the- polytope whose extreme points are exactly the 77? x p 0-1 block diagonal
matrices (m,p € A'). This property makes it possible to pa<c/j facet defining
inequalities into new valid inequalities which, under certain conditions, also
define facets. Here we will restrict ourselves to procedures which take as
input two facet defining inequalities.
As in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, we define a matrix A* to be 6/oc& (fjagona/
if there exists a partition i?i, . . . , i?*, i?jt+i of its row-set and a partition
Ci, . . . , Cjt, C V H of its column-set such that i , j ^ 0 if and only if t € /2;
and j € G for some 1 < / < A; (notice that what we really mean is that A"
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is block diagonal up to permutations of its rows and columns). We let

;

Smp = { A" € {0,1}"**' | A' is block diagonal }
and we denote by Q^p the convex hull of S,np- In Chapter 7 a (partial)
description of the polytope Q^p by linear inequalities is provided. This
description is based on the characterization of block diagonal matricos by
so-called 6fuare incgua/ilies:
*hj + ifcfc + *„ - z,t

<

2

(8.1)

It has been shown in Chapter 6 that an incidence matrix is block diagonal
if and only if the elements of the incidence matrix satisfy (8.1) for all /», i €
{ 1 , . . . , rn }, and for all j , A* 6 {1
/>}.
In this presentation we will often rely on a graph-theoretic interpretation of block diagonal matrices and of the polytope Qmp. We follow the
graph-theoretic terminology of [Bondy and Murty, 1976]. Moreover, when
5 = ((/, K, £ ) is a bipartite graph and (7 = ({/, V, F) is a .subgraph of //,
we say that 6' is a romplf/r ta'/wr/i/r partition trig of # if all connected components of G are complete bipartite (we look at isolated vertices as complete bipartite graphs). In particular, consider the complete bipartite graph
c,,}.
A'mp = (f^TTM Vp, ^m x Vp), where {/„, = {u,,. . . , « „ } and V',, = {»>,
We regard an arbitrary m x p 0-1 matrix X as the adjacency matrix of a
subgraph G of A\,,p, say G = (£/„,, Vp, F ) , where (u,-, «j) G F if and only if
i,j = 1. It is easy to see that the matrix X is block diagonal if and only if
its associated graph is a complete bipartite partitioning of A',,,,,.
This graph-theoretic interpretation stresses the analogy of the polytope Qmp with the clique partitioning polytope /'„ investigated by
[Faigle et al, 1986] and [Grotschel and Wakabayashi, 1989], and with the related multiway cut polytope studied by [Chopra and Rao, 1991]. In fact,
Qmp can be viewed as the projection of f*m+p on some appropriate subspace.
But this observation does not seem very useful in deriving a description of
Qmp from the results available about P,,; for example, there is not a one
to one relationship between (classes of) facet defining inequalities of these
polytopes, (see also Chapter 2).
In Chapter 7 some interesting properties of the polytope of the cell formation problem have been presented. For example, it has been shown that
an inequality defining a facet of Q^p is also facet defining for each of the
polvhedra corresponding to block diagonal matrices with at least m rows and
p columns. This holds without imposing conditions on the specific form of
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the inequality. Furthermore, without any information about the numerical
values of the coefficients of a valid inequality
•Uj-

5Z'€^mXI^Vp

TijXij

<

..

/

!

•••;

TO

,

;'-'

(8.2)

some general structural properties of the inequality have been stated. We
briefly summarize them now. Consider inequality (8.2) and assume that it
defines a nontrivial facet of Qmp- Associate with the inequality two edge
sets /•>' and /•,'+, defined as follows:
£'

:=

{(u,, Uj) | U i , v,) € fmXVp and ff,-j ^ 0},

E+

:=

{(«,-, WJ) | (u,, Uj) € c ^ x V'p and TT.J > 0}.

We call // := ( V ( E ) , £ ) (respectively //+ := ( V ( £ + ) , £ + ) ) the support
(respectively the positive support) of the inequality (8.2). Then we have:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
((>)

*o > 0;
£"•*• is nonempty, i.e. there are positive coefficients 7T,J;
the positive support //+ of (8.2) is connected;
V(/v) = V(E+).
/v'\/'/'"*" is nonempty, i.e. there are negative coefficients 7T,J;
the support // of (8.2) is two-connected.

In lliis Chapter we will show that next to these nice properties, the
polytope also allows for constructing new facet defining inequalities from
old ones, in a relatively easy way. referred to as patching. In Section 8.2,
the general principles of patching are introduced. In the next section we
concentrate on patching inequalities with overlapping supports. In Section
8.4 we study patching inequalities with node disjoint supports. For the clique
partitioning problem computational studies for a particular set of real-life
instances show that the LP-bound often coincides with an integral solution.
In spite of that fact, it is not. difficult to construct instances for which the
LP-bound is arbitrarily bad. We can derive instances like that easily from
valid inequalities for which the ratio between the right hand side and the
sum of the positive coefficients can be arbitrarily close to zero (see chapter
4 for a discussion on the strength of inequalities). For the bipartite clique
partitioning problem it is less trivial to construct instances for which the
LP-bound is arbitrarily bad. However, with the patching procedures we can
construct classes of valid inequalities for which the ratio between the right
hand side and t he sum of the positive coefficients can be arbitrarily close to
zero. Such a class of inequalities is presented in Section 8.5.
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Covering, Patching, and Recognizing

It is often possible to use a set of valid inequalities to construct a new valid
inequality that is not implied by the former. Well-known examples are the
procedures to derive Gomory-Chvatal-cuts. In this chapter we focus on socalled /xj/c/nM<7 prorrrfurr.<i. A patching procedure combines a set of inequalities into a single one such that the nonzero coefficients of these inequalities
remain unchanged. We refer to this process as prt/r/img.
Here, we restrict ourselves to combining pairs of inequalities and we
distinguish two cases of patching, depending on the intersection of the node
sets of the supports of the inequalities involved. If this intersection is empty,
we refer to combining the two inequalities as r/t.sjoin/ /xiir/iing, otherwise we
call it infrnsrr/jon po/r/mig. Notice that in the case of intersection patching
the two inequalities must be such that the coefficients corresponding to any
edge induced by the intersection are identical.
In [Grotschel and Wakabayashi, 1990] some intersection patching procedures for a class of inequalities of the clique partitioning polytope are presented. In [Crama and Oosten, 1993] disjoint patching procedures are presented for the bipartite clique partitioning problem (see Section 8.4). In
[Oosten et al. 1991] several new patching procedures, intersection as well as
disjoint procedures, for the clique partitioning polytope are presented. In
this Chapter intersection as well as disjoint patching procedures for the cell
formation polytope are discussed in Section 8.3, respectively in Section 8.4.
These procedures need the concept of a covering. A covering is a value
assigned to a set of variables with respect to an inequality. Here, we will
not need a value for every set of variables. We are only interested in sets of
variables that generate a bipartite clique. Therefore, we will introduce the
concept as follows. Consider the following inequality:
H'e^HjeVp

o o ^ o < «o

(H.3)

Assume the set of edges C is a subset of £/„, x Vp. Let {/(,• be the intersection
of £/„, and C, and let Vc be the intersection of Vp and C Then, the covering
of ({/p, Vc) with respect to inequality 8.3 is denoted as COVQ[C] and defined
as follows.
C] := QO - max { ] T ^

«ij^0'l *«i = 0 V i , j : t € f/c or j

Notice that the covering of any node set Vc is nonnegative, assuming that
the inequality is valid.
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As an illustration, consider the square inequality £ u + z i 2 + * 2 i -Z22 5: 2.
In the table below the values of the covering with respect to this inequality
is displayed for each set containing one or two nodes of the positive support
of this inequality. The covering of sets containing three or more nodes of the
support of the square inequality is always two.
"1
"1

"2
t>,
U2

Table 8.1

1

«2

1
0

"1

2
1
0

"2

2
2
1
1

Values of Coverings for a Square Inequality.

Let us make a few observations. The covering of a single node 5 equals
zero if and only if there exists a clique partition not incident to 3 satisfying
(8.3) at equality. From this observation and Proposition ??(a) it follows
directly that the covering of a spike leaf is zero. Furthermore, if the set C is
a subset of C, then coVn[C] > COVQ[C']. Finally, notice that the definition of
a covering implies that the following inequalities are valid:
Vc], and

(8.4)
(8.5)

Suppose inequality (8.5) happens to define a facet F^ of Q|i/c|x|vd» ^"^
the inequality is not equivalent to a nonnegativity inequality. It has been
shown in Chapter 7 that then the inequality (8.5) also defines a facet of
Q,,,p. In the next proposition for every inequality defining a face of Q^p
containing /v, the coefficients corresponding to the edges f c X Vc are equal
to the coeilicients of (8.5) up to multiplication by a nonnegative scalar. This
is formalized as follows.
P r o p o s i t i o n 8.2.1 .Assume C JS an arfcrtrary su6se< o/f/n, U Vp, f/c «'* ' ^
tniersech'on o / ( ^ «»«" C> «»rf ^b «'* ' ^ intersection o/V'p ana" C
Ie< £ k « ('/W.S-.SJ'WJ/ rmp/j/J ar&i/rarj/ ,SH6SC/ O / ( / C X (Vp\ Vfc) U ( t ^ m \ ^ c ) X
Vc- if' Q* 'x ''«f /a<^ «/Qmp rff^'Jcrf ty </ie eg«a/i/tes Ze = 0 /or a// edges
f G £ . Assume trir^Hd/iVy f^'.^J ts t'n/j'd/or 5^p ana" de^nes a proper/ace
Frt o/Q*. 5«ppo.sr tncfua/ify ^5.5^ de^nes a/acet o/Q|[/p|x|Vc| «"^ >* "o<
rqwit'o/rn^ <o a nonne^ativity constraint.
TArn. /or ony mrgtia/j/y
^

(8.6)
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a /ace F> o/ P* ronfaintn? F^, fAtrp is a «ca/or 0 > 0 stir/i
£,_, = /ia.j /or a// i € t^c. J € Vc.
Proof: Select a maximal affinely independent set of solutions from
satisfying (8.5) at equality. Let A/ bo a dim(C?j|.^.|x|iv|) * •''"'(^KV|HV|
matrix such that there is precisely one column for every solution of the
set, and each column represents the incidence matrix of the corresponding
solution. Assume the coefficients of (8.5) to be organized in a vector p corresponding to A/; that is the improduct of p with a column of Af corresponds
to the left hand side of (8.5). Then p^Af = po • l j f ^ v |, where l|j/^xi',,| '"
a vector with |t/n, x Vp| elements, all at value 1, and po equals c o v ^ f ].
Let pc» *c be vectors with the elements of p, respectively i , that correspond
to the edges in f/c * Vc. There exist |(/c x Vc| columns such that the rows
in these columns corresponding to the elements of £/<•• x Vr form a matrix
A/c that is nonsingular. Since the coefficients of p corresponding to edges
covering nodes not in Vc are all zero, we have: PcA/c = Po • ljj/ xV I'
implying
pc = Po- A*c* l|t/cxVd

(8.7)

Notice that po > 0 since p^z < po is not equivalent to a nonnegativity
inequality and at the same time assumed to be defining a facet.
Now, let j/ be a feasible solution satisfying (8.5) at equality such that j/,j = 0
for all i e f/cx(Vp\Vc), and i e (tfnAl'c)* Vc- Such ajolution always exists
due to the definition of a covering. Then, for each solution ar corresponding
to a column of Afc, we construct a solution 2 as follows.
ar.i if {t,j} € tfc x
0

otherwise

Notice that 2 is in Q*. Further, it is easy to verify that each solution 2
satisfies both (8.3) and (8.5) at equality. In other words, when A? refers to
a |f^m x Vp| x |f/c x Vc| matrix where each column represents the incidence
vector of a solution 2, we have that Q ^ M = Qo • l j ^ ^^ 1 and, since F$
contains F«
The construction of the solutions 2 implies that the rows in A/ corresponding
to the elements of f/c x Vc form the nonsingular matrix Afc. Notice further
that for all columns in M, the part of each column not in Afc is identical.
Let 6c be a vector with the elements of £ that correspond to the edges in
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f/c X Ve- We derive: ^ M = * £ M c + 7 ' l|t'cxVd = * o - l ^ x V c l ' where 7 is
the constant resulting from the identical parts of the columns. Notice that
0 < 7 < 6o» otherwise solutions could be constructed violating the inequality
(8.6). So,
(8-8)
Equalities (8.7) and (8.8) imply that *,-j = ^ j p « o ^ *U {'».?} € # c * VcThis completes the proof.
D
Notice that arguments used in the proof of this theorem imply that for at
least one facet of Q* containing F<,, induced by some inequality (8.6), there
existH a /Kwj/iitr coefficient. /^ such that />,j = /Ja,-j for all {i, j } € t^c X Vc.
The patching procedures presented in the next sections are based on this
observation. A new inequality is constructed in which two known inequalities
can be recognized, (iiven the combined inequality, for each of the original
inequalities we have a multiplier, and under certain conditions we can show
both of them to be nonzero, implying the existence of a new facet.
Instead of constructing new inequalities, Proposition 8.2.1 can also be
used to show that a given inequality defines a facet of Q^p, as witnessed by
the following theorem.
P r o p o s i t i o n 8.2.2 /Issume tne^wa/if?/ (#.3,) is t>a/id /or Smp- Giren are
fc suiw/s r * i , . . . , Cjt 0/ (/,„ U Kp. De/ine Me edge se/ £ as /o//ot«s: £ :=
(f'm X Fp) \ (U-L, f/c. X Vfc,). Le< Q ' 6e Me /ace 0/ Q^p rfe/ined 6y Me
eoi«a/j7ics ;<v = 0 /or a// edges e 6 £ ,
Ft/7/jermore, asstnne //ja<:

: t - r i , .. . c

ftj /or eac/i (?,•(»•= 1 . . . . , A:) ineoua/t7y f^.5j de/mes a
and Me me</ua/tlj/ i« no< eqruiva/ent <o a nonne</ah'vi7y cons<rain<.
^'ij /-or a// ;jone»ip/j/ ,sH6.se/s / C {1,. •., A;}, / 7^ {1,...,/:} Mere ezisfs an
cdae {i,j} Ma/ is m (J.e/^c, x Vc, or in Ue{i...,ib}\/^c, x Vc. wi</i
77»en ineawa/i/t/ f<!>'.^ de/ines a /ace< o/Q^pProof: Clearly, (8.3) defines a face fv-> of Q*- According to Proposition
8.2.1 there exists a facet F$, defined by (8.6), containing F^ such that there
exists a positive scalar /?i satisfying 6,j = /3i • Q,J for all edges {i,j} in
(/c, X Vc,. and there exist nonegative scalars /3/,, /i € { 2 , . . .,&}, satisfying
/>,-,- = /}>, • a,j for all edges {i,j} in f/f^ x I'e,,- We claim that /?/, = /?j for
ali /» € { 2 , . . . , / : } . Let /* C {!,...,/:} be the set of all indices $r-such that
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0 j = 0 i . Notice that /* ^ 0, since it contains 1. From assumption (ii) it
follows directly that, unless / " = {1
it}, there is an /i € { 1 , . . . , &} \ /*
such that there is an edge {i,j} in (U^/* ^«) * H» or in (/* x (Uj€/' *«)•
So, £,_, = /*/, •ft,-j= /i, • o,-j, and a,, # 0, 0 I > 0. implying /i 6 /*: a
contradiction. Therefore, / " = { l , . . . , i b } .
Q
E x a m p l e 8.2.1 ConstV/er f/ic /o//ou'ing t>a/iV/ inr^u«/i7j//or nn in.s<nrur o / o
romp/ric 6ipar<«te jrap/i u>i7/» //irrf fiodcs in 6o//» node se<«:
,,
133 + *2i + X31 - I n - X13 - X23 < 3.

/li»fl spited free incgua/ifj/ tri</» //jrrr .spites fsee CAap/er 7 / 6'iuen is
is ra/id/or
a /are/ 0/Q3
C/ioose //»( /o//ou?in</ nodf
3, W3}. T/je/jrs/ /u>o sets roncur iri/A n s^unrv- iruf/i/fi/i/j/, //»f
se< t»i//i a fn'via/ ineo«a/i7y. T/je edge se<s induced 6y //jese node .sets
do no< cover a// edges 0/t/3 x V'3: £ = {(«2i"3)}- iVoh'ct- //i«< //ir fdgr se/
Ci = {U3, U3, U2, ui} does not induce a sguare inegua/ift/, since i/«. covcrtrij;
is </»ree.
/l/>p/j/ing Proposition 5.2.2, u>e denve </ia< </ie free inegua/i/j/ de/ines a /«ee<
H {x : £23 = 0}. Li/i(ing Me missing coe/Jjcien< is trivia/. (Viwn t/je
0/ t/ie ineqrua/ity, ei/ji6iting a so/ution containing </u edge ( u ^ i ^ )
and satis/j/ing t/je inegua/itj/ at eoua/ity su/fices.
Given t/ie /act t/iat t/ie spited tree inegua/itt/ u;it/t t/iref spites is /acet de/ining, one can easai/y prove spited tree inegua/ities u)it/i more t/irnt t/jrrr spites
to 6e /acet de/ining using Proposition 5.2.2, since t/je.se inrr/Ha/ittVs cart fte
comp/ete/y covered 6y spited tree inegua/ities uut/i t/iree spites and some trivia/ inegua/ities Xe < 1.

8.3

Intersection Patching Procedures

In this section we will discuss a procedure to patch a pair of inequalities
whose supports are not node disjoint. Assume we want to patch the following two inequalities, valid and facet defining for Q|(/(o)|x|V(o)| respectively

<

"0

(8.9)

-

^°

(8.10)
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For convenience of notation assume that £/„, = f/(a) U t^(/?) and Fp =
V(o) U V(/?). A paic/iing of inequality (8.9) and (8.10) is an inequality of
the following form:
<

7o

(8.11)

where 7,-j = Q,J for all (i, j ) € ^ ( o ) x V(a), and 7,-j = /3,-j for all ( i , j ) €
t/(/J) x V(0). Let f// be the intersection of [/(a) and t/(/3), and similarly
let V/ be the intersection of V(a) and K(/?). Clearly, if a,j / 0,-j for some
edge (i, j ) in [// x V/ then there does not exist a patching of the inequalities.
First we discuss the validity of a patching in the next proposition.
P r o p o s i t i o n 8.3.1 Consider //»e fne^ua/tftes ffl.Jty and (#. /0j and assume
!,•_,- = 0 /or a// {i,j} € (*/„, \ £//) x
/•'ur///( /•;//«/•<, .sH/j/wwr //JO/ f/ie </»e /o/Zowtny a s s u m p t i o n s no/d:

fi; a,j = 6,-,- /or a// {»,;}€ tf/ X V/;
^«; coVa[W°] + cov0[(f//UV7)\W"] >
^iii) 70 = «o + A) " cov«,[tf/ U V/].
T/ien, me^iia/iVy f(!f. //^) is ya/id/or Q*.
Proof: Let x be an arbitrary integer solution in Q*. Then partition (//UV/
into two sets W/(a) and W^/(/9), such that every node in (// U V/ that is in
the same clique as a node in ((/(/?) \ [//) x (V(/3) \ V», is in W/(/J), and
all other nodes in P/ U V/ are in VF/(a). Now we have for all r g Q ' using
assumptions (i)-(iii) and inequality (8.4):

V/]
Given the validity of (8.11) we would like to derive a valid and facet defining inequality of Q,,,p- Since by the structure of the cell formation polytopes
a facet of Q* can always be lifted to a facet of Qmp> it would be desirable to
know under which additional conditions inequality (8.11) defines a facet of
Q*. A good starting point is to assume that the inequalities (8.9) and (8.10)
are facet defining for Q|i/«,|x|i'<»|' respectively Q|c^|x|v^|- Obviously, if in that
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case the node intersection (f/ U V/ of the original inequalities is empty, the
patching is just the sum of two valid inequalities, and therefore it can never
be facet defining for Q" (which does not imply that it cannot be lifted to a
facet, as will be discussed in the next section).
'
So, at least we have to require (//UV/ to be nonempty. Let an tnf rrwrfion
porr/iing be a patching of inequalities (8.9) and (8.10) such that {// U V/ is
nonempty. Then we can prove the following proposition.
P r o p o s i t i o n 8.3.2 /tssumr </ia* a// t/»e premises o/ fVopo«Jtton O . / ore
safis/ieti, {// U V'/ is nonempty, and cov<,[{// U V;] = cov^[(// U V'/].
77»en, Me inegua/ity (#.//,/ de/ines a /acef o/Q* tm/f«.- a,j = /?^ = 0 /or a//
{«,>} € £// x V> and COVQ[{// U V>] = cov^ff// U V/] = 0.
Proof: Let us invoke Proposition 8.2.1, where we set the set C equal to the
union of P ( o ) and V'(«), where the 'large' inequality (8.3) is represented
by the intersection patching (8.11), and the 'small' inequality (8.5) concurs
with inequality (8.9). Proposition 8.2.1 implies that there exists a facet
of Q* defined by the inequality 6^2: < 60, containing the face induced by
intersection patching (8.11), such that 6,j = Ci • Q,J for all {i,j} € £/(a) X
V(a) for some positive scalar ci.
Now let us again apply Proposition 8.2.1 where we set the set C equal to the
union of ?/(/?) and V(/?), where the 'large' inequality (8.3) is represented by
the intersection patching (8.11), and where this time the 'small' inequality
(8.5) concurs with inequality (8.10). With a similar reasoning as before, it
follows that for the facet of Q* defined by the inequality i^x < ^Oi containing
the face induced by intersection patching (8.11), we have £,j = C2 -/3,; for all
{*\j} € £^(/?) x V(/3) for some nonnegative scalar C2.
We distinguish two cases:
(i) There exists an {t,j} 6 (/; X F/ such that cr,j ^ 0. We have: 6,j =
C] • a,j = C2 • /?,j for all {i, j } 6 f / ; X V/. Since Q,J = /3,j ^ 0, it follows that
Ci = C2 > 0. Thus, the coefficients 6,j equal the coefficients of inequality
(8.11) up to multiplication with a strictly positive scalar which implies that
inequality (8.11) is facet-defining for Q*.
(ii) There exists no {t,j} 6 f/ x V/ such that a,j ^ 0. First, consider a
solution satisfying inequality (8.11) and inequality (8.9) at equality. Such a
solution exists by the definition of a covering. We have for all x € Q":

«€(t/(/?)\t//)j€(V(/9)\V,)
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Next, consider a solution satisfying inequality (8.11) and inequality (8.10) at
equality. In a similar fashion we derive: ^o = £i(<*o — cova[f// U V7]) + C2/?oCombining these equalities, we obtain Ci cov<,[{// U V'/] = cacov^ft// U V/].
if coVf,[f// U K/] > 0, it follows that cj = C2 > 0. Thus, the coefficients
rf,j equal the coefficients of inequality (8.11) up to multiplication with a
scalar which implies that inequality (8.11) is facet defining for Q*. In case
«»v,,[f'/UV/] = 0, the new inequality is just the sum of the two facet defining
inequalities (8.9) and (8.10), and therefore the neq inequality is not facet
defining.
•
Example 8.3.1 Consider t/»e /o//ot/)ing cyc/e tnegua/ity on an instance o/
</>e cr///orrnfltton pro6/em on 1 x 4 norfes (see Section 7.5.5,/:
•I'll + #21 + a-22 + ^32 + Z33 + *43 + ^44 + *14 ~

'/'/»• po.s'/'/jt'r suppof/ JS « ci/r/c o/ /fng</i fZO/J<. (/sm</ edges o/ </ie positiue
s«ppor< on/y, t< can 6e uen/jed </»a< a 6iparij/e c/igue par<z72onmg contains a<
most /iwe edoes. 7'/ie //iree c/iords o/ t/ie positive support a// /lave coejf/zcient
— 1. 77ie resu/ting inegua/ity is £nou>n to 6e/acet de/ining.
Suppose twe want to patc/i our inegua/ity tcz7/i anot/ier cyc/e inegua/ity. T/ien
u»e fjeed to se/ect a substructure occum/ig in 6ot/i egua/ities, SUC/J ^/ia2 t/ie
premises o/ Proposition 5.5.2 are met. For examp/e, u»e cou/d taibe a set o/
nodf.'-' /ormino a string in f/ie positive support. T/ie reader can easi/y veri/y
t/»at t/u covering o/ n sing/f node is 1. 77je covering o/ tu>o nodes ty/iic/i
arr adjacent in t/jc positit'f support is a/so 1. 77ie covenng o/ a string o/
t/jrff nodes in t/ie positive support is 2, a string o//our /ias covering 3, etc.
Notice t/iot /or a string o//our nodes, u»e can /ind a partitioning o/ t/ie nodes
into sufesets corresponding u>it/j a string o/ tu»o nodes in /Ae positive support
stu/i //trt/ //*r corrri/ig o/ rac/i o/ t/ie subsets /ias va/ue 1, so condition (ii^
o/ Proposition (V. ^. 7 is not satis/ied. For t/»e same reason u>e can not use a
subset o/seven nodes.
Let us try to ;>atc/i our inegua/ity u»it/i a cyc/e inegua/ity f/tn/ /ias a string o/
st'j not/fs tcit/i respect to t/ie positive supports in common:
•I'll + *2I + -r22 + 3-32 + ^33 + *53 + ^55 + *15~
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From Proposihon 5.5.? ire tnotr (Aa/</ie ine^tja/iry
*11 + *21 + *22 + '32 + *33 + *43 + *44 + *14
*12 - *13 - *23 - *35 - *31 ~ *34 ~ *41 ~ *42 ~ *35 ~ *51 ~ #52

<

5+5-4

= 6

a*e/ines a /ace/ o/ t/ie po/yfop* romesponrfiny to an irwfanrr o/ f/ir r« // /ormah'on pro6/em on 5 x 5 norff.«, ufAfre rac/i o/ </>r norfr ;xiir.s {tis.i^} nnrf
{"4^5} cannot occur in </»e same component. 7b fffrirrntr a /acr/ rtY/mino
ine^ua/t/y /or Q55, u'e /»are <o /i/t //ie roe^cients 0/ //if i'nrin6/es X54 and
X4S. for 60/A t»ana6/e* t/»e /i/fmy coe//?cien/ i« - 1 , .so MT oet:
XX2 - I13 - X23 - X3S - X31 - X34 - X41 - X42 - X35 - Xjj -X64-X45 <

8.4

6

Disjoint Patching Procedures

In this section we will discuss a procedure to patch a pair of inequalities
whose supports are node disjoint. Assume we want to patch the following two
inequalities, valid and facet defining for Q|{/Q|X|V<,| respectively

AjXii

< /?o

(8.13)

For convenience of notation assume that [/„, = (/(a) U £/(/?) and Vp =
V(o) U V(/?). If f/(a) and 1/(0) as well as K(a) and V(/?)are mutually
disjoint, then the following inequality is called a disjoint pfl/r/iingr of the
inequalities (8.9) and (8.10) if 7,j = a,j for all ( i , j ) 6 t / ( a ) x V(a), and
7,-j; = A j ; f o r a l l ( i , j ) € t / ( / J ) x
7ij*«>

^

«o + /3o-

(8-14)

Clearly a disjoint patching is only of interest if at least one of the coefficients
7,j not occurring in (8.12) or (8.13) is positive.
For the disjoint patching procedure presented here we introduce a subset
$ = {</>i,.. .,(/>>} of the nodes of the support of the inequality (8.12), and a
subset * = { 0 i , . . .,^'.\} of the nodes of the support of the inequality (8.13).
Furthermore, for each node i we define the neighborhood of i with respect
to inequality (8.12) to be the set JV<,(i) := {j € t/^ U Vp|a,j > 0} (similarly
for (8.13)). Now the subsets $ and <P are called patr/»a6/e if the following
conditions are satisfied:
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(a) $ and * are subsets of the same cardinality A;

.

-

•'

•• . \

(b) (&,&•)€ tfmXVp for i e { l . . . A } ;
(c) ( ^ , ^ ) * J M 4 ) X 7V,,(fc) for i, j G { 1 . . .A}.
Let us comment a little bit on these definitions. First, let us mention that
the subsets considered here can contain nodes of {/„, and Vp: each of them
may contain a mix of V- and U-vertices. But condition (b) imposes that the
vertices 0j and ^, must be on 'opposite sides' of A'mp, for i € { 1 . . .A}. The
edges m, = (#i,V\) will be henceforth referred to as matc/ies. Specifically,
each match m, will appear in the patched inequality with a coefficient u;, (see
Proposition 8.4.1 hereunder); To rule out some uninteresting cases we will
assume that w, is positive (otherwise wo drop <£, and Vi from the respective
subsets). Condition (c) is more technical. One of its implications is that
a cycle of length four in the positive support of the new inequality (8.14)
cannot contain a match; so, when patching together two inequalities whose
positive support is A'23-free or CVfree, we produce an inequality with the
same property. In the sequel, we denote by TV,- the edge set -/Va(</>;) x ^3(^1)1
and with ;r( /f) we denote the sum of the variables corresponding to the edges
in the bipartite graph 5 .
The patching procedure can now be described by the following proposition (the reader will easily notice that the proof of this result only makes
uso of Conditions (a) and (b) in the definition of patchable subsets).
Proposition 8.4.1 Let f # . / ^ and (#.73,/ 6e ua/ttf tneg«a/j<ies/or respec/iue/y Q|t/(a)|x|V(a)| <""* Q|l/(0)|x|V(0)|. <*"<* assume £/(a) and £/(/?) as we//
as V(a) and V(/3) <o 6e dtsjoinJ. Lei $ and $ 6e pa£c/iaft/e sufrsete 0/
cflTY/j'ria/ifj/ A IOI7/J resper/ <o f5.72j, nespec<H»e/y f^.73^. Assume /or eac/i
r/ja<c/i ?;/, </jene is o posiiit'e u'eijf/ii w, suc/i </ja< /or eac/i su6se< W^ 0/ $
«>e /jare: HigWa ^< - coVa[H^] and simi/ar/y /or eac/i su6se< W/3 0/ $ :
E.eWtf «'. < eovpjWtf].
T/je», </»e /o//ou»ing disjoini pa/c/iino is a ra/id ine^ua/ifj//or Qmp-

Proof: Let .c € S,np and let G be the complete bipartite partitioning defined
by x. Define the index sets / ( a ) and /(/?) as follows:
/(a)

:=

{t | (<^ x iV<»(<£,)) n £((?) = 0}. and
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Notice that if /i is neither in / ( o ) nor in /(/?), then i ( n n ) - *(#*) < 0. So,
5Zf=i Wi('("»i) - •r(^i)) < 5Zi€/(o)u/(a) "''• Furthermore, from the former
observations, by the definition of the covering, and by the conditions on the
weights it?,, we deduce: ; ? ^ • i ' ; ; ' v ; :: •

+ £/=i"
Uie/(o>^i] + 6o -

u;,
«o +

The difficulty with disjoint patching is how to choose a positive weight
to, for each match m, such that for each subset W<, of 4> we have: £,gw<, *"•
]. Clearly this implies u>,- < cov,,/p/,a [<£,], and similarly u>< <
' " general, we cannot decide «;, = min{cov<,/p^[^,],covif,a[V',].
To see this, consider for example the cycle inequality discussed in Kxamplc
8.3.1. The covering of a single node is one. However, the covering of two
nodes adjacent to each other in the positive support is also one. One way to
cope with this is to choose the weights differently. Actually, the concept of
sequental covering as defined in Section 7.4 is useful. However, in that case
we would have to order our subsets 4> and *. Another approach is to make
use of special properties of the inequalities (8.12) and (8.13). We will focus
now on facet defining spiked inequalities (as defined in Section 7.4).
We will define a class of facet defining inequalities obtained by recursively patching together valid inequalities, starting with any facet defining
spiked inequalities such that all edges of the positive support have the same
coefficient in the inequality (e.g., starting with spiked tree or spiked cycle
inequalities, see Section 7.3). Before proving this result, let us first make
some preliminary observations concerning inequalities derived in this way.
Let (8.12) and (8.13) be two spiked inequalities with the property that
o,j = 0,j = 1 for all i , j such that a,-j > 0 and all «,< such that /3,( > 0.
Let $ and ¥ be two patchable subsets with respect to (8.12) and (8.13), respectively, and let (8.15) be the patched inequality as defined in Proposition
8.4.1.
Observation 1. To meet the conditions of Proposition 8.4.1 the weights u\
are positive. Since u;, < min{co.o[<p,],cov^[^>,], this means that <£, and Vi
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are spike-roots of (8.12) and (8.13). The covering of a spike root of these
inequalities has value 1, so u>, = 1 for i € { 1 . . -A}.
Observation 2. The positive support of (8.15) consists of the positive supports of (8.12), and (8.13), and of the matches m i , . . . ,m*.
Observation 3. From the previous observations, it easily follows that the positive support of (8.15) is spiked, that its spikes, spike-roots and spike-leaves
are exactly those of (8.12), and (8.13), and that the coefficients of the edges
(u,-,Vj) of the positive support all have value 1.
Observation 4. The inequality (8.15) is spiked: that is, the spiked solution 5",
defined by .<t,-j = 1 if and only if («,-, »>_,) is a spike, satisfies (8.15) at equality.
Observation 5. For a spiked inequality, the covering of a subset of the spike
roots equals the sum of the coverings of the individual vertices.
Observations 3 and 1 essentially mean that the patched inequality (8.15)
inherits the same properties as its parent inequalities. Armed with these
observations, we can now prove the following proposition, which recursively
defines a large class of facet defining inequalities:
Proposition 8.4.2 Ar/ (#. /2j and (#. /5j 6e 2u>o /aee< de/imm? spifce'd mf(/M«/t7«\s- /or Q,,,j, «>i//j o,j = 6jt = 1 /or a// t, j suc/t Ma/ a,j > 0 «nri a//

s,< ,swr/i //ia< 6j( > 0. /Issuroe /urf/iermore Ma< a// premises o/ Proposition
5.^. / are mcl.
77irn, Mr pa/r/ird mf(/ua/t7j/ f#./5j as de/mra* in Proposi/ion 5.^.7 defines a

Proof: In this proof, we will assume that the vertices are numbered in
such a way that vertex », and vertex ?>, are covered by the same spike of
the positive support of (8.15). The total number of spikes of the positive
support, of (8.15) is denoted as fc.
The validity of the inequality (8.15) follows directly from Proposition 8.4.1.
Now we prove that the inequality also defines a facet of Qmp- Since there
exist complete bipartite partitionings satisfying the inequality with equality,
the inequality surely induces a proper face of Qmp< say F . This face is
contained in a facet of Qmp> say F§ which in its turn is induced by an
inequality
eVp

fyiij

< *o

(8.16)

To prove the proposition, it suffices to show that the inequalities (8.15) and
(8.16) are identical, up to multiplication by a strictly positive coefficient.

Section 8.4
From the construction of the inequality (8.15) and from Proposition 8.2.1,
it follows that:
: t ^ r / l #(<») U
Vt,j:u,,t>,
VI\J

where fi and C2 are strictly positive scalars.
Let us now consider the remaining strictly positive coefficients of (8.15).
These are the coefficients corresponding to the matches in the patching procedure. Thus, assume, without loss of generality, that (u,, Vj) is a match.
Define the following edge sets:

5

:=

5c

:=

{(««,»«)!«€ {1...*}\{|}}U {(«,•,»,)},

and

It can be seen that the edge sets 5 , .S'o, and S,< define complete bipartite
partitionings of A,,,,,, and that the corresponding incidence matrices A'*,
X " , and A"" satisfy the inequality (8.15) at equality (by our preliminary
observations 3 and 4). Comparing the set 5 with the set 5^ and the set S/j,
we conclude: />,j = />,, = fyj. Since />„ = rja,, = rj and ^ = C2/3jj = T2, we
get cj = C2 = c and <5,j = c for a strictly positive scalar c.
Now we will show that £,j = 0 for each coefficient A,j corresponding to an
edge (w,,Vj) with u, G £/(a), i>j € V(/?) (without loss of generality), and
such that (M,-,I?J) is not a match and is not in A'/, for any match /;. We
distinguish between three different cases.
Case 1: u, and u, are both spike-leaves with respect to the positive support
of (8.15). Then it follows from Proposition 7.3.3(a) that there exists an
incidence matrix A' € .S'^p satisfying (8.12) at equality and i,/, = 0 for all
/i. Similarly, there exists an incidence matrix A € .S'mp satisfying (8.13) at
equality and x/,j = 0 for all /i. Define the following edge sets:
C,

:=

{(Mft,»«)|ifci = l , u * € f / ( a ) , », € V(a)}U
, i>« € V(/3)},and

The edge sets C,j and Z),j define complete bipartite partitionings of A'„,?, and
the corresponding characteristic vectors A'^'J and A'^"' satisfy the inequality
(8.15) at equality. Since the edge set /?,_, is identical to C\, up to the edge
(u,,t7j), the coefficient corresponding to this edge is bound to be zero: ^ =
0.
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Case 2: u, is a spike-root and u, is a spike-leaf with respect to the positive
support of (8.15) (or vice versa, but in that case the proof is analogous).
Like in the former case, there is an incidence matrix A' 6 5^p staisfying
(8.13) at equality such that x^, = 0 for all /t. Define the following edge sets:

,and

The edge sets f\j and /},, define complete bipartite partitionings of A\,,p, and
the corresponding characteristic vectors A'*"'' and A*^'-> satisfy the inequality
(8.15) at equality. Since the edge set D,j is identical to C,j up to the edge
(Ui,rj), «,j

=0.

Case 3: u, as well as t>j are spike-roots with respect to the positive support
of (8.15). Then define the following edge set: C',-j := 5 U {(u,-,i>j),(«j,«,-)}.
The edge set C',j defines a complete bipartite partitioning of A'mp, and the
corresponding characteristic vector satisfies (8.15) at equality. Because the
edge set C,j is identical to the set of spikes 5 up to the edges (UJ, Vj) and
(a,, (>,), the coefficients corresponding to these edges satisfy £,j -f £j, = 0.
Since we know from case 1 that Pj, = 0, it follows that: 6,j = 0.
To complete the proof we have to consider the edges (u,, t?j) with u, 6 ^ ( a ) ,
Uj € V(/?) (without loss of generality), and such that («,, v,) is not a match
but («,, i'j) is in TV/, for a certain match /t. Again we distinguish between
three different cases.
Case 1: u, and «j are both spike-leaves with respect to the positive support
of (8.15). This implies that <£/, and V/» are the spike-roots t>, and Uj. Then
we define the following edge set: C,-j := 5 U {(«,-, UJ),(UJ, v,)}. The edge set
C',j defines a complete bipartite partitioning of A'^p, and the corresponding
characteristic vector A'^'-> satisfies (8.15) at equality. Since the edge set
C,j is identical to 5 up to the edges («,-,Uj) and (uj,Ui), the coefficients
corresponding to these edges satisfy £,j + OJ, = 0. Since we know that
#j, = c, it follows that: ^,j = -^>j, = = r • ( — 1).
Ca^e 2: «,• is a spike-root and t'j is a spike-leaf with respect to the positive
support of (8.15) (or vice versa, but in that case the proof is analogous).
This implies that t"/, = u^ is a spike-root. Assume <£/, = t;/ for some / €
{ l..A'}\{». j } (remember from our preliminary observations that «!>/, is a spikeroot, whereas r, is a spike-leaf). Then define the following edge set: C,j :=
(5\{«/,w/}) U {(u,,v/),(u,,vj),(u,-,t;j),(uj,v,)}. The edge set C,j defines a
complete bipartite partitioning of A'^p, and the corresponding characteristic
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vector .Y^'' satisfies the inequality (8.15) at equality. Comparing the edge
set C,j with the edge set 5 , it turns out that the next equality must hold:
fy + *i/ + ^o + *ji = £«• Of these coefficients only A,j is not known as an
explicit expression in terms of the coefficients in (8.15). Plugging in the
others yields: /5,j = - c .
Case 3: «,• as well as r, are spike-roots with respect to the positive support
of (8.15). In this case the edge (u,, r,) may occur in more than one neighborhood JV/,. Let / C {1 ...A} be the set of precisely those indices /» for
which (u;,rj) € iV^. Then we define the following edge set:
C,j :=

{(u/, t>,) | / € {1 . . . * } , u, # V'/. and v, # ^ for all /i € /} U
{(u,,^),(u>,t>,)} u {(0fc,0,)| * € / , » € / } U

The edge set Cy, defines a complete bipartite partitioning of A',,,,,. To see that
the corresponding characteristic vector A^ •'> satisfies the inequality (8.15)
with equality, let us compare the edge set C,j with the set of spikes 5 .
To start with, consider the edge (u,,r,). Doth vertices are spike-leaves, so
from Observation 1 it follows that 6j, < 0. This edge could have a strictly
negative coefficient if it belonged to at least one of the sets A'/,. The only
neighborhoods to which u, and v,- can belong, are the neighborhoods of u,
and VJ. But (U,-,VJ) is not a match, by assumption. So, 6,,- = 0.
Now consider an edge (UJ, </>/,) where /i € / . The vertex Uj is a spikeleaf, so from Observation 1 it follows that the corresponding coefficient is
nonpositive. This coefficient could be strictly negative if the edge (?/,, </>/,)
belonged to at least one of the sets JV/, for some /. The only neighborhood
to which Mj belongs is the neighborhood of «_,-, since Uj is a spike-leaf. Thus,
Uj = ^>j. On its turn, t>j belongs by assumption to the neighborhood of
V'fc. Thus, it follows that (</>/,, V'/i) G W/* contradicting condition (c). We
conclude that the coefficient of (8.15) corresponding to (uj,<£/,) has value 0.
Analogously it can be shown that the coefficient of (8.15) corresponding to
each edge (tf'/,, r,) where /i € / also has value 0.
Furthermore, the edge («,-,</>/,) has the same coefficient (viz., 1) as the spike
corresponding to <£/,, and the edge (^/,,v,) has the same coefficient (viz.,
1) as the spike corresponding to ^ for all /i G /. Finally, the coefficient
corresponding to an edge (Vv»,</>j) is 0 if /i / <7, again by condition (d),
and is 1 otherwise. Combining these considerations, it follows that A''"''
satisfies (8.15) at equality. Therefore, the next equality must also hold:
D
^•j + *"5I/ie/ "•''» ~ 0- which completes the proof.
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A Recursive Class of Facet Defining
Inequalities

The patching procedures presented in the former sections enable us to define classes of inequalities in a recursive way. Starting with a set of facet
defining inequalities, we can generate a new set of facet defining inequalities
by patching the inequalities from the original set. The new inequalities can
be used again, etc. In this section we informally present such a class.
This class has the property that the ratio between the right hand side and
the sum of the positive coefficients on the left hand side can be arbitrarily
close to zero. In Chapter 4 we noticed that optimizing a linear objective
function over the approximation of (?,,,p by triangle inequalities and the
trivial inequalities can never yield a value below | of the sum of the positive
coefficients. The class of inequalities discussed in this section shows that the
ratio between the optimal solution of Q,,,p and the value of the optimum of
the LP relaxation can be arbitrarily bad. To see this, take the coefficients
of one of the inequalities as the coefficients of the objective function. Then
the right hand side is the optimal value, while | of the sum of the positive
coefficients is the best you can expect of the LP-relaxation.
The inequality we will start with is a square inequality, denoted as ITi:
./•„ + ,r,2 + .T22 - *21

< '2

(8.17)

As a second step we make a copy flj of fli as follows. There is precisely one
node v, in Vi for every node in i/j, and similarly there is precisely one node
«, in i^i for every node in V\. Finally, 7r,j = TT,-,-.
Next, we will patch the inequalities TIi and fii. First we have to select
subsets <l>i and tyj. Let 4»i be the set of spike roots in i/i, and let Let ^ i
be the set of spike roots in V'i. Clearly, these subsets are patchable: the
sets have the same cardinality (because they are copies of each other), the
matches ((/>>,, c"/i) are in F,,, X I',,, and the matches do not cause any cycles of
length lour. The weight u>, for each of the matches of induced by the subsets
is the covering of the respective spike roots which is of course 1. It is easy
to check that all premises for Proposition 8.4.2 are satisfied, so we can patch
the inequalities to a new spiked inequality: 112.
For 11-j we do exactly the same, we make a copy, patch the pair of inequalities, etc. Notice that the right hand side doubles in each step. More
precisely, the right hand side of inequality II, is 2'. Let a, denote the sum
of the positive coefficients at the left hand side of II,. We have:
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To see this, notice that in each patching some edges with a positive coefficient
are added: the matches. The coefficients corresponding to those edges all
have value 1. The number of matches is half the number of spikes, which
equals the right hand side.
Solving the equation, we get:
<r, = 5 • 2 - * + i 2 - 2
This shows that by taking »' large enough, the ratio between the right hand
side andCT,can be arbitrarily close to zero.
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Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift gaat over pen polyhedral? bonadoring van grooporingsproblemen. Het gebruik van polyhedralo terhniekc>n om gohooltallige prohlomen
op te lossen is niet nieuw. Men kan de geheeltalligo oplossingon interpreteren
als punten in een ruimte. VVordt onder do oplossingen de hoste gezocht met
betrekking tot een lineaire doelstellingsfunrtie, dan kan men het prnhleeni
als lineair programmeringsprobloem oplossen door te optimaliseren over het
convex omhulsel van de oplossingen. Voor deze benadering heeft men een
beschrijving nodig van het convex omhulsel (een polyhedron), in de vorm
van lineaire ongelijkheden. Het bepalen van deze beschrijving is doorgaans
niet eenvoudig. Een polyhedrale benadering van een probleem loont alleen
wanneer het probleem vaak genoeg voorkomt.
Een speciflek groeperingsprobleem is meestal relatief zeldzaam. Wei zijn
er grote verzamelingen groeperingsproblemen die veel op elkaar lijken. Hot
verschil tussen twee groeperingsproblemen zit hem vaak in enkele additionelc
beperkingen, waardoor de verzamelingen van toelaatbare oplossingen van de
twee problemen bijna hetzelfde zijn, maar net niet helemaal. De beschrijving
van de convex omhulsels lijken dan in de regel ook veel op elkaar. In het
eerste gedeelte van dit proefschrift worden technieken om van deze gelijkeriis
gebruik te maken behandeld en aangescherpt. De laatste vier hoofdstukken
hebben betrekking op de beschrijving van de convex omhulsels van twee bekende problemen, waarbij de eerder genoemde technieken worden gebruikt.
Naast een overzicht van het proefschrift wordt in Hoofdstuk 1 aan de
hand van een eenvoudige instantie van een geheeltallig probleem geke.nsche.tHt
hoe polyhedrale technieken kunnen worden toegepast om een dergelijk probleem op te lossen. Ook worden definities gegeven die voor dit proefschrift
van belang zijn.
In Hoofdstuk 2 staat het verband tussen de dimensie van een polyhedron
en de dimensie van de projectie van dat polyhedron centraal. Projectie
is een techniek die kan worden gebruikt om op een verantwoorde manier
beslissingsvariabelen uit een modelformulering te verwijderen. Deze techniek
levert vaak veel ongelijkheden op, die echter lang niet allemaal nodig zijn
voor de beschrijving van de projectie. Het antwoord op de vraag of een
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ongelijkhoid noodzakolijk is, hangt samen met de dimensie van het raakvlak
van do projectie dat hoort bij de vergelijking.
In hot. daaropvolgondo hoofdstuk komt een techniek ter sprake die kan
wordon gebruikt oin beslissingsvariabelen toe te voegen aan een modelforiniiloring. Doze techniek is gebaseerd op de constatering dat een raakvlak
van oeM polyhedron zelf ook eon polyhedron is. We laten zien hoe uit de
boschrijving van ecu raakvlak de beschrijving van het polyhedron kan wordon afgoloid.
Sommigo ongolijkhodon zijn van moor praktische waarde dan andore. In
Hoofdstuk 1 boKtudcrcn we een manicr om ongelijkheden in dit opzicht met
olkaar to vorgolijken.
Vorvolgens wordt in Hoofdstuk 5 con polytoop (een begrensd polyhedron) bestudoerd, waarvan het achterliggende probleem als volgt kan worden
boschrovon. (Jogovon zijn eon aantal steden. Als ik van de ene naar de andere
stud ga, moot ik een bepaald bod rag botalon, of krijg ik een bepaald bedrag.
Hot hod rag blijft constant, on hangt dus niet af van de de andere steden
die ik mogolijk hob bezocht. Nu zoek ik een cyclische route met maxiinale
opbrengst. Dit probleem lijkt voel op hot bekende handelsreizigersprobleem,
maar or is eon belangrijk verschil: ik hoef niet alle steden te bezoeken. Het
handolsroizigorsprobloom is vool bestudeerd, en er is veel bekend over het
correspondoronde polytoop. We maken daarvan gebruik door eerst aan het
model van hot handolsreizigorsprobleem variabelen toe te voegen, en dan
doze variabolon woor uit hot model to projecteren.
In Hoofdstuk 6 worden modollon voor het eel formatie probleem met
olkaar vorgolokon. Dit probloem maakt deol uit van een productie strategio (rr//«/rtr mrtnu/nr/Mrmjf) waarbij hot productie systeem wordt gesplitst
in productie cellen. Naast het bespreken van bestaande modellen, wordt
oon niouw model gopresentoord, waarbinnen een grote verscheidenheid aan
additionolo bo|)orkingen on doelmatigheidscriteria tot uitdrukking gebracht
kunnon worden.
Hot convex onihulsol van de oplossingen van dit model heeft een aantal
mtorossanto eigonschappon, die in Hoofdstuk 7 worden aangetoond. In het
laatsto hoofdstuk wordt voor dit polytoop een techniek gepresenteerd om
nieuwo ongolijkhodon af to leidon door bekende ongelijkheden met elkaar te
combinoron.
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